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Abstract

For high-voltage or high-power applications, it may be necessary to

realize a logical switch by connecting smaller units in parallel and

series to achieve high availability, high-frequency operation, and low

cost due to build-in redundancy, reduced dynamic losses, and modular

use of standardized units, respectively. IGBTs are very convenient to

realize such units, because of quasi-linear controllability via a gate

terminal.

This thesis investigates control methodologies for power MOS semi¬

conductor switches with focus on combined parallel and series connec¬

tion of IGBT/diode modules. It is proposed to provide each IGBT

with primary local control to monitor and adjust the IGBT's static

and dynamic behavior. Secondary (global) control synchronizes the

operation of multiple IGBTs. A globally synchronous clock can also be

derived locally. This makes it possible to use low-cost low-bandwidth

data links between series-connected units. Thereby, a flexible master-

slave approach can avoid the need of dedicated global control. That

is, the entire system is manageable by the local gate drive circuitry.
A prototype ASIC has been fabricated in CMOS technology with

high-voltage extension. The driver is partitioned into fourteen clusters

with a measured gate current capability of one Ampere each. A clas¬

sification of the IGBT's collector-emitter voltage and collector current

signals allows for real-time reconfiguration of the controller structure

to optimize the dynamic response of the system. The conduction state

and the recovery speed of freewheeling diodes are controlled by the

voltage drop across the DC link inductance, which is locally estimated

at each IGBT.

xi





Zusammenfassung

Bei Hochspannungs-Umrichtern kann es erforderlich sein, einen logi¬
schen Schalter durch Parallel- und Reihenschaltung von Schaltelemen¬

ten zu realisieren. Vorteile sind das Erreichen hoher Verfügbarkeit
durch Ausnutzung von Redundanz, hoher Schaltfrequenzen durch Aus¬

nutzung verringerter dynamischer Verluste und geringere Kosten durch

modularen Einsatz standardisierter Module. IGBTs sind besonders

geeignet für diesen Ansatz, da diese über einen Gate-Anschluss linear

gesteuert werden können.

Diese Arbeit behandelt Ansätze zur Ansteuerung von MOS-Lei-

stungshalbleiterschaltern. Der Schwerpunkt dabei ist die kombinierte

Parallel- und Reihenschaltung von IGBT/Diode Modulen. Es wird

vorgeschlagen, das statische und dynamische Verhalten der IGBTs lo¬

kal zu beobachten und anzupassen. Eine weitere (globale) Steuerung
dient der Synchronisation mehrerer IGBTs. Eine systemweit synchro¬
ne Bezugszeit kann auch auf lokaler Ebene abgeleitet werden. Dies

ermöglicht den Einsatz preiswerter Datenübertragungssysteme mit

geringer Kanalkapazität zwischen reihengeschalteten Modulen. Da¬

bei kann durch einen flexiblen Master-Slave Ansatz auf eine spezielle

globale Steuerung verzichtet werden und das gesamte System über die

lokalen Gate-Treiber gesteuert werden.

Ein Prototypen ASIC wurde in CMOS Technologie fabriziert. Der

Treiber ist in 14 Cluster mit jeweils 1 Ampere Gatestrom unterteilt.

Es erfolgt eine Zustandsklassifizierung auf Grundlage der Signale der

Kollektor-Emitterspanungen und Kollektorströme der IGBTs. Dies

erlaubt eine Rekonfigurierung der Steuerungsstruktur in Echtzeit zur

Optimierung der Systemdynamik. Die Steuerung des Leitzustandes

und des Kommutierungsverhaltens der Freilaufdioden erfolgt dabei

xiii
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auf lokaler Ebene über den Spannungsabfall an der Induktivität des

Spannungszwischenkreises.



Nomenclature

The IEC nomenclature is used to name the device terminals. That

means, the index c (collector) denotes the physical emitter (anode) of

the IGBT, the index e (emitter) denotes the cathode. No standards

are used to classify physical quantities (e.g. "high-voltage" ). Fur¬

ther, the terms "saturation region" and "linear region" are used in

consideration of the equivalent DMOS sub-device of the IGBT.

-St
dielectric constant of silicon, page 18

a(t) asynchronous signal which is vce(t) or ic(t) for series or parallel
connected modules, respectively, page 87

Agd gate-drain overlap area, page 18

Cp gate-collector capacitance (often referred as reverse transfer

capacitance or Miller capacitance), page 14

CV gate-emitter capacitance, page 14

Cce equivalent capacitance seen from collector to emitter of a par¬

ticular single module or logical switch, page 58

Cdr driver output capacitance, page 71

Ciss virtual input capacitance, page 18

Cx capacitance used in series with an auxiliary damping resistance

Rx, page 71

/i unity gain bandwidth (transit frequency), page 73

xv
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h

îdr

go open loop gain, page 73

gm saturation region transconductance gm = dic/dvgej page 13

ic collector current, page 13, 14

gate current, page 14

driver output current, page 71

^Load load current, page 14

Kf empirical factor to model ratio of Kp in linear region to that

in saturation for MOSFET, page 18

Kp saturation region transconductance parameter, page 16

La DC link stray inductance, page 41

Lce inductance between the terminals from which the vce-feedback

signal is derived, page 65

Lei inductance of the common part of gate control loop and emit¬

ter current path, page 16

Le emitter inductance, page 62

Lg total gate loop inductance, page 71

M number of parallel connected switches, page 51

N number of series connected switches, page 51

Nb base doping concentration, page 18

Nmob collector-base mobile carrier concentration, page 19

Nsci collector-base space charge concentration, page 18

q electronic charge, page 18

Rg total gate loop resistance, page 16

Rx auxiliary damping resistance, page 71
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T chip temperature, page 34

td(off) turn-off delay, i.e. time difference between the start of change
in vge and the start of change in vcej page 15

td(on) turn-on delay, i.e. time difference between the start of change
in vge and the start of change in ic, page 15

Vm Vge at ic = iLoad (Miller plateau), page 14

vce collector-emitter voltage, page 13

vcg collector-gate voltage, page 14

Vdc DC link voltage, page 14

Vdr driver output voltage, page 14

vge gate-emitter voltage, page 14

vie voltage across the emitter inductance, page 24

vnsat saturated velocity of electrons in silicon, page 19

vt MOSFET channel threshold voltage, page 18

Wgdj gate-drain overlap depletion width, page 18

x(t) synchronous signal which is ic(t) or vce(t) for series or parallel
connected modules, respectively, page 87

ASIC application specific integrated circuit, page 9

BCD technology providing BJT, Complementary MOS (CMOS),
Double-diffused MOS (DMOS), page 27

BJT bipolar junction transistor, page 1

CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor, page 27

DMOS double-diffused metal oxide semiconductor, page 27

EMI electro-magnetic interference, page 16

FWD freewheeling diode, page 14
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electric power conversion systems convert and control electrical power

by using semiconductor devices. Nowadays the devices operate in

switching mode, which causes the power dissipation to be reduced.

Since the trend is towards higher switching frequencies and higher

voltage levels, the main device design problem is to attain both, low

conduction losses and fast switching capability.

Semiconductor switching devices Todays high-power conversion

systems commonly use gate turn-off thyristors (GTOs) as switching
devices. The main advantage of a GTO is the relative simple structure

which does not require high-resolution lithography for manufacturing.

So, the yield is generally high, even for very large monolithic devices.

In 2001, GTOs are manufactured from 4 inch wafer technology in a

range of (2500V, 4500V, 5500V)/(1000A...4500A). The gate drive

circuitry of GTOs must provide high current sinking capability to

turn-off the device via the base of the corresponding thyristor-internal

bipolar junction transistor (BJT). The ratio of load current to gate

current is typically between 3 and 5. A safe operation of switching
devices requires to limit the rates of change of current and voltage at

the load terminals (di/dt and dv/dt respectively). Furthermore, GTOs

do not show inherent current saturation. As the static and dynamic
behavior of a GTO is not controllable through the gate terminal, aux¬

iliary power-side circuitry is required to control the switching speed

1



2 Introduction

and for short-circuit protection. The complexity of GTO modules is

further increased due to the auxiliary power supply required for the

gate driver. This may derate the overall reliability of the system and

cause increased cost, weight, and total power dissipation. In partic¬

ular, to avoid the problem of inhomogeneous current distribution in

large GTOs during turn-off, low dv/dt is applied; or recently, the en¬

tire switch current is commutated via the gate. The gate must be

directly attached to the gate drive circuitry in order to achieve fast

extraction of base charge. Such modules are referred to as (integrated)
gate commutated thyristors (I)GCTs.

The major advantages of the power metal-oxide semiconductor

field-effect transistor (MOSFET) are the high DC-impedance gate
terminal and the controllability of switching speed. To make these

devices suitable to higher voltage applications, a reduction of static

losses has been achieved by introduction of an additional layer at the

drain side to form a pn-junction region. Thereby, conductivity mod¬

ulation is provided by injecting holes as additional carriers into the

low-doped (n~ doped) drift region. A wide-base bipolar transistor is

formed in combination with the MOSFET well diffusion region and the

low-doped drift zone. The device structure can be correctly referred

to as conductivity modulated MOSFET. Commonly it is called insu¬

lated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). Static losses have been further

reduced by using a vertically aligned trench gate to enhance electron

injection. A reduction of device thickness is desirable to reduce to¬

tal losses. This is achieved by increasing the doping concentration of

the drift region near the drain-side p+n~ junction to prevent a punch

through of the electric field. This approach is referred to as punch-

through1 (PT) approach.

Commonly, a switch module combines a number of IGBT chips
and diode chips connected in parallel, currently up to 24 plus 12 chips

respectively. This requires advanced interconnection and packaging.

Recently, pressure contact technology has been introduced. The ad¬

vantages are reduced thermal resistance and parasitic inductances,
and enhanced reliability due to avoiding wire-bonding and soldering.

xThe absence of a buffer layer is often referred to as non PT (NPT). Using a

thin low-doped or graded buffer layer is also called soft punch through (SPT) or

field stop (FS)
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Towards a 10 kV monolithic switching device? Today, IGBTs

are available up to a blocking voltage of 6500 V. It has been shown

[WBLF00] that 6500 V IGBTs that combine a low-cost planar gate ap¬

proach with a carefully designed carrier lifetime profile yield turn-off

losses and on-state voltages comparable to the IGCT. Although there

might actually be a demand of semiconductor switches beyond the

6500 V class (e.g. for a medium-voltage industrial motor drive oper¬

ating at 10 kV, 50 Hz) a further enhancement of the voltage capability
is not reasonable from the economic point of view. For applications
not driven by mass market there might be no reason to reduce the

number of series connected devices from let's say 200 (at 625 V) to

40 (at 3125 V) - e.g. for high voltage direct-current transmission of

125 kV - since rigorous series connection of lower-voltage switching
modules may result in lower total cost. This is because the high de¬

mand of 600 V... 1700V IGBTs keeps chip and packaging costs low.

It is expected that high-frequency switching capability is the force

to drive the semiconductor development in the near future. There

is a general trade-off between on-state losses and turn-off losses. An

effective approach to optimize performance is to enhance electron in¬

jection, e.g. by using trench gate structures. Another trend is to

use a vertically reduced surface field (RESURF) principle. Here, the

electric field is decreased by 2D-depletion; a much higher breakdown

voltage is obtained on a thinner layer. An increase of on-state con¬

ductance of MOSFETs up to the factor 5 has been reported [GS00].
A commercially available device is the Cool M OS. (Cool Mos is a trade

mark of Infineon Technologies.) Furthermore, a trend is towards ultra-

fast diodes based on SiC (by factor 10 higher breakdown voltage) and

merging PiN with Schottky barrier structures (optimizing the excess

carrier profile).

Combining multiple switching devices instead? The on-state

resistance Rds(on) of a power MOSFET is mainly due to the resistance

of the drift region which is a function of the drain-source breakdown

voltage Vds(max)- The dependence is of the following type:

-tl-ds(on) CX- *ds(max) \ )

where the exponent a is between 1 for RESURF devices and 2.5

for conventional MOSFETs. According to [IntOl], the exponent of
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rated voltage
IGBT

HEXFET

100

100

300

250

600

500

1200

1000

voltage drop

@1.7A/mm2, 373K

IGBT

HEXFET

1.5

2.0

2.1

11.2

2.4

26.7

3.1

100

Table 1.1: Dependence of on-state voltage drop from voltage rating

[IntOl]. Voltage ratings of the power MOSFETs are lower than the

IGBT's to take into account their avalanche capability. (HEXFET is

a trade mark of International Rectifier.)

a = 2.5 is a misconception. Rather, the correct value would be

a > 1.6 and typically a = 1.9. The voltage drop across the IGBT

is the sum of the voltage drop across the anode-side p+n~ junction

region and the voltage drop across the conductivity modulated drift

region. Thus, unlike the power MOSFET, the on-state voltage drop
across an IGBT never goes below a diode threshold. In addition to

reducing the voltage drop, conductivity modulation virtually elimi¬

nates its dependence on the voltage rating (however at the expense of

turn-off losses). This is shown in Table 1.1, where the voltage drops
of IGBTs of different voltage ratings are compared to those of power

MOSFETs with the same current density. These data also contradict

the common misconception that power MOSFETs have better silicon

utilization at low voltages.

A system comprising series connected switches may result in a

performance similar (or improved in regard to the conventional MOS¬

FET) to a single-switch approach, since series connection offers higher
electron injection per equivalent base width.

To achieve highest switching frequencies, switching losses can be

distributed by interleaved operation of parallel switches. The design of

recent modules does not offer a real advantage over parallel connected

smaller modules. In particular, a common gate terminal is rather dis¬

advantageous in terms of controllability and reliability. Concluding,

stacking of universalized medium-power IGBT modules may become

a very attractive solution.
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1.1 Motivation

Requirements of recent power systems The main applications
of high-power conversion systems are traction and drives, and power

transmission and distribution. An important criterion is high avail¬

ability of such systems. Parallel or series connection of semiconduc¬

tors (or of more complex modules like power converters) is necessary

to increase the current or voltage capacity or the switching-frequency
of a system. A reconfigurable system using both parallel and series

connected switching devices might enhance reliability compared to

systems utilizing a minimum number of switching devices.

The requirements of compact and efficient systems are driving the

demand for high-speed switching. In most cases, devices with lower

voltage capability can be operated at higher switching frequency, such

that costs, weight, and losses of auxiliary power-side components are

reduced. Furthermore, these features make it easier to attain over¬

all system compatibility by controlling the impedance or harmonic

content of line and output signals. For the particular case of driving
traction motors, power losses and torque ripple are reduced. Addition¬

ally, high-frequency operation avoids audible acoustic noise. GTOs

and IGBTs with a voltage capability higher than 2500 V are normally
restricted to operate at a switching frequency of 1 kHz (where dy¬
namic losses are approaching static losses). In low-frequency systems

using two-level switching, unwanted harmonics can be suppressed to

a certain degree by active filtering. This can be realized by using
smaller auxiliary converters which work at higher switching frequency
than the main switches. Otherwise, for a given switching frequency
the signal resolution can be increased by introducing a multi-level

switching sequence.

Architecture alternatives System architectures based on series

connected power devices today still use power-side components for

passive power-control, e.g. dv/dt-contiol, voltage-dividing and -clam¬

ping or similar techniques, which are bulky and expensive. However,
the total count of passive components is not inevitably increased as

demonstrated for a ZVS scheme of series connected switches [DHJS95],
[WASB00]. In the iV-level converter [SL00], the DC link voltage is

divided into N-l levels by series connected capacitors. (Voltage shar-
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ing is achieved by additional circuitry.) The switching devices are

clamped to the corresponding voltage levels via high-voltage diodes.

By applying a special switching sequence, a higher resolution of mod¬

ulated signals can be achieved at lower switching frequencies. Series

connection of N converters on the AC side [SteOO] provides a voltage
which is N times the capability of one sub-converter. But the DC

link voltages of the N converters must not share a common node. In¬

stead, combining is realized by way of additional converters driving
intermediate high-frequency (and thus low-weight) transformers or by
distributed load (e.g. by driving multiple motor coils).

Modularity, scalability, and upgradability are keys to the desired

system architecture in order to reduce design effort and component

costs for a particular system. Therefore, the focus of this thesis is

on direct series/parallel operation of switching devices with a mini¬

mum number of auxiliary power-side components. Power MOSFETs,

IGBTs, or the like offer the advantage of current saturation, adjusta¬

bility of dynamic and static behavior, and thus improved state mon¬

itoring. This simplifies synchronizing multiple switches, as control

circuitry may compensate for parameter deviations.

System integration There are a few approaches to increase the

scale of integration of power conversion systems. At a higher level

of control (calculation of switching sequence, e.g. for direct torque

control for drive systems), integrated circuits are well established,
whereas gate drive circuitry is usually designed for the specific ap¬

plication. Consequently, functionality is reduced to the minimum in

order to keep costs low. But eventually, maintenance and energy costs

over the lifetime of a system should be considered, as advanced gate

driving can save energy and could support new system architectures.

One decision is to integrate gate drivers into the power module or

to keep the driver separately. Recently, manufacturers provide a vari¬

ety of ready-to-use drivers and cooling systems suitable to particular

power modules and applications. Equipped with a uniform interface

and shape [LHM99], such units are often referred to as integrated

power modules (IPM).
The traditional form of an IPM is to integrate one driver for each

switch as close as possible to the IGBT chips. This results in higher
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controllability of the module's dynamics due to minimal delay and

inductance of the gate loop. However, thermal conditions may affect

the reliability of the driver circuit.

For a module which combines a large number of chips, using a

single gate driver requires a well thought out global gate connectivity
to reduce the impact of parasitics. Modularity, scalability, and evenly
distributed load are difficult to achieve.

A further step would therefore be to provide one driver per subset

of the total number of chips which form a logical switch. This offers a

good predictability of the switching behavior. These local controllers

could also be used to equalize dynamic and static load of parallel

operating subsets of IGBT chips. As a result, the requirements of

layout symmetry could be relaxed. And so, for more complex modules,
the overall design effort is reduced.

Key functionality required for controlling IGBTs within the limits

of safe operation area is to evaluate the collector current, e.g. by using

a parallel sense-IGBT, and to limit the collector-emitter voltage, e.g.

by avalanche devices. These rather simple control functions could be

realized on the same technology as used for the IGBT chips [FLP+97]
and could be placed on same die.

But, when integrated into the IGBT modules, such circuitry might
interfere with external control and may reduce the flexibility to adapt
the driver to application requirements. Therefore, the controller should

be distributed over several hierarchy layers with application-specific

functionality. Although initial engineering effort is increased, this

could reduce time-to-market and would find more acceptance.

1.2 Objective of this Work

In the field of active control of transient and static behavior of single
or series connected power devices, much research has been focused on

particular portions of the problem, e.g. di/dt-contvol or synchronizing
turn-on delays. However, many solutions are actually closely related

and interdependent. A combination of these techniques is therefore

demanding as well as questionable.
In this thesis a hierarchical controller architecture for systems of

combined parallel and series connected MOS-controlled power semi-
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conductors (in particular IGBT/diode modules) is proposed. Local

control optimizes the switching transients of the IGBTs (dynamic gate
control DGC in Fig. 1.1). A secondary control loop is used to man¬

age reconfiguration, global timing and parameter scheduling (power
system controller in Fig. 1.1). An interface to an application-specific

layer is defined, which handles central system control (Microcomputer
in Fig. 1.1). Focus is on snubberless hard-switching voltage-source in¬

verters (VSI) with inductive load. Furthermore, compatibility with

operation in soft-switching2 modes is considered. The desired system

is based on the following characteristics:

Topology

• combine series and parallel connected switches

• provide a redundant and reconfigurable system

Control

• ensure operation in the safe operating area (SOA)

• minimize transient and steady state losses

• synchronize parallel and series connected switches

• provide reconfiguration management and fault processing

• execute system startup and shutdown procedures

Thesis Structure

The first part gives a synopsis of techniques for controlling single

power MOS semiconductor switches (Chapter 2) as well as series or

parallel connected power semiconductor switches (Chapter 3).

2Zero-Voltage Switching (ZVS): switch current while voltage is zero, e.g. by

enabling a capacitance, connected in parallel to the main switch at turn off. Zero-

Current Switching (ZCS): switch voltage while current is zero, e.g. by enabling an

inductance, connected in series to the main switch at turn on. When the resonance

circuit is controlled by auxiliary switches, this is sometimes referred to as ZVT or

ZCT (... Transition).
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\
Figure 1.1: Architecture to hierarchically control a reconfigurable 3-

phase voltage source inverter with combined series and parallel con¬

nected switches.

Focus of the second part is on combined parallel and series con¬

nected switches. In Chapter 4, general requirements for system topol¬

ogy and controller design are derived. Local controller techniques are

reviewed with regard to reconfigurable high-speed systems. A novel

hierarchical controller methodology based on a sophisticated system

topology is derived. In Chapter 5, implementation issues for a local

controller ASIC are discussed in detail. The ASIC implements a novel

methodology to control the dic/dt during turn-on. The driver stage

satisfies the gate current demand of IGBTs up to the 3300 V/1200 A
class. It is partitioned into 14 clusters. To optimize the dynamic per¬

formance, the activation of these clusters is depending on the actual

system state. The state detection can also be used to extract syn¬

chronous and asynchronous events to manage the operation of multi¬

ple IGBTs in series and parallel connection.

Chapter 6 extracts the key results and gives an outline of current

and future work.
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Part I

Synopsis of Techniques
for Controlling Power

MOS Semiconductor

Switches

h





Chapter 2

Optimal Control of

IGBT/Diode Module

Operation

This Chapter gives a synopsis of gate drive methodologies for MOS

power semiconductor single switches. A simple circuit simulation

model is used to demonstrate the capabilities to optimize the switch¬

ing behavior of the power devices. In Section 2.1, main focus is on

minimizing steady-state and switching losses under regular operating
conditions. Section 2.2 shows how to ensure reliable operation under

fault conditions.

2.1 Optimizing Switching Losses

To minimize dynamic losses under hard-switching operation, the time

derivatives of collector current (dic/dt) and collector-emitter voltage

(dvce/dt) have to be controlled to stay within the limits of latch-free

and avalanche-free operation, soft recovery, and safe operating area.

This can be achieved by controlling the gate charge profile, utilizing
the transconductance gm in the IGBT's saturation region.
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Figure 2.1: First-order approximation of IGBT dynamics (left) and

response of state variables during turn-on transition (right).

Switching behavior under inductive load conditions Classi¬

cally, switching transients are induced by a voltage applied to the gate

via a gate resistor (Fig. 2.1). To derive a first-order approximation,
the switching behavior is simplified as follows. Before time to, the

device supports the full DC link voltage, Vdc, and the gate voltage
and collector current are zero. During period to to t2 the gate-emitter

capacitance CV is being charged by the gate current ig, and the gate-

emitter voltage Vge increases. During period t\ to t2, the collector

current ic rises according to the saturation region transconductance.

As long as the actual collector current is still approaching the available

load current ilooA, the freewheeling diode (FWD) stays in conduction,
and the voltage across the IGBT continues to be approximately the

DC link voltage. Any stray inductance is neglected here. The charg¬

ing current of the reverse transfer capacitance (Miller capacitance) C^
can be neglected during this period, since the derivative of the volt¬

age across C^ is small, and C^ is much smaller than the gate-emitter

capacitance C^. At time t2, ic reaches iLoad, and the diode shuts
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off. The diode reverse recovery is neglected here. The collector cur¬

rent now stays approximately constant, according to the load current,

while the collector voltage starts to fall. As long as operation remains

in the saturation region, the differential resistance is increased and

the collector voltage reacts very strongly to changes in the collector

current. In this phase, the equivalent input capacitance is virtually

infinite, due to the Miller effect. The gate voltage now stays constant

at Vm- For the time being, therefore, no further charge is consumed

by CV. Thus the drive current now contributes exclusively to dis¬

charging C^. At t3 the collector voltage reaches the linear region of

IGBT-operation. The gate voltage is now no longer constrained by
the saturation region transfer characteristics of the device, but is free

to increase up to the driver output voltage Vdr-

A similar behavior is shown during turn-off, however in reverse

order. The diode forward recovery is neglected here.

The turn-on delay td(on) is defined as the time difference between

the starting points of gate voltage increase and of collector current

increase (ti — to). The turn-off delay td(0ff) is defined as the time

difference between the starting points of gate voltage decrease and of

collector-emitter voltage decrease (equivalent to t^ — t-$).

2.1.1 Modifying Switching Dynamics

Constraints Particularly from the time at which the sign of current

through the turning-off freewheeling diode is changing, the dic/dt de¬

termines the reverse recovery behavior by controlling the actual profile
of excess carrier concentration. Usually it is required to slowdown the

inherent IGBT switching speed to prevent the circuit from:

• snappy1 diode behavior

• dynamic avalanche of the diode

• dynamic latchup of the IGBT

During turn-off of the IGBT the dic/dt has to be restricted considering
that vce rises up to the sum of DC link voltage and dic/dt-induced volt¬

age across stray inductance. Usually, the achievable dic/dt does not

1i.e. snappy falling edges of current which induce voltage overshoot in combi¬

nation with stray inductance
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reach the critical value that initiates dynamic latching of the IGBT.

A secondary constraint is to limit the dvce/dt in order to prevent dy¬
namic avalanche. Reliable operation of IGBTs and power diodes can

be achieved up to a dvce/dt of about 10 V/ns or even higher.

Eventually, dvce/dt-limitation is required for system compatibility
reasons. Steep transients may lead to increased EMI2 noise and to

overvoltage in case of driving long transmission lines or induction

motors. According to the measured results reported in [MSBS98], the

transient stress approaches the steady-state stress at voltage risetimes

of about 5 us. Such low rates of increase, however, are in opposition
to the goal of optimizing switching losses. Hence, to reduce motor

insulation stress, the US Standard [Nem93] indicates that inverter-

duty motors shall be designed to withstand risetimes of 100 ns at DC

Link voltages of 860 V. Furthermore, temporary dvce/<it-limitation is

needed to make balancing of series connected switches possible, and

to reduce the total dvce/dt of the compound switch. These items

should be taken into account to determine a reasonable dvce/dt-coTLtm\
scaling depending on the DC link voltage and the number of series

connected devices.

Means for adjusting dvce/dt and dic/dt Fig. 2.2 shows a behav¬

ioral model to derive the module transfer functions. To illustrate the

large-signal behavior, transconductance and capacitance functions are

given. The main switching transitions for conventional voltage-mode
driving can be approximated by:

Cllc/ Cut ~ ——lg
Ott

V(ir Vqe

dvce/dt k, —ig

1 Vdr - Vge
r^j

Cfj, Rg

where Rg is the gate loop resistance, and Le\ is the inductance of the

common part of gate control loop and emitter current path.

2
electro-magnetic interference

(2.1)

(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: Behavioral model (left) including descriptions of main

nonlinearities (right) for a planar-gate NPT IGBT module of the

1200 V/300 A class.

According to Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2, control of dvce/dt and dic/dt
without respect to each other is achieved by:

• increasing CV or Le\ to decrease \dic/dt\

• increasing C^ to decrease \dvce/dt\

• controlling ig during a transition, which can also be achieved by

controlling Vdrj Rg, CV, C^, or partly by controlling Le\- Fur¬

ther, ig could be influenced by auxiliary feedback, for a simple

example by inductive coupling from emitter to gate.

2.1.2 Mode and Dynamics of Gate Driving

The IGBT is a charge-controlled device. By using a current-mode

gate driver, open-loop control is simplified to current level and time,
as dic/dt is approximately proportional to ig. An unwanted effect

is, that dic/dt increases linearly with vge, as according to [Hef95] for
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medium ic, gm can be approximated by

di
gm = -j-^- « Kp(vge - vt) = y/2Kpic ,

hence:
CIV'

qe

(2-3)

Vge = VT + \l ^~ for Vce > (vge ~ Vt)/Kf

where vt is the channel threshold voltage, Kp is a saturation region
transconductance parameter, and Kf is an empirical factor to model

the linear region. (Note, for the sake of simplicity, hole current and

velocity saturation are not considered.) That means, if the gate is

driven by a one-step current source, dic/dt increases approximately
linearly with time. Then, to adjust a soft reverse recovery, the av¬

erage dic/dt has to be decreased, which however increases switching
losses. Driving the gate in voltage mode, the gate current is a function

of the IGBT input impedance. This impedance is highly influenced

during switching as a result of IGBT-internal feedback. Furthermore,
in the case of driving unmatched parallel-connected power modules,
the emitter inductance Le can temporarily act within the gate con¬

trol loop [MSA96]. Presuming the input impedance is a virtual input

capacitance Clss, the gate current is approximated by

L9
ttq SLsiss-ttq ~T 1

leading to an exponential decrease followed by a dynamic saturation

of ig due to the Miller effect during the turn-on transition of vce-

So, using a one-step function, rather voltage-mode driving than

current-mode driving keeps dic/dt constant over time. However, cur¬

rent-mode control is better qualified for both open-loop and closed-

loop control due to the reduced system order (and therefore fast set¬

tling) and independence of IGBT input impedance.
Furthermore, C^ is voltage dependent due to the voltage depen¬

dence of the MOSFET gate-drain depletion width Wgd0-

CM « Agd—f— for Vce > Vge (2.4)
Wgdj

Wgdj « (
tSlVce ) for Vce > Vge (2.5)

\ qrSsci J

where Agd is the gate-drain overlap area, q is the electronic charge,
and the collector-base space charge concentration Nsrj is the sum of
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base doping concentration N^ and mobile carrier concentration iVmo5
due to the saturated velocity of holes and electrons in silicon vPsat and

vnsat, respectively:

Nsci =Nb + Nmob

ie (2-6)
Nb

qAgdVnsat

neglecting the hole current. So, C^ decreases with increasing ic. In

particular for higher-voltage IGBTs this effect is significant due to

lower Nb. C^ strongly increases approx. proportional to v~e0,5, causing
continuous flattening of the vce-transition. Note, actually the gate-

drain overlap oxide capacitance Coxd is connected in series to the

aforementioned gate-drain overlap depletion capacitance, i.e. for lower

vce j C/i approaches Coxd- Accumulation and inversion states of C^ are

also neglected.

A promising way to reduce switching losses is to keep dic/dt and

dvce/dt constant over the transition time. A large gate current is re¬

quired to achieve adequate dvce/dt. Applying this gate current level

during the collector current transition may lead to high dic/dt, caus¬

ing snappy recovery of the associated diode [eup96]. For a modern

low-inductance design, a critical parameter therefore is Le\ which de¬

generates dic/dt according to Eq. 2.1. For a higher DC link induc¬

tance, dic/dt is slightly reduced as the induced voltage is subject to

the dvce/(it-control mechanism. Note, this inductance should be min¬

imized for the turn-off case. Using saturable inductors, the stored

energy is minimized, and induction is restricted to act only at turn-

on [FTFW99].

Referring to Fig. 2.3, for a low-inductance design (a DC loop induc¬

tance of 25 nH) the turn-on losses can be reduced by 30% (to 61 mWs

from 87mWs), almost entirely due to applying dvce/dt-control during
the main transition of vce- For a DC loop inductance of 85 nH, losses

are reduced by 22% (to 45 mWs from 58 mWs), and 75% of saving is

due to dvce/dt-control. Note, a conventional one-step voltage mode

driver is well suited for determining dic/dt at turn on. A secondary
driver stage could supply additional gate current required for dvce/dt-
control. High gate current dynamics are required due to the nonlinear

behavior of gm and C^.
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Figure 2.3: Required gate current dynamics to optimize switching
losses at turn on (solid) in comparison with commonly used one-step

voltage mode driving (dashed). Simulated for a DC loop inductance

of 25nH using nonlinear compact modeling (see Appendix A).

2.1.3 Open-Loop Control

To optimize switching losses as described before, the system has to be

modified by altering the parameters of the module transfer function.

Another way is to set a time-varying gate current. Both, parameters

and gate current may be managed by a control system.

Variable structure techniques The simplest solution to decrease

the average dic/dt is an additional gate-emitter capacitor [eup96,

GS97], which allows the ratio
dvce/dt

dic/dt
to be adjusted without the need

of control circuits. However, turn-on delay and driver losses are unnec¬

essarily increased, since a large amount of the drive current is required
to charge and discharge the additional capacitance. A reduction of

gate current is only necessary during the collector current transition.
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conventional v a

on-command -

Figure 2.4: Soft turn-on circuit utilizing an additional gate-emitter

capacitor lowering dic/dt [LLSH97].

Consequently, Lee et al. [LLSH97] proposed the driver circuit shown

in Fig. 2.4. It is implemented with a gate voltage detection circuit

which disconnects the additional capacitance until the gate voltage
reaches the IGBT threshold voltage. Therefore the turn-on delay is

reduced. However, some problems may arise concerning noise and

parameter uncertainty, since the internal gate voltage is not available

for direct measuring. Both, turn-on and turn-off delay could be re¬

duced by evaluating the start of collector-current main-transition as

depicted in Fig. 2.7.

Multi-step gate driving To increase the average dvce/dt, Licitra

et al. [LMR+95] proposed a gate driver which, according to Eq. 2.1,

supplies an additional gate current during the Miller plateau of gate

voltage. The beginning of the plateau is sensed at the gate terminal

(Fig. 2.5) and triggers the current source. The dic/dt is limited by
the main voltage-mode driver and is determined by an adequate gate

resistor. This is advantageous with regard to linearizing dic/dt over

time as mentioned before. Due to the limited slew rate of the current

source the additional current initially increases with time, such that

the nonlinear voltage dependence of C^ is partly compensated. Delay
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conventional vge'

on-command -

Figure 2.5: Acceleration of collector-emitter voltage transition by ap¬

plying an additional gate current pulse zq [LMR+95].

and duration of the additional current pulse are adjustable to match

driver and IGBT. Since the delay between the driving signal and the

Miller plateau depends on the actual values of load current and recov¬

ery charge, adaptive synchronization of the current pulses could be

applied for better results [MRT+94]. The Miller plateau is identified

by an RC highpass connected to the gate terminal, and then pro¬

cessed by a PLL which triggers the current pulse generator. Dealing
with the derivative of the gate voltage was found to be inapplicable
due to noise and the need of very fast devices. To achieve precise

synchronization, the PLL includes compensation for propagation de¬

lay of sensing circuitry. Note, in the case of high power traction, the

load current usually varies significantly over a switching cycle which

complicates the operation of a PLL.

To protect the freewheeling diode from dynamic avalanche, Ger-

lach and Wiese [GW95] propose to limit the IGBT collector current

by reducing the gate voltage during diode reverse recovery according
to Eq. 2.1. After recovery the gate voltage is increased again in order

to reduce the on-state collector-emitter voltage. The on-state gate

voltage might be higher than typically allowed by the specifications.
It is mainly limited by the gate oxide breakdown as long as the short-

circuit behavior is not considered. This method has been investigated

by means of two-dimensional device and circuit simulation, and ex-
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conventional

proposed

Figure 2.6: Acceleration of collector current transition via multi-step

gate driving providing zc-limiting [GW95].

perimentally verified [JGH97] according to Fig. 2.6. By omitting the

external gate resistor, the initial dic/dt is significantly increased by
hard driving at vge = 9V due to fast charging of the input capac¬

itance. After a delay the gate voltage rises up to 12 V, increasing

dvce/dt, and finally to 15 V, decreasing the on-state collector-emitter

voltage. According to the measured results, the proposed technique is

able to reduce turn-on losses by 38% in comparison with adjusting the

recovery current by a gate resistor, retaining peak currents. Retaining

losses, the peak current is reduced by 25%. Note, since dic/dt is not

adjusted to the actual load current, this method may force snappy

diode behavior. A simple mode of two-step gate driving can be used

to ensure safe IGBT turn-on into a fault (low-impedance load, e.g.

short circuit, see Section 2.2). A commercial example is [AC97].

An Adaptation of dic/dt during reverse recovery is proposed by

Igarashi et al. [ITT+97] (Fig. 2.7). Initially a low gate resistance

specifies high dic/dt. The recovery state is evaluated by the sign of

the corresponding diode current. (By means of a secondary winding
of a saturation type reactor.) Then the gate resistance is increased to

reduce the gate current. The voltage drop across the stray inductance

will disappear due to the reduced dic/dt. Hence the gate charging will

continue due to dvce/dt-ïnànceà current through the reverse transfer

capacitance. Additionally, at turn-off the dic/dt is reduced by an
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Figure 2.7: Adaptation of dic/dt during transition by means of two-

step driving controlled by the state of diode reverse recovery [ITT+97].

additional gate-emitter capacitance which gets connected during the

collector current transition. The transition is detected by evaluating
the sign of the voltage vie across an emitter inductance. This allows

a fast discharge of the gate from the on-state voltage down to the

Miller-voltage Vm (to decrease turn-of delay, see Fig. 2.1).

Other gate drivers apply a step plus a ramp voltage to the gate

[Abd94, GMS95], where step-size and ramping-time are programmable

(Fig. 2.8). The step enables small delay times. The ramp controls the

dic/dt, whereas a small gate resistance determines the dvce/dt.

An advanced controlling scheme has been realized by ADtranz

[LB097]. The gate current is a function of both, time and events.

Open-loop control is used to keep dic/dt and dvce/dt constant dur¬

ing switching. Active snubbing (see Section 2.1.4) protects the IGBT

from overvoltage. The gate current is controlled digitally through a
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closed-loop voltage limitation

Figure 2.8: Using a variable gate-emitter voltage over time which is

essentially a step plus a ramp to adjust dic/dt [Abd94, GMS95].

Figure 2.9: Gate current as a function of both, time and

events [LB097].

CPLD3 with a resolution of 250 mA and a timing resolution of 20 ns.

Maximum gate current and rise time are approx. 12 A and 100 ns re¬

spectively. The levels and time-intervals of the gate current can be

adapted in-system by software and are then controlled by different

signals (see Fig.2.9):

• VG_L is used to reduce ia prior to the turn-on transition

• VCE_SAT and VCE_L1 are used for short-circuit and overcur¬

rent protection

• The sign of dic/dt (signals E+, E-) is used to improve on-state

short circuit protection, see Section 2.2. It could be used for

'Complex Programmable Logic Device
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optimization of switching losses.

• VCE_L1 and E+ simplify optimizing switching losses

• VCE_L2 is used for active overvoltage protection

Controlling a planar-gate NPT IGBT module of the 1600V/1200 A

class, the turn-off losses are reduced by 26% due to increased dvce/dt.

2.1.4 Closed-Loop Control

Limits of open-loop control Compensation for the IGBT's non¬

linear switching behavior requires higher complexity of control. One

option is to use open-loop control based on modeling the IGBT by an

analog integrated MOSFET or by a digital look-up table. An adap¬
tation algorithm is suggested which, however, might be confused by

system noise. Presupposing a simple invariant model, an approxima¬
tion of the ideal shape of vge is derived in [Joe99].

From a complexity point of view, particularly for synchronizing

multiple switches, continuous-time closed-loop control might be an al¬

ternative to the programmable-source approach to achieve optimized

switching. One of the advantages over open-loop control is that rigor¬

ous adaptation and linearization of system dynamics can be achieved,

e.g. damping of oscillations caused by system parasitics.

Introduction Closed-loop control of the switching transitions of

power semiconductors has been introduced by patent applications as¬

signed to General Electric Company, describing methods and circuitry
to reduce EMI by providing less rapid switching. This is realized

with either (dv/dt) or (di/dt) feedback. (Which are equivalent to one

another, as resistive load conditions have been considered.) The dif¬

ference of an initial control current and a feedback current drives a

current-controlled power semiconductor such as a BJT or charges a

capacitance, the voltage across which is buffered to drive a MOS-gated

power semiconductor [Blo85]. Likewise, a ramp voltage can serve as

reference signal being compared with the load voltage, which avoids

a differentiating element subjected to higher load voltage [Lau86]. A

gate drive unit providing dv/dt-control (BCD technology 4, peak gate

4providing BJT, Complementary MOS (CMOS), Double-diffused MOS

(DMOS)
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Figure 2.10: Closed-loop control of the slopes of MOSFET's drain

current and drain-source voltage [Ber91].

current 1 A) is commercially available [Vis94].
Combined control of dv/dt and di/dt has first been proposed for

MOSFETs (of the 24V/15A class) driving inductive load [Ber91].
Direct sensing of the derivatives of drain current and drain-source

voltage has been realized by means of a small inductor (some nH) and

a small capacitor (some pF), respectively. According to Eq. 2.1 and

Eq. 2.2, varying dvce/dt and dic/dt without respect to each other is

achieved by modifying C^ := AkvCf and Le\ '— AkjLe, see Fig. 2.10.

Fast circuitry is required for measurement, processing, and control.

This approach has been experimentally verified using translinear cells,
current mirrors and conveyors based on transistor arrays.

Similarly, for driving IGBTs, the following modes of control have

been experimentally verified.

dvce/dt-control Kuratli et al. [KHB95] have implemented a com¬

plete gate driver in a common VLSI5 BCD technology. It conveys 18 A

peak current through a BJT output stage. A programmable dvce/dt-
control is implemented by utilizing binary weighted current mirrors

which amplify the feedback signal. Appropriate controller speed is

achieved by way of current-mode signal processing (to enhance slew

rate and feedback energy), minimized count of signal stages, and rea¬

sonable signal scaling. The driver has been verified in a 1600 V/400 A
NPT IGBT environment. The average of the slope of vce can be

widely adjusted, but the response of dvce(t)/dt is associated with a

5Very Large Scale Integrated circuit
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limit cycle which might cause EMC problems.

dic/dt-control To provide a convenient nominal/actual value com¬

parison, it has been suggested in [Ger95] to feed back the voltage
across the emitter inductance to the gate of the IGBT via a Zener

diode, introducing a predetermined threshold. However, utilizing re¬

cent layout-optimized power modules, this signal must be amplified.
To specify dic/dt under short-circuit conditions, it has therefore been

proposed to offset the gate current by a supplementary MOSFET

which is gated by the voltage across the emitter inductance [ES95].
This approach has been verified in a 1600V/400A NPT IGBT envi¬

ronment.

Combined dic/dt- and dvce/dt-control Similarly to Fig. 2.10 a

commercially available IGBT driver [RK95] employs the threshold of

a Zener diode to determine the dic/dt within a feedback loop. The

loop is completed by a high-speed BJT buffer stage and minimized

gate resistance. Like this, a relatively high loop gain is possible. The

system is highly linearized and stability is easily attainable. Usually
the controller is tuned in-system, since the performance substantially

depends on the IGBT parameters. Based on [KHB95], a 27 A peak
current gate driver with both, dic/dt- and dvce/dt-control has been

integrated [RKFR97]. The closed-loop path consists of a Darlington
BJT driver stage driven by Lateral DMOS and various subsequent

signal processing stages to realize conditioning, scaling and protec¬

tion functions needed for controlling parallel-connected power devices.

However, delay of controller action is critical, in particular at the tran¬

sition from (izc/(it-control to dvce/dt-control.

vCe-limiting Active voltage clamping [RKP97] is generally used to

protect MOSFETs or IGBTs from overvoltage. Frequently, a sup¬

plementary avalanche device is connected between drain or collector,

respectively, and gate, see Fig. 2.11. When exceeding a particular volt¬

age vce > vavj the avalanche current rises the gate voltage above the

threshold, therefore maintaining the IGBT in its active state, clamp¬

ing Vcg ~ Vce-
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off-command

Figure 2.11: Overvoltage protection using avalanche devices. Finite

gate loop resistance affects dynamic performance.

The effectiveness of this approach substantially depends on the

current sink characteristics of the gate driver. The equivalent capaci¬

tance of the avalanche device accelerates charging of the IGBT's gate

by providing a feedback current proportional to dvce/dt. However, at

the same time, this capacitance would noticeably contribute to the

adverse Miller effect (e.g. heavy increase of ic due to the increase of

vce in case of short-circuit, see Section 2.2). Gate drivers aimed at

optimizing the IGBT's switching behavior are designed to be poten¬

tially able to absorb high externally induced gate current. Therefore,

significantly increased avalanche energy is needed to compensate the

sink current (idr) of the gate driver [RKP97]. For that reason, the

dynamic clamping voltage is much higher than the static avalanche

voltage due to the voltage drop (vrd) across the differential resistance.

Adjusting a lower dynamic clamping voltage would lead to unwanted

activation during off state [CHT97], when the output current of the

gate driver is zero.

A solution of this problem is to reduce the effect of voltage lim¬

iting during steady state, e.g. by employing a series connection of

an avalanche device and a capacitance [Int99, Bij96]. Furthermore,
it is suggested to amplify the avalanche current to reduce the differ¬

ential resistance. This is frequently done by means of an auxiliary

higher-voltage device (MOSFET or IGBT). The integration of this

protection block into smart power devices, as well as overcurrent pro¬

tection by means of current sensing, is going to be imposed as a trend

in the future of power devices [FLP+97]. Moreover, the clamping

accuracy can be enhanced by a gate-drive controlled scheme. One
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Figure 2.12: Overvoltage protection via gate drive control, which

makes it possible to use minimum gate resistance [LLSH97].

solution is to inject the avalanche current to the input of the gate

driver. Control stability may be improved by partial injection both

to the input of the gate driver and to the gate of the IGBT [RK99].
Further, nominal/actual value comparison can be performed in low-

voltage technology, using an external voltage divider to measure the

collector potential. The compatibility of this approach with the tech¬

niques for optimizing the gate charge profile has been experimentally

proven [GMS95, LB097]. For best dynamic performance, a driver

has been realized in thick-film hybrid technique using BJT in linear,
non saturating mode [GMS95]. The above mentioned voltage divider

may include capacitive compensation. A similar circuit is presented in

[LLSH97]; to accelerate the controller reaction, a low-voltage driven

highpass is introduced into the feedback path, see Fig. 2.12. The

advantage of a low voltage scheme is the adjustability of the clamp

voltage trough the control circuitry, allowing for sophisticated control

of series connected devices. See Section 3.1.2.

vCe-control Continuous-time control of vce(t) is frequently used to

synchronize series connected switches, see Section 3.1.2.
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2.2 Device Protection

2.2.1 Overcurrent Protection

The higher the collector current during the main voltage transition

at turn-off, the higher is the dynamic space charge density in the

depletion region. That is, for a given vce the electric field strength in¬

creases with ic. It may exceed the critical field strength for avalanche

multiplication. This condition is referred to as dynamic avalanche,
which dictates at distinctly lower voltages than determined by static

avalanche requirements. As a benchmark of reliability therefore, the

turn-off capability under hard-switching inductive-load conditions is

specified by manufacturers. In normal operation, the IGBT collec¬

tor current is primarily determined by the operating-point-dependent
transconductance and the applied gate voltage, for the linear region

given by:
6

%C r>-J -L*-f-L*-p (Vge - VT)vce ~ -kfV?e for Vce < (vge - vt)/Kj (2.7)

Under short-circuit conditions, the collector current rises to a value

entering the saturation region, which is described by Eq. 2.3. In this

region, the differential resistance is increased and the collector-emitter

voltage then reacts very strongly to changes in the collector current.

This effect is mostly used for the recognition of overcurrent. A failure

is detected by comparing the collector-emitter voltage to a reference

level higher than the expected on-state voltage. This is also referred to

as vce-monitoring. Commonly a series connection of general-purpose
rectifier diodes is used to decouple collector-emitter voltages higher
than the gate driver supply voltage [CC95], see Fig. 2.13. (Fast recov¬

ery and low reverse current of the diodes are essential.) An alternative

is to use a resistive divider to provide a low-voltage signal [Nag94].
Since recent IGBTs are designed to be immune to parasitic thyris¬

tor latchup, thermally assisted carrier multiplication is now the com¬

mon mechanism for short-circuit failure [TS99]. Under common gate-
drive conditions, the saturation-region collector current is limited to

about 3... 10 times the maximum DC current rating, depending on

IGBT structure and technology [KRH95], gate drive characteristics

For references, please refer to Eq. 2.3.
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Figure 2.13: Overcurrent protection by vce-monitoring, and dic/dt-
monitoring similar to [KK94] (left); applying two-step turn-on [AC97]
and two-step turn-off [JNT89] (right).

(impedance, voltage) and operating conditions (voltage, temperature).
The short-circuit safe operating area (SC-SOA) usually enables IG¬

BTs to withstand these currents for a duration of tsc < 10 us.

While the fault condition forces the IGBT into the saturation

region, the gate is charged by cbce/(it-induced current through the

reverse transfer capacitance. Consequently, the fault current is in¬

creased [CC95]. To avoid this effect, the gate driver should have

adequate current sinking capability during on-state. A very capa¬

ble solution for clamping vge is to connect a fast diode between the

IGBT's gate and the driver's power supply potential (which is ca-

pacitively blocked at each parallel connected module [MSA96]), see

Fig. 2.13.

During turn-on, short-circuit monitoring, whatever type, must be

invalidated until the monitored signal falls below the fault detection

threshold. Thus, during turn-on of a low-impedance loaded IGBT the

device is subject to the risk of latchup or second breakdown, in partic¬

ular, when using vce-monitoring. Multi-step gate drive techniques (see
Section 2.1.3) and closed-loop control allow to reduce on-state losses

by applying higher gate voltage. But, in this case, the saturation-

region collector current during short circuit may exceed the SC-SOA.

Hence, over-current protection is typically realized by current sensing
such as by using a shunt resistor, a Hall effect sensor, or the like. A
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convenient solution is to use current-sense-IGBTs [SHIK94, SNK+94].
Furthermore, ic can be approximated by the definite integral of a

dic(t)/dt-signal, e.g. the emitter inductance voltage drop [JSL99].

By means of 2D device simulation, Iwamuro et al. [IOTM91] found

that n-channel IGBTs show a collector current plateau phase with a

duration of about 1 us before latchup is visible by rapidly increasing
current (due to excessive vge = 25 V). The plateau level is located

inside the SC-SOA specified for common gate voltages (vge = 15 V).
To achieve safe turn-on, the gate voltage can be reduced in a first

step [AC97]. In the first step the driver does not monitor the switch¬

ing behavior but limits the collector current by clamping the gate

potential; in the second step it applies the full voltage to the gate
while vce is monitored. Under the conditions of inductive load, and

hard switching VSI, during regular on-state the collector current is

approximately constant. Thus, a short circuit during on-state is de¬

tectable by the rule that the rate of rise of collector current exceeds

the expected value [KK94].

Implications Higher-voltage IGBTs require a higher carrier life¬

time and higher carrier injection to achieve sufficiently low on-state

losses. However, it takes some microseconds after turning-on the de¬

vice to achieve reasonably low vce- Frequently, vce-monitoring is not

evaluated during this period. Despite that, the threshold for fault

detection must be increased in such a way that, in steady state, ic

must exceed the nominal value several times. To avoid this stress, the

detection threshold could be varied over time. For highest reliability,
an approximation of the nominal run of the vce-signal could be used

as reference.

The dic/dt might be sensed via emitter inductance voltage drop
to identify a short-circuit condition during on-state. This technique
assumes some stray inductance in the fault paths which limit the rate

of increase of collector current in order to get enough time for fault

processing. However, utilizing recent layout-optimized modules or

applying higher vge, potentially high dic/dt and ic must be limited

by decreasing the gate voltage immediately after the occurrence of a

fault. If possible, the control of dic/dt should be kept active during

steady state.
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In the linear region, ic can be approximated by evaluating vce

or/and vge, as dic/dvge increases linearly with vce according to Eq. 2.7.

Without auxiliary feedback, rather vce than vge increases with ic.

Eventually, the measurable vce rises due to dic/dt through the induc¬

tance between collector and reference terminals.

Nevertheless, in the linear region the capacitances C^ and CV (re¬
fer to Fig. 2.1) are in the same order of magnitude. Therefore, using

a high impedance gate driver, a change in vce results in an obvious

change in vge. Using a voltage-mode driver, a compensating gate cur¬

rent will result and could be sensed. Note, this method presumes

higher dvce/dt, and is therefore suited rather for detection of short-

circuit than overcurrent.

Example: Via a gate resistor Rg = 16(7, a voltage vge = 15 V is

applied to a planar-gate NPT IGBT module of the 1200 V/75 A class

operated at ic = 75 A, chip temperature T = 300 K, which results in

vce = 2.5 V. (T = 400 K results in 3.1V). An increase towards ic =

150 A within t = 1 us results in vce = 3.6 V for steady state. According
to simulations, while ic is rising, vce is additionally increased by 0.6 V

due to conductivity modulation, and by 0.65 V due to the inductance

between collector and emitter Lce = 8.75 nH. The gate side is only

slightly affected (Avge = 50mV, ig = —3mA). D

Furthermore, to estimate ic while turning on, the gate voltage

during the Miller plateau could be evaluated according to Eq. 2.3.

(Considering a specific dic/dt, the time to approach the Miller plateau
could be evaluated for a turn-on into a fault.) Note, a precise esti¬

mation of ic, without further adaptation, is out of reach due to the

dynamics of hole current that have not yet been considered.

Summarizing, the conditions of overcurrent or short-circuit may be

detected in a simple and fast manner, without the presupposition that

the IGBT under test must leave the linear operation region. Thus,
the reliability of systems utilizing high-transconductance IGBTs or

higher on-state vge can be improved. To avoid the need of compli¬
cated parameter extraction, rather the trend than the absolute value

of sensed signals should be evaluated. For example, during turn-on, an

overcurrent condition is detected when the value for vge or \ig\ or vce

respectively, is higher than that sampled before plus a predetermined
threshold. It is suggested to combine both test conditions, consider¬

ing vce and (vge or ig). Other signals being a function of ic could be
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evaluated in such a manner. For example, an unmatched MOSFET

or IGBT which is parallel connected to the main IGBT could be used

to provide an zc-sense terminal.

2.2.2 Overvoltage Protection during Fault-Current

Turn-Off

Upon failure detection the driver must turn off immediately. However,

typically the short-circuit current is several times larger than a current

flowing in normal operation. Therefore, according to Eq. 2.1 and

Eq. 2.3, dic/dt at the time of turn-off is several times larger than in

the normal operation. As a result, an excessively high overvoltage

occurs, and the IGBT may be broken down.

In addition to the already explained closed-loop procedures (Sec¬
tion 2.1.4), variable structure techniques are capable of adapting the

dic/dt to reduce overvoltage. One method to achieve safe turn-off in

case of a short circuit while the device is already turned on is to reduce

the gate voltage in two steps. The first step will limit the collector

current by reducing the gate voltage toward the Miller plateau imme¬

diately after failure detection. The second step controls the turn-off

rate of change of collector current, which should be set lower under

short-circuit conditions [Som89, CC95]. Two-step turn-off is achiev¬

able by

• enabling of a Zener diode clamping vge [JNT89, CC93]

• turning on both high-side and low-side driver paths which cre¬

ate a voltage divider using the high-side and low-side output

resistances [WN97]

• a supplementary turn-off resistor [Nag94, CS97, ES95]

• a supplementary turn-off capacitor [CS97]

• an adaptive current-source driver (Section 2.1.3)

• adapting the reference signal for vge of a voltage-mode gate drive

[JNT89, Mas98, WST99]

• pulsed gate charge extraction via driver sink path with low duty

cycle until the intermediate voltage step is reached [JNT89].
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2.2.3 Impact of the Gate Drive Characteristics on

Noise Sensitivity

To reduce the above-mentioned noise sensitivity at short-circuit turn-

off and the risk of dvce/dt-induced turn-on, the gate could be short¬

ened to the emitter through a very low impedance. If higher gate

resistors are used to control the transient behavior of the IGBT, an

additional low-impedance path (e.g. by using a secondary MOSFET)
should be enabled during steady state [LMR+95]. If a current-mode

gate driver is used, in particular realized in MOS technology, the gate

current should be set to the achievable maximum level during steady

state, additional gate resistance should be avoided. Thereby, differ¬

ential conductance and sink capability are increased and the driver

is capable of clamping the gate potential. If available, the control of

dvce/dt should be kept active during steady state. So, particularly
when the reference for dvce/dt is set to about zero, any externally
induced gate current could be neutralized by the gate drive [OK094].
Active clamping aimed at stabilizing vge at a predetermined level have

also been proposed [Dan96, Kaw94].
Frequently, negative vge is used to improve noise immunity. The

parasitic charge absorbed by the IGBT due to dvce/dt consists of

capacitance-based and transconductance-based charge. In particular
the transconductance-based charge increases with gate impedance and

gate bias voltage. A theoretically and experimentally proven analysis

[NSWF98] found that basically no additional reduction in parasitic

charge is achieved with vge below —4 V. For example, applying vge = 0

via a twisted pair line, using an external gate resistance of approx.

twice the specified minimum, results in parasitic losses of less than

20% of the regular turn-off losses, compared with 1% for the best

case. For a line length of 0 and 30 cm essentially the same losses

result.

Note, symmetrical sink- and source capability with respect to the

gate voltage during the Miller plateau at nominal collector current

requires driver output voltages of approx. +20 V and —6 V.



Chapter 3

Multiple-Switch

Balancing Techniques

This Chapter gives a summary of techniques to manage multiple power
semiconductor devices connected in series or parallel. Synchronization
of particular voltages, currents, and temperatures is key to increasing
device utilization and reliability.

3.1 Synchronizing Switching Transients

Asynchronous switching of multiple IGBTs of the same model is ba¬

sically caused by deviations of the individual delay and by different

slew rates of collector-emitter voltage or collector current. For a first

approximation, system parameter differences either comply with this

model or are negligible. For example, IGBT parameters vt^C^ and

drive parameters to, Ig are related to delay, Kp, CV, C^ and Ig to slew

rate. Moreover, layout parasitics such as wiring inductances and ca¬

pacitances, could be transformed into a gate side parameter to a cer¬

tain degree. Diode forward recovery can be neglected, compared with

the voltage drop induced by dic/dt. Thus, delays and slew rates have

to be synchronized to balance transient stresses. However, synchro¬

nizing may fail under unexpected and extremely nonlinear transient

conditions, e.g.
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• different reverse recovery dynamics of series connected FWD

• different hole transport dynamics, which is critical at the end of

turn-on transition and during the tail-phase at turn-off

• asymmetric layout of parallel connected FWD

• series connection of unbalanced parallelized IGBTs (causing a

stepwise increase of total transconductance)

• unexpected local parameter change

Commonly, bidirectional data transmission between a global con¬

troller and series connected switches is realized by using pulse trans¬

formers or fiber optics. However, in some cases it may be adequate
to apply a master-slave regime for distribution of the switching com¬

mand. For example, it has been proposed that the displacement cur¬

rent (through an additional capacitor for each slave), which is gener¬

ated when the master stage is turned on, drives the slave stages (di¬
rectly or by driver circuitry). The displacement current flows in series

through those stages and drives them simultaneously. Nevertheless,
the switching may be asynchronous for the reasons given above.

3.1.1 Discrete-Time Approach

In [Ger95] a global controller defines a global sampling time nT at

which the local vce of series connected IGBT modules are measured.

This method has also been applied to synchronizing ic of parallel
connected IGBTs [Hof97]. The delay times At^r for the turn-on and

turn-off commands are controlled according to the difference of the

local actual value and a common nominal value, see Fig. 3.1. A finite

settling time design (deadbeat control) has been implemented, which

in theory achieves a minimal set-up cycle count equal to the order

of the system. To avoid a drift of adjusted delay, a master switch is

defined for which the additional delay is kept constant. Stability is

easily attainable in this control scheme, since the higher order dynamic
behavior is not influenced.

Note, synchronization can only be achieved in the sample point
itself. This means that dic/dt and dvce/dt over time have to be equal
for each single switch. This condition can not be fulfilled without

more complex control. An analysis is given in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Switching transient synchronization of series connected

IGBTs - discrete-time approach [Ger95].

This approach compensates for particular delay of gate driver and

IGBT. But it does not compensate for sampling time skew, which is

critical if sampling applies when the time derivatives of the signals to

be synchronized are high; that is in particular for the turn-on volt¬

age synchronization and for turn-off current synchronization. Thus,

expensive high-speed fiber optics are required for the distribution of

the sampling clock. Furthermore, predetermination of a sufficiently

presized sampling time is required, as asynchronous switching is only
observable in a finite time interval. (Basically, at least one IGBT must

operate in the saturation region; for details, see Appendix B.l.)
To improve reliability, a scheme for limiting vce has been included.

However, when activated, this affects the linearity of vce(nT) as a

function of required At^r and thus, prediction of delay will be un¬

manageable. Furthermore, in an industrial environment, the deadbeat

approach might be interfered by system noise, and firstly a parameter

extraction is required.
In like manner, transient synchronization of directly parallel con¬

nected half-bridge modules, without the need of auxiliary current
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sharing elements, has been investigated [Hof97]. Note, some decou¬

pling inductance is required in the module load terminals to limit

the potential rate of change of the module load current and in this

way to provide controllability of the FWD current via the one cor¬

responding IGBT. Otherwise, the FWD within the loop with lowest

inductance is subject to a transient overcurrent up to the total load

current. Current-measurement is preferably performed at the output

of the halfbridge, since there the di/dt is low enough for conventional

measurement techniques. For direct measurement of ic, a sensor is

proposed, which combines the signal of a high-frequency Rogowski-

coil, implemented on a printed circuit board, and the signal of a Hall

element capable of direct current measurement [KH00]. An econom¬

ical alternative could be the use of sense-IGBTs, but the linearity of

current ratio over a wide range of ic and vce is critical.

3.1.2 Continuous-Time Approach

vce-control A linear closed-loop control of vce(t) with a ramp as set

point function is proposed in [PG95], see Fig. 3.2. As dvce/dt is not

explicitly limited by a control law, an initial deviation of vce diminishes

rapidly when all devices become active. Thus, synchronization of

individual delay is not required when considering a turn-off transition

with low applied dvce/dt. Increasing the desired dvce/dt would ask for

a synchronization of individual turn-off delay, since a timing deviation

needs to stay within a fraction of vce-transition time, to achieve an

equalization of switching losses.

To obtain controllability of dvce/dt at the turn-off transition, the

IGBT must enter the saturation region. Actually, the gate drive is un¬

able to deliver enough current to achieve short turn-off delay. Further,
because of very increased C^ at the start of transition, the required

gate current for a given dvce/dt is very high according to Eq. 4.7. To

overcome this problem, an initial step in the set point function has

been introduced which takes the IGBT to the active control region
while still maintaining low vce of about 10 V to 100 V [PGL97].

Device simulation (2D) and experimental verifications, using vari¬

ous NPT and PT IGBTs, have demonstrated the validity of vce-control

for the turn-off case; dvce/dt up to 1.2V/ns per IGBT have been

achieved using 1200 V/ 400 A planar-gate NPT modules [GLP96].
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Figure 3.2: Switching transient synchronization of series connected

IGBTs - continuous-time approach. Using a first step (encircled) in

vce{t) to attain controllability [PGL97].

Note, by conventional gate driving according to the manufacturer

specifications an average dvce/dt of 7V/ns may be achieved.

A still unsolved problem is the control of the turn-on transition

under inductive load conditions. In a first phase, while the FWD

is forward biased, it behaves like a short-circuit. The change in vce

is that across the inductance La of the DC link, which results in

dic/dt ~ (vc v. 3(0) )/La. For a safe turn-off of the diode, dvce/dt
must be set very low, or La has to be increased during turn-on. In

a second phase, when the diode is reverse-biased, vce may change

very fast, and an initially high gate current might not be reduced fast

enough [PG97].

Master-slave vce-control Controlling slave-IGBTs according to

the vce(t) observed at a master-IGBT [MBGM97] takes the advan¬

tage that the set point function is derived from a real-device model.

Thus, it is an easy task to control the slaves as only a small compen¬

sating gate current is required in addition to the initial gate current.

To avoid floating voltage management, the voltage sensing consists
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Figure 3.3: Switching transient synchronization - the vce(t) of a master

serves as reference for the slaves [GBM+97].

of a resistive divider. To apply this technique to balance more than

three devices seems difficult due to complicated voltage sensing and

level shifting requirements [GBM+97]. The approach has been experi¬

mentally verified using two 40 A/600 V IGBTs. Control of three series

connected devices has been proven by network simulation.

vce-limiting Frequently, series connected MOS-controlled devices

are protected against overvoltage by means of active clamping (see
Section 2.2) which however, is not qualified for matching transient

losses. If higher switching frequencies are applied, losses during tran¬

sients become dominant and are to balanced as well.

3.1.3 Mixed-Mode Approach

Since active overvoltage protection seems mandatory, an advanced

approach for controlling series connected IGBTs might be the combi¬

nation of vce-limiting and synchronization. The delay of the transition

instruction may be controlled depending on the activity of the volt¬

age limiter. For example, devices for which the corresponding voltage
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Figure 3.4: Voltage balancing in quasi-steady state. Equalizing

zi,Z2,..., ijv to avoid particular Azi, Az2,..., Azjv which would cause

drift of vce with time [Ger95].

limiter has been activated at turn-on/ turn-off will be managed to re¬

duce/ increase the delay step by step during the following cycles until

the voltage limiter activation disappears [Dit97].

3.2 Balancing in Quasi-Steady State

Voltage balancing In off-state, balancing of vce is achieved by pro¬

viding an additional resistance in parallel to a number of series con¬

nected power devices. Frequently, the current through a linear resis¬

tance dominates the expected maximum collector leakage current and

so determines equal voltage sharing. By applying a nonlinear resis¬

tance, the losses through auxiliary devices can be reduced. Flexibility
and controllability can be enhanced by utilizing the active region of

IGBT operation, e.g. within a closed-loop control of vce, the nominal

value of which is derived from the average of all actual values sampled
at the same time [Ger95], Fig. 3.4. Since the DC link voltage must

not be assumed to be constant during one sample period (at least dur¬

ing system startup and shutdown), a master-slave configuration has

been suggested. This means, the element with the maximum leak-
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age current (or the minimum collector-emitter voltage respectively) is

detected, and the corresponding nominal value is set to the absolute

maximum rating of vce-

Current- and temperature-balancing Assuming optimized wi¬

ring layout, and switches which reduce transconductance with in¬

creasing temperature, parallel connected subswitches can be reliably
driven by one PWM signal without additional control. Within an

asymmetric layout, the potentials of gates and control emitters are

not the same for each parallelized module. Furthermore, the input

impedance changes during a transition. Driving parallelized modules

or chips from a common source is, therefore, generally critical, since

equal current sharing between the parallelized control loops can not

be achieved by simple means. To avoid unwanted oscillations and ex¬

cessive compensation currents, decoupling of control loops has been

frequently done by additional gate and control-emitter resistors. Up
to five nonmatched parallelized single switches or half-bridge modules

have been reported, achieving an output power of more than 70%

compared to the best case (generally limited on account of diode mis¬

match) [GMS95, MS97].

Together with transient temperature cycles, the average device

temperature is an essential reliability criterion. Due to strong corre¬

lation with average current, almost all current-balancing techniques
allow for dynamic mismatch and rather rely on discrete-time control of

the average of current or temperature. For higher switching frequen¬

cies, where the dynamic losses are the predominant losses, the maxi¬

mum current has to be reduced to a level noticeably below its specified
absolute maximum DC rating. To reduce the average current, it has

been proposed to interleave the action of parallel connected devices,
that is each device is operated one at a time. The entire on-state

time is divided into a sequence of pulses, each device being operated
to produce a pulse during a sequence [UWT86]. The main advan¬

tage is that there is no need for control of dynamic current sharing.

Furthermore, for some devices (as for IGBTs at turn-off transition)
the dynamic losses are a nonlinear function of operation current, such

that the total losses can be reduced compared with simple parallel

gating.
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Figure 3.5: Controlling delay of turn-on and turn-off of parallelized
inverters assisted by large output inductances which lower the rate of

change in output current di\/dt,di2/dt [Roh90].

The basic principle of closed-loop schemes applied to parallelized
inverters is to vary the turn-on and turn-off times according to the

desired average current or device temperature distribution [Roh90,
WF95, LPM95]. As a result the individual average output voltages
are equalized. Small inductors are required in the inverter outputs to

limit the dic/dt during different states of the inverter output, Fig. 3.5.

The delay difference between the effective switching times of the in¬

dividual branches lead to an error voltage across the coupling induc¬

tances which is used to balance the current distribution between two

nodes 1 and 2 according to the equation dic/dt ~ A212
_

The advantage of this control scheme is the independent controlla¬

bility of both, IGBT (at IGBT turn-on) and diode current distribution

(at IGBT turn-off). To stabilize the currents during steady state, the

current-sharing time constant, formed by the output inductor and

the differential resistance of the switch, should be greater than the

switching period. However, the current-sharing time constant must

be much smaller than the load-current time constant to achieve ade¬

quate closed-loop system dynamics. Thus, relative high switching fre¬

quencies are basically required to achieve both, proper current sharing
and high load-current fundamental frequencies. The size of sharing
reactors and the need of secondary control can be reduced by using
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Figure 3.6: Asymmetrical layout achieving equalized current sharing
of parallelized inverters assisted by large output inductances [BB95].

nonlinear toroidal cores, through which the load currents of adjacent
inverters flow in reverse direction [EE96].

If the current sharing reactors dominate the parasitic inductances,

satisfactory paralleling of inverter cells can be achieved within a par¬

ticular type of asymmetrical wiring layout [BB95], see Fig. 3.6.

Presuming synchronized switching, the output inductances of par¬

allelized inverters can be reduced [Hof97]. In this case, to stabilize

the collector currents during on-state, it has been proposed to adjust
the applied gate voltage in a manner similar to Fig. 3.4. Combining
this with average control according to Fig. 3.5 has been suggested,
since synchronizing switching transients is critical due to complicated
current sensing and uncontrolled FWD current-sharing.

For balancing IGBTs in the on-state, a lot of continuous time

approaches can be found in the patent literature. They all rely on

the gate side controllability of the collector current. Stability is eas¬

ily attainable, since a large settling time can be tolerated, and so, a

dominant pole could be introduced by the control circuitry [PD92,
KC90, Eno94]. A simple solution is to integrate a gate-voltage di¬

vider using impedances with different temperature coefficients, e.g.

a diffusion layer and a poly-Si layer [Kiu94], as proposed to protect

single power-MOS transistors and utilized for distributing current be¬

tween parallelized IGBTs. Note, to avoid static current consumption,
the impedances should be higher than determined for controlling the

switching transitions. Hence, it has been suggested to introduce a

voltage buffer between divider and gate or to control the supply volt¬

age of the gate driver as a function of the temperature sensing element.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Controller

Architecture

This Chapter reviews conventional gate control techniques with par¬

ticular regard to reconfigurable systems utilizing combined parallel
and series connected switching devices. One difficulty is to attain

both, fast switching and good synchronization under wide operat¬

ing conditions. Accordingly, a novel universal hierarchical controller

architecture is derived which is especially suited for controlling series-

connected switching units.

4.1 Outline of State-of-the-Art Gate Drive

Techniques

Basic characteristics of state-of-the-art gate drive techniques discussed

in Chapters 2 and 3 are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Addition¬

ally, as an example of nonlinear control the main features of a novel

clustered gate drive are forwarded from Section 4.3.6.

Frequently it is discussed in the literature if or if not to apply

closed-loop control to drive IGBTs. Active clamping of the collector-

emitter voltage has been widely established to protect IGBTs from

overvoltage. The main objective of these schemes is to act during turn-
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off of IGBTs. In this system state the collector current is high and,

therefore, a large transfer factor and large dominant time constants

are expected. Hence, stability is easily attainable.

For a series connection of IGBTs the gate driver needs to provide

limiting of the collector-emitter voltage in each system state. Further,
series connection may lower the performance of control strategies sim¬

ply verified for driving single switches. This is particularly true for

conventional dic/dt-control during turn-on, as demonstrated below in

Section 4.3.2. The minimum request for synchronizing dynamic and

static load of multiple IGBTs is to compensate for individual delays
and average transfer factors during transition and steady state, which

can easily be realized within the state-of-the-art. But, if the focus is

on minimizing losses, advanced control is required to allow for high

gate current dynamics during transition.

A first step toward optimized control would be increasing the num¬

ber of sampling points at which the slope of vce and ic are derived;
and then to modify the gate signal corresponding to a deviation from

the behavior of a system model or master device. This could be a

reasonable way, but the prediction of the gate signal would require

complex functionality, first of all a valid system model. Since such

systems will fail under unexpected conditions, it is proposed to design
a controller which provides a reaction within the same switching tran¬

sition. To enable higher speed, continuous time control is preferred
to optimize the switching transients.

4.2 System Topology

4.2.1 Qualifications

In accordance with the basic requirements of a high switching-speed
and fault-tolerant power system, defined in Section 1.2, the following

qualifications have been considered.

Principles

• allowing temporary excess of ic (commonly twice the maximum

DC rating)
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• unconditional vce-limiting

• using zc-asymmetry to reach other control law (e.g. controlling

vce, temperature, or FWD reverse recovery)

• adapting dic/dt and dvce/dt to actual needs, first of all to control

the wave form of dic/dt in accordance with the expected FWD

recovery behavior (considering module temperature, actual load

current, number of active modules)

• zc-limiting by adapting vge by open-loop control

Redundancy related to switching capability

• provided by hardware

— M parallel connected switches to maintain a defined con¬

duction state (preferred is on-state)
— N series connected switches to maintain switching capabil¬

ity

• provided by software

— temporary reduction of \dic/dt\ or \dvce/dt\ to simplify syn¬

chronization of multiple switches

class of control concept and characteristics

open-loop
modified gate

multi-step drive

voltage-mode

current-mode

aux. gate capacitance modifies IGBT transfer function

+ set both the average dic/dt and dvce/dt
- increased delay if not restructured while vge < vt

- dic/dt and dvce/dt are not yet constant over time

stepwise gate voltage
+ dynamic losses and delay are reduced

+ offers enhanced protection during turn-on

o static losses can be reduced

(requires advanced protection during on-state)
- fails under unexpected conditions

stepwise gate current

+ dynamic losses and delay are reduced

+ fast settling
- fails under unexpected conditions

Table 4.1: IGBT gate drive techniques, open loop control.
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class of control concept and characteristics

closed-loop
linear

dvce/dt capacitance cj feeds back i = Cfdvce/dt
+ constant dvce/dt
o requires scheme for reducing dic/dt
(snubber, open-loop, closed-loop)

dic/dt feedback of voltage across emitter inductance

+ constant dic/dt
+ improved behavior during short-circuit

- antagonizes conventional t>ce-limiting schemes

- unsuitable for controlling series connected IGBTs

dic/dt + dvce/dt + dynamic losses and delay are reduced

+ damping of oscillations caused by system parasitics
o high controller speed needed (to avoid antagonizing
control)

- unsuitable for controlling series connected IGBTs

Vce-Hmiting feedback of vce while exceeding a predefined limit

+ die/dt-control during turn-off

+ improved behavior during short-circuit

+ protects series connected IGBTs

o mismatched transients of series connected IGBTs

Vce continuous time feedback of vce

+ protects series connected IGBTs

+ die/dt-control during turn-off

o requires scheme for reducing dic/dt at turn-on

(snubber, advanced reference signal)

Vce master-slave deviation from a master transition sets gate current

+ protects series connected IGBTs

+ no explicit reference signal required
(also works with techniques above)

- limited to 3 series connected devices

(due to complicated measurement)

ic use transfer function ic(vge) to set T(vCeic)
+ control of static load of parallelized single-switches
(IGBT; diode control limited to small variances)

discrete-time

ic{nT), Vce{nT) synchronization of events and/or sampled data

+ control of dynamic and static load of IGBTs

(diode control possible for parallelized half-bridges)
- fails under unexpected or nonlinear conditions

(unsuitable for combined series/parallel IGBTs)
- does not compensate for sampling time skew

nonlinear control

Vce cluster gate drive

+ suitable for combined series/parallel IGBTs
+ dynamic losses reduced

+ built-in fault tolerance

- complex control required

Table 4.2: IGBT gate drive techniques, closed loop control.
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— reduction of load current (locally autonomous modification

of globally defined switching commands, or sending a status

signal to higher level of control)
— DC link voltage reduction (requires sending a status signal

to higher level of control)

Redundancy related to controller circuitry

• provided by hardware

— fail-safe interface to global controller

— local control circuitry providing system monitoring and

managing system shutdown in case of failure of a higher
level of control

• provided by software

— hierarchical decision in case of critical state detection (iden¬
tification of events triggering switching activity such as

changing a set-point during transition, identification of lo¬

cal or system failure)
— plausibility check (based on knowledge of system behavior)

4.2.2 Example

Redundancy To provide redundancy, modules are parallelized in a

row configuration. The modules are driven by individual local con¬

trollers. Each row is connected to a global controller via two fiber

optical channels. The communication between the modules within a

row can be realized in low voltage technology, paying attention to the

effects of transient mismatch of control-emitter potentials. Such rows

are series connected to form a cascade of rows, see Fig. 4.1. The re¬

configuration algorithm is very simple: any detected single fault in a

row (concerning module, gate drive, local power supply or interface)
leads to permanent switching on the row, which is now dominated by
the faultless modules. Thus, a possibly time variant fault behavior

is irrelevant. During IGBT off-state and during switching transients

the DC link voltage has to be balanced over N-1 rows. Secondary

reconfiguration adapts parameters for controlling vce or dvce/dt.
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IPM

local control of dv/dt and di/dt

central controller

§
host synchronization

hardware redundancy
row := parallel connection of IPMs

shared fiber optics interface

reconfiguration
switch a faulty row on

controllingmodule temperature r

Figure 4.1: Reconfigurable system topology of a single-phase VSI.

Reconfiguration could be refined when performing a failure clas¬

sification. In some cases a steady off-state of a single module can

be guaranteed. Then, the switching activity of the row can be kept

up. Secondary reconfiguration may adapt parameters for controlling

ic or dic/dt, e.g. to reduce power dissipation. An effective method is

to reduce the average ic, which is preferably done by higher level of

control.

One option is to parallelize only a few, in particular two modules.

In case of failure of one module, the other module is temporarily

subject to twice the nominal current, which suggests that it should be

switched off within a definite time. Reconfiguration is done as follows:

To maintain a defined switching state, the faulty row is permanently
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switched on. The faultless rows of the faulty cascade are switched

off. The voltage across the faultless rows has to be controlled to stay
within the maximum rating. To maintain switching capability, it is

necessary to connect multiple cascades of rows, or preferably multiple

halfbridges, in parallel (see Fig. 4.1).

Controllability The cascade voltage has to be balanced over the

faultless rows. System state processing and parameter scheduling ask

for a hierarchical controller strategy. Global control is responsible
for reconfiguration management and parameter scheduling, and may

include the functionality of synchronizing static and dynamic load

of parallel and series connected modules. Local control is used to

optimize each IGBT module's dynamics.

Two modes of module operation can be distinguished, IGBT mode

and diode mode, depending on the actual sign of the load current.

IGBT temperature control is easily attainable by means of the applied

gate voltage during on-state. Turn-on timing control should be used

to keep SOA conditions. The behavior of the FWD can be influenced

by controlling the temperature of the IGBT/diode module. Due to the

large thermal time constant, the module temperature might be kept
constant during diode mode, assuming a load current time constant

smaller than the thermal time constant of the modules. Traction

applications usually meet this requirement.

In case of unidirectional load current (e.g. for a step-down con¬

verter) the mode of operation usually remains constant. Up to a

certain degree, diode temperature control in its off-state is possible

by enabling small cross currents delivered from a parallel connected

IGBT. While the control of total collector current in a series connec¬

tion compensates for individual leakage currents and so manages the

distribution of vce, this current can be unevenly distributed between

parallelized modules to control the device temperature. Assuming a

switching period smaller than the thermal time constant, this can be

utilized to influence the current-distribution during FWD on-state.

The balancing capability of this principle is very limited, primarily as

it is based on increased off-state losses.

The temperature distribution between series connected switches

is controllable by determining an asymmetric distribution of vce m
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combination with the applied ic. So, assuming a switching period
smaller than the thermal time constant, the reverse recovery charge
distribution in a cascade of rows can be modified in certain degree.

Thus, the transient voltage distribution during diode turn-off could be

influenced. The balancing capability of this principle is limited by the

increased off-state losses and by the allowable off-state voltage unbal¬

ance depending on provided redundancy. Much rather, diode voltage
distribution could be controlled by the parallel connected IGBT.

Summarizing, voltage and temperature distribution is controllable

in each system state. However, the transient current-distribution of

directly parallelized diodes is virtually not controllable. Moreover, the

balancing capability of temperature control is strongly limited. This

limits the turn-off speed of parallel connected diodes, since a partic¬
ular diode is subject to an uncertain maximum di/dt up to the total

di/dt of the row. Therefore, parallel connection should be restricted

to about five devices of similar type. Further increase of current ca¬

pability should be done by combining similar terminals showing lower

di/dt. For example, parallelized half-bridges can be completely bal¬

anced by average current control, as described in Section 3.2. Then,

temperature control of a diode-mode row can be achieved by control¬

ling the turn-off timing of the IGBT-mode row.

4.3 Control Concepts

4.3.1 Current- and Temperature-Distribution

As explained before, current-mode gate driving is preferred to opti¬

mize control dynamics during switching transitions. However, provid¬

ing an individual vge > vt to adjust the on-state current distribution

of parallelized IGBTs (according to Eq. 2.7) may increase complexity
and average power consumption of a current-mode gate driver. Fur¬

thermore, the dynamics of ic during on-state are dominated by a large
time constant in the range of microseconds, determined by the IGBT's

on-state differential resistance and the inductance of the wiring be¬

tween the modules, which are a typically about 4mfi and 14 nH, re¬

spectively (for planar-gate NPT IGBT modules of the 1200 V/300 A

class). The time constant could be decreased by temporarily operat-
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ing the IGBTs in the saturation region, which is controllable via vge.

Therefore, it is suggested to use a pulse-width or -density modula¬

tion to control the average ic of a module. That is, the sequence of

the command, managed by a higher level of control, is modified by
local control according to the difference of an estimated actual load

value and a predetermined nominal load value, e.g. device tempera¬

ture. This is done by introducing additional pulses during on-state or

by deactivating a module for a long period. Basically, a predetermined
subset of devices provides switching activity within a particular num¬

ber of cycles. For parallelized devices operating at a fraction of the

nominal DC collector current (to provide high-frequency operation), a

locally generated stochastic allocation is proposed to balance the aver¬

age current distribution while simplifying control and communication

needs.

In particular at turn-on, adjustment of delay or/and gain should be

used to synchronize the switching transitions. At the end of transition,
when approaching the linear operation region, the short-time average

of ic is adjustable by discrete-time control or by nonlinear hysteresis
control. The latter applies a binary signal to the gate, which state is

a function of the actual ic and predefined boundaries. These schemes

take the advantage of alterable (via a large change in vge) dominant

time constant of the control system to achieve fast response.

4.3.2 Voltage Distribution

To attain controllability, the gate-emitter voltage is requested to ex¬

ceed the gate threshold voltage. During the turn-off transition this

condition is inherently fulfilled for IGBTs requested to clamp vce- At

turn-on, a late command within a series connection of IGBTs may

cause a lack of controllability. This holds true for clamping schemes

applying avalanche devices, assuming high sinking capability of the

gate drive. This problem can be avoided by using a current source

driver, which current-sink path is deactivated immediately before the

IGBT turn-on transition.1

Generally, for a certain period after turn-off, current-sink capability is required
to avoid dfce/dt-susceptibility, see Section 2.2.3.
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Quasi-static off-state The difference of the actively controlled col¬

lector current and the externally induced current charges the equiv¬
alent capacitance Cce seen from collector to emitter of a particular

single module or logical switch. This might be avoided by adapt¬

ing the active current according to the measured voltage distribution.

Providing active current by continuous-time operation of IGBTs has

been suggested in the literature, see Section 2.1.4. In consideration of

the high-current capability, overdetermining the control system (more
than N — 1 active controllers) should be avoided. Otherwise, limit¬

ing of active currents is required to avoid high shoot-through current.

For parallel connected IGBTs, this could be guaranteed by reducing
the number of activated IGBTs. Since for particular devices vge ex¬

ceeds the threshold voltage, the system is susceptible to dvce/dt-noise.
During regular off-state this may be tolerated, but it is critical during
a regular switching transition of any switch within the system, see

Section 2.2.3. This suggests the definition of a multiple-phase transi¬

tion control, which achieves a safe state (in particular vge = 0) before

actual switching. This implies an adequate command coding, which

informs the switches about scheduled transitions within the system.

Apart from these effects, however, continuous-time operation of IG¬

BTs at high vce might influence the rate of failure, e.g. induced by
cosmic ray [Zel94, KSG94].

The dvce/dt-immunity is correlated with the number of active IG¬

BTs and can be improved by activating as few IGBTs as possible at

the same time. During regular off-state, a leakage current difference

of up to 20 mA and an equivalent capacitance Cce of
0 ^nF yt^~

cause a maximum dvce/dt of only N * 40 V/us. (According to Eq. 4.1

and typical parameters of planar-gate NPT IGBT modules of the

1200V/300 A class.) Thus, discrete-time- or nonlinear hysteresis con¬

trol of vce is applicable. Within a permanent, stochastic or subse¬

quent allocation, the gate is temporarily charged when the error in vce

reaches a predetermined threshold. After that, the gate is discharged
to a safe level, see Fig. 4.2. Note, for a commonly used nonresonant

gate drive supply somewhat higher energy demand results, depending
on particular Cce, gate charge, and hysteresis.
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Figure 4.2: Controlling vce during off-state. As few devices as possible
are activated at the same time to provide dvce/dt-immunity. Example
of a nonlinear hysteresis control.

IGBT turn-off Initially, the collector-emitter voltage of a single
IGBT rises to the DC link voltage while the collector current only
little changes.2 Within a series connection, fast driven IGBTs achieve

a higher vce-endpoint. Using dvce/dt-control, vce is strongly related

to delay and so delay control based on a finite settling time design
is applicable. Additional voltage imbalance results from different tail

currents in the following transition of ic. Due to the decreased switch¬

ing speed in the tail phase, a still active conventional dzc/(it-control
could interfere with an autonomous vce-limiting scheme; the control¬

lability is lost, if the inversion channel of the IGBT gate is removed.

Thus, it is more advantageous to control dic/dt indirectly by observ¬

ing the overvoltage caused by the DC link stray inductance. However,
conventional di/dt-control is very suitable for controlling the transient

current sharing of parallelized IGBTs.

Diode turn-on An active diode forward current is first possible at

the time when all series-connected diodes are forward biased. Since

the direction of the current through series connected diodes is the

2 The collector current changes according to the dvce/dt across the equivalent

capacitance Cce, which at turn-off may be noticeably increased by the effect of

the capacitive part of the load impedance.
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same, the reverse voltage across each diode is strictly decreasing in

accordance with the dvce/dt applied to the IGBTs which are turning-
off. No overvoltage can occur. Individual device parameters may

cause transient mismatch of dvce/dt. However, the diode turn-on

switching losses do not vary significantly with load current, and are

typically less than 2% of the total switching losses at nominal load

current.

Diode turn-off The same current flows through each one of se¬

ries connected diodes. However, individual excess carrier profiles may
cause an asymmetrical transient voltage distribution. Devices with

less stored or faster removed excess carriers earlier support the main

voltage transition or show higher dvce/dt. This results in a mismatch

of power dissipation. Synchronous switching of series connected diodes

means that dvce/dt(t) is nearly the same for each device. If the total

dvce/dt can be estimated, for example by using dvce/dt-control for

the IGBTs, fast recovering diodes can be identified by showing higher

dvce/dt than expected. The difference of actual and nominal value of

dvce/dt might be used to activate a compensation current in parallel
to the diode to slow down the transition according to Fig. 4.3.

This straightforward approach suffers from the fact that the con¬

trol system is overdetermined as the control rule is even satisfied when,
in addition to the required compensation current, a common bias cur¬

rent is provided. To lower system complexity, it is suggested to utilize

the controllable collector current of an IGBT/diode-module. Fast ac¬

tivation requires precharging the vge toward the threshold voltage.

Consequently, unwanted gate charging induced by dvce/dt may cause

excessive collector current, the limiting of which is not an easy task.

This might be avoided by invalidating the activation of the particular
IGBT associated with the slowest diode. A similar way is to control

the gate charge as a function of the voltage distribution of a previ¬

ous cycle. This could be realized by applying a particular vge during
transition. As it seems mandatory to utilize active vce-limiting, there

is enough time to identify the recovery behavior while maintaining

system safety. The validity of active vce-limiting for protecting series

connected diodes has been experimentally proven [GMS95], see Sec¬

tion 2.1.4. According to Fig. 4.3, combining dvce/dt-control and vce-
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Figure 4.3: Voltage distribution during turn-off of series connected

diodes. Diode with index 3 is modified by decreasing temperature by
60 K toward 340 K, and increasing active area by factor 1.02. Schemat¬

ics (top) and simulation results (bottom); controlling dv/dt to achieve

balancing (left, solid lines) in comparison with natural distribution

(dashed lines); additionally providing vce-limiting (right).
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Figure 4.4: Turn-on of series connected IGBT modules.

limiting is very suited for balancing turn-off losses of series connected

diodes. However, losses of turning-off diode-mode modules (2.4 mWs)
are lower by a factor of 5 than that of the turning-on IGBT-mode

modules.3 This implies that transient balancing of diode voltages is

generally not of primary interest. In particular for bidirectional load

current operation of IGBT/diode-modules the total switching losses

of a module are dominated by the IGBT-mode.

IGBT turn-on The conventional approach to control dic/dt is based

on feeding back the voltage vlb = Ledie/dt across the emitter induc¬

tance Le of a module. Applying this approach to series connected

modules will lower the control performance since the emitter current

ie is the same for each series connected module.

Referring to Fig. 4.4, the difference Aic of the actively controlled

collector current iCl, and the externally induced current iC2 charges
the capacitance Cce. It is approximated by

dvcei /dt
1

Cc
Aic (4.1)

3Depending on the control method and parameters, total IGBT switching losses

are 3... 5 times as high as the total diode switching losses, increasing with load

current.
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Without a controller the dvcei /dt is determined by the feedback cur¬

rent through the Miller capacitance C^

dvcei/dt = dvCe2/dt = -^-i92. (4.2)

As a result, Aic remains constant according to (4.1). If the gate driver

does not have sinking capability at turn-on, the gate of the lower-

speed module is charged by dvcei /(it-induced current. Thus, the gate
threshold voltage will be reached even if no gate current igi is applied

(end of phase A2, Fig- 4.4). Assuming a step function gate current

starting with phase A2, the collector-emitter voltage overshoot at that

time is approximately

AvCe = ^1 (4.3)
V^M T dVcei/dtJ C\1

where Avgei = vth —

vgei at the beginning of phase A2. Now, in

phase As, the gate threshold voltages of all modules are exceeded so

iC2 continues to rise and dvcei /dt is controlled corresponding to

1 C
dvcei/dt = —{dic2/dt—^ —i91). (4.4)

In phase As, voltage imbalance is mainly caused by the specific dic/dt
versus ig transfer factor. If open-loop control is applied, the result¬

ing dvcex/dt is less relevant: For a planar-gate NPT IGBT module

of the 1200V/300 A class (CV = 24 nF, gm > 68A/V and dic/dt =

2.5A/ns) the gate current is smaller than 0.88 A. A gate current de¬

viation of 20% and C^ = 0.3 nF will cause dvcei/dt < 0.59 V/ns. For

a maximum duration of phase As of 240 ns this results in a voltage
drift of less than 142 V.

But, if conventional dic/dt-feedback control is applied, specific

loop transfer parameters cause a large error in the gate current: In

Fig. 4.5, the assumed sensor gain of module 1 is 10% larger than that

of module 2, nominal open-loop gain is 10. Thus, dic/dt of module 1

is higher than expected, and the controller stops gate charging. The

equivalent capacitance Cce is now being charged by the active current

of module 2 according to (4.4). (Dashed lines.) The resulting dvcei/dt
depends on the kind of limitation of the feedback current. In the case

shown, the gate current of module 1 is controlled to zero while that of
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Figure 4.5: Drift of vce at turn-on caused by conventional dic/dt-
control [Ber91, RK95, RKFR97] applied to series connected IGBTs.

(Simulation results. For clearness, stray inductance related voltage

drop has been removed by waveform processing.)

module 2 is controlled to 2A@(t=50ns), 1 A@(t=150ns). If in phase

As a minimum gate current is set or the loop gain is reduced, a lower

dvce/dt results. Conventional delay control [Ger95] achieves voltage

equalization in one single point, but inadequate dzc/(it-control results

in a voltage drift with different sign before and after this point (solid
lines).

A possibility to identify dzc/(it-deviation is to use multiple sam¬

pling of vce- Referring to Fig. 4.5, the combination of delay- and

(izc/(it-control parameter deviation causes local extrema of vce(t). De¬

lay has to be adapted until these extrema disappear. Thereafter, ad¬

equate voltage distribution will be achieved by adapting the control

of dic/dt versus time. The approximate delay divergence can be ex¬

tracted by the time difference between local extremum and starting

point of vce-transition.

In the above example, a sensor gain variance of 1% would cause a

dvce/dt of approx. 1.5 V/ns. With respect to the required controller

parameter resolution such a methodology is virtually inapplicable un¬

less the dvce/dt-induced part of collector current is removed from mea¬

sured dic/dt, as realized by connecting an additional large capacitance
between collector and emitter.
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4.3.3 Determining dic/dt via vce-Control

Preconception Controlling dic/dt via Le becomes difficult to im¬

plement when Le reduces (as expected for the future) or when Le

is not directly accessible. Furthermore, at turn-on the takeover of

dvce/dt is critical when approaching the peak of the reverse recov¬

ery current, where vce is already sinking: Trying to maintain dic/dt
results in infinite high gate current such that nonlinear effects could

affect the controller speed. Overriding dic/dt-control takes a certain

time required for activation of dvce/dt-control. For the time being,

therefore, high ig induces rapidly falling of vce- Moreover, this dic/dt-
control scheme is inapplicable to series connected IGBTs, as shown

above.

Solution A turn-on process is divided into phases A and B of higher
and lower diode conductance, Fig. 4.6b. In phase A, dic/dt is deter¬

mined by controlling the collector-emitter voltage step Avce caused

by the DC link stray inductance

AvCe = dic/dt ( ^r - Lee J (4.5)

where Lce is the inductance between the terminals from which the

vce-feedback signal is derived.

In opposition to the delay control technique, where an iteration

dead-time is present, the vce-derived control is able to limit overvolt¬

age as a matter of principle. The overvoltage of a faulty or slow mod¬

ule is limited to the sum of the individually controlled Avce- Thus,
in absence of global fault feedback, the maximum number of series

connected modules is limited, since the controlled voltage step should

be only a fraction of the maximum single module rating. To overcome

this, an initial step could be introduced aimed at reaching controlla¬

bility before starting the actual set point function. Furthermore, there

is an alternative to allocate a specific Avce for each module. When

the excess of carriers stored in the diode p+n~ junction region is re¬

moved, the conductance of the diode approaches zero. The required

gate current goes to zero to maintain the desired Avce (according to

Eq. 2.2). The collector-emitter voltage drops beyond this point as a

result of enhanced open-loop transfer factor (see Section 4.3.4) and
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Figure 4.6: Integration of dzc/(it-control into a vce-control scheme.

Phases A and B of different conduction states of the free-wheeling
diode are detected to determine the set point function or controller

structure according to the respective dic/dt or dvce/dt. The markers

denote main criteria to identify the start of phase B. Basic concept

applying dvce/dt-control (a) and simulation result (b) using nonlinear

compact modeling (see Appendix A).
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Figure 4.7: Integration of dzc/(it-control into a vce-control scheme.

Basic concept applying vce-control during phase B. Providing an

auxiliary criterion identifying phase As required for controlling un¬

matched series connected IGBTs.

limited gate current slew rate. Furthermore, the absolute value of

dic/dt is reduced (according to Eq. 2.1). These signals are evaluated

to identify the start of phase B. (The markers in Fig. 4.6b denote

these main criteria.) In a first implementation (see Chapter 5) the

detection threshold is a function of the average of VLe(t) or, alterna¬

tively, of vce(t) in phase A. By providing a minimum unidirectional

gate current, a lower boundary for dic/dt in phase A is fulfilled even

under the condition of an undesired limit cycle of control system re¬

sponse.

In Phase B, the collector-emitter voltage either is controlled by
dvce/dt (Fig. 4.6a) or by vce(t) (Fig. 4.7). The latter method is advan¬

tageous due to an introduction of a dominant pole into system dynam¬
ics, see Section 4.3.4. But higher linearity and complexity of controller

circuitry is required. Note, a dominant pole could also be enabled at

the start of phase B to ensure control stability within dvce/dt-control
while maintaining system speed during phase A. The circuitry al¬

tering the control structure
, e.g. according to the marcQ-operator

in Fig. 4.6a, could be simplified as follows. A shared nominal-value

signal aref (t), preferably a step function, is used and the actual-value

signal is a linear combination

a(t) = ci(£) vce(t) + c2(£) dvce/dt(t).

In phase B the coefficient c\{t) is set to zero, so vce(t) can change

beyond a(t). Note, \dvce/dt\ in phase A changes as a function of
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vce(t), but this is irrelevant in case of lower La.

For unmatched series connected IGBTs, referring to Fig. 4.4, above

mentioned main criteria for detection of phase B may already be ful¬

filled in phase A2, wherein ic remains constant - and using the pro¬

posed vce-control the ig of higher-speed modules is reduced to zero

(according to Eq. 2.1). To avoid this, an auxiliary criterion identi¬

fying phase As (see Fig. 4.7) to validate the main criterion could be

defined according to a time elapsed after the turn-on command (con¬
sidering a maximum duration of phase A2 according to a maximum

delay divergence), or according to a minimum ic exceeded, or prefer¬

ably combining these conditions. At a higher level of control, phase

As could be validated by majority logic. Considering a minimum du¬

ration of phase As (typ. 240 ns), a relatively low channel capacity may
be sufficient for a centralized processing. Compared with this, a cen¬

tralized identification of phase B requires very short signal delay to

provide for minimum switching losses.

Compatibility with controlling parallelized IGBTs Both dur¬

ing turn-on and turn-off, the total dic/dt of a row is now controlled

via Avce, but the individual dic(t)/dt of M parallelized subswitches

are not yet determined. Particularly for high-gain control systems

providing individual gate currents for parallelized IGBTs, slight pa¬

rameter variances may lead to large collector-current imbalance, and

thus to thermal imbalance. In the worst case, temporarily only a

single subswitch supports the desired Avce according to Eq. 4.5, re¬

sulting in a dic(t)/dt higher than scheduled by a factor of M. It

could therefore be necessary to adjust individual command delay and

loop gain (or in phase A, individual set point of Avce) to synchronize

dic(t)/dt. Thereby, the total transconductance is also stabilized to

keep the desired performance of the control system. This adaptation
is preferably done during startup of the system. During regular oper¬

ation, a malfunction is temporarily restricted to one single subswitch.

So the dic(t)/dt is bounded to M/(M — 1) times the nominal value.

Since the total dic/dt is determined by the sum of individual

dic(t)/dt of parallelized subswitches, oscillation of individual dic(t)/dt
may occur while the total dic/dt follows the control law. (This prob¬
lem has also been observed for driving parallelized chips or modules
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by means of a common gate driver.) Thus, it may be advantageous to

use a secondary direct control of dic(t)/dt to damp these oscillations.

This could also be used to improve the current distribution during
turn-off to avoid dynamic avalanche.

Minimum functionality required for IPMs To reduce costs of

an IPM or to limit the above mentioned dic{t)/dt divergence, it may

be advantageous to apply vce-control only to a subset of parallelized
IGBTs. Then, redundancy can be provided as follows. At least two

subswitches offer full functionality, one of which is used as master.

The system response is being monitored and, if not as requested, an¬

other subswitch is set as master. The gate current signal of the master

is transmitted to the slave drivers, which control functionality can be

simplified to adjustable gain (to compensate for slew rate divergence)
and adjustable average gate current during the phase of achieving con¬

trollability of vce or ic (to reduce or increase delay). Note, during the

main transition, introduction of delay into the gate current signal is

not applicable since this would seriously affect the closed-loop control

performance.
One option is to combine the functionality of a master and a num¬

ber of slaves into a single ASIC which can be used for both balancing
a number of IGBTs and for driving a large single module.

Compatibility with soft-switching The new vce-control method

is fully compatible with soft-switching. In case of ZCS turn-on, the

initial Avce is set low until the start of phase A3. Hereafter, dvce/dt
and Avce are set such that vce approaches zero within a certain time.

Then, dic/dt is determined by Vdc/La. Detection of phase B is not

required as the main transition of vce is already applied to phase

As. For hard-switching turn-off it has been proposed to apply the

maximum available ig until C^ is reduced in such a way that the gate

driver becomes capable of controlling the desired dvce/dt. For ZVS,
this might cause high dic/dt depending on the particular application

possibly affecting EMC.

Short-circuit case After turning-on the IGBT (when the FWD is

shut off), dic/dt is not controllable via Avce- For the case of a short
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circuit via low inductance, dic/dt is very high, such that the control

circuitry may not be able to reduce vge to a safe level. Therefore,

secondary control observing ic or dic/dt may be required. A syn¬

chronization of vce(t) is not required for turning off the IGBTs under

short-circuit conditions.

4.3.4 Control System Behavior

Preconception In the Laplace plane s = ô + ju, the transfer func¬

tion sic(s)/ig(s) has a zero at sce =
L ~}r where rce is the differential

resistance seen from the IGBT's collector to emitter (which basically
is the sum of resistances of FWD and DC link). By means of the

large gate resistance of a current-mode gate driver, the initial sys¬

tem's dominant complex poles s3\, s32 are splitted into two real poles

stç) and sti, whereby sî0 is moved toward the location of sce which pro¬

vides a constant magnitude within s%o ... st\, where \st\\ is lower than

the frequency corresponding to Sji,Sj2 - providing a first dominant

pole. These modifications make it easier to set a sufficient control

system step response.

Simplified model According to the model shown in Fig. 2.2, the

dic/dt in phase As can be approximated to

si (s) ~ _(i2H. i (s\ (4 q\
C* s2 (Cm + Co)LCT + s%f^„ + 1

The denominator of Eq. 4.6 can be rewritten as

s2T2 + s2dT+l = (sT,i + l)(sTï2 + 1) for d>l

where the first and second dominant poles are

Ttl^^-La, Tt2^^(c^+C-a

The dvce/dt in phase B can be approximated as

SVce(s) « -— ig(s). (4.7)
Om S 1%2 + 1

Phases Ai and A2 are rather modeled by Eq. 4.7, considering low

conductance of IGBTs in series with still active IGBTs.
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The gate current is affected by a resonance formed by the total

gate loop inductance Lg and the driver output capacitance Cdr'-

'iM =

CdrLgS* + CdrRss + X
id"« (4'8)

assuming Ccir is by far smaller than the IGBT input capacitance,
where idr is the driver output current. If the external gate resistance

would be increased to achieve adequate damping, the high current

capability of the gate driver would be lost. Hence it is suggested to

use an auxiliary damping resistance Rx acting at high frequencies (via
a capacitance Cx) in parallel to the driver:

sig(s)
_

CXRXS+1

1dr\S) (jdr-Lig(jx-ti>x S -\- (_Gdr ~T~ Cx) -L/g S -\- (jx \-ttx ~T t*>g) <S ~T i

Small-signal AC-response For a large IGBT module, the ex¬

pected d, T%\, T%2 are

set La G-tt d Ttl Tl2

1 21 nH 100 nF 9.1 157 ns 0.47 ns

2 8nH 60 nF 9.4 100 ns 0.28 ns

3 21 nH 600 nF 1.5 26 ns 2.8 ns

Semiconductor parameters comply with 16 parallelized planar-gate
NPT IGBT chips of the 1200V/75 A class, and are valid for a total

ic = 480 A and vce = 400 V. This corresponds to the beginning of the

main transition for an ic equal to 20% of the nominal peak current

of 2400 A. Parameter sets 1 and 2 comply to a recent low-inductance

system and a system expected for the near future, respectively. The

third parameter set gives an example for utilizing an additional gate-

emitter capacitance to decrease the dic/dt transfer factor or for pole

assignment. The system speed is advantageously increased, but the

controller has to be very fast in order to make use of this feature.

An Open-loop small-signal AC-response in phase A of a linearized

vce-control system is shown in Fig. 4.8 for phase A. Parameter set 1

is used. The gate resonance (/o = 12.5 MHz according to Lg = 80 nH,

Cdr = 2nF, dashed lines) is damped according to Eq. 4.9 (Rx =

0.7 * 27r/o = 4.5(7, Cx = 4C^r). A dominant pole is determined by
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2nd Order Rational Polynomials
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Figure 4.8: Open-loop small-signal AC-response in phase A of a lin¬

earized vce-control system consisting of a current-mode gate driver and

a planar-gate NPT IGBT/diode-module of the 1200V/1200 A class.

Initial system response (dashed). Results of passive damping of gate

resonance for parameter set 10 (solid) and parameter set 11 (dotted).
Note, absolute stability of initial system requires an open-loop gain
less than one.
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Eq. 4.6 and is located at 1 MHz complying with Tu = 157 ns. A

controller is modeled by a 6th order polynomial, the most relevant

time constants of which are 30 ns and 18 ns (set 11, dotted lines) or

10 ns and 5ns (set 10, solid lines). Set 11 complies with a Darlington
BJT output stage (transit frequency f\ ~ 550 MHz) used as reference,

achieving a closed loop system with a phase margin of 55 °, a unity

gain bandwidth of f\ = 2.6 MHz, and an open loop gain of go =

10.9 dB. Set 10 complies with a driver similar to that proposed in

Chapter 5, achieving go = 11.4 dB and f\ = 4.3 MHz.

These results are based on rather pessimistic assumptions, but

even so the control is adequate to optimize the IGBT's switching
behavior. Without the 6th order polynomial which is modeling the

gate driver, a performance of go = 13.5 dB and ft = 6.7 MHz can be

achieved. This indicates the minimization of Cdr and Lg as a primary

design goal. According to Eq. 4.9 a reduced Cdr results in lower

damping factor; however, the adverse effect of RX,CX to the phase

response moves toward higher frequencies. A plausible minimum value

for Cdr is about 250 pF (a reduction by factor of 8) for a peak gate

current of 20 A, which for Cx = ACdr results in go = 14.4 dB and ft =

5.4 MHz or go = 15.6 dB and ft = 7.7 MHz for the proposed control

or for the case of omitting the 6th order polynomial, respectively. A

reduction of Lg by a factor of a/8 to Lg = 28 nH gives similar results;
a further reduction has only little advantage.

Note, to retain 45 °

phase margin within an ideal system dominated

by 2 real-frequency poles, the maximum loop gain is restricted to

approx. 17dB
...

25 dB for a pole location ratio of 1... 10 respectively.

Providing higher gain at low frequencies is not sufficient as it has no

influence during a fast switching transition. Thus, for high accuracy

a secondary control loop is suggested which adapts the scaling of the

set point function to reduce the remaining linear error.

Large-Signal Behavior

Gate current demand The capacitance C^ increases proportional
to v~e0,5 causing increased gate current demand; gm increases with ic.

High gate current is required to reduce delay and to achieve constant

dvce/dt, see Fig. 4.6b. However, a smaller gate current is required to

control dic/dt. Since the speed of BJTs and MOSFETs is a function
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of the current density, the controller dynamics depend on the actual

system state [ic(t),vce(t)]- A Darlington BJT output stage (/i ~

550 MHz) used as reference can be modeled as

idr(s)/ib(s) = ß (sTi + l)_1(sT2 + I)"1

where % is the base current and the parameters are

% Idr ß Ti T2

2 mA

5 mA

13.6A

16.0A

6800

3200

30 ns

21ns

18 ns

11 ns

For above-mentioned 16 parallelized IGBT chips of the 1200 V/75 A

class, ig < 2 A is sufficient to obtain a dic/dt = 10 A/ns for an ic equal
to 20% of the nominal peak current of 2400 A. Applying a high initial

ig to reduce turn-on delay time, ig needs to be reduced with high
slew rate when reaching controllability of ic- If the driver stage time

constants are too large, the gate driver obviously must also provide
current sinking capability at turn-on in order to fulfill the control law

in case of overshooting (oscillating) vge- So it is suggested to reduce

ig in advance by a secondary control. Another disadvantage is that

decreasing ig seriously affects the small-signal behavior which is par¬

ticularly critical at the transition from phase A to phase B and vice

versa.

Stability For lower gm at the beginning of the switching transient,
the transfer factor is reduced such that the dic/dt of the closed-loop

system is somewhat decreased. According to time-domain transient

analysis this is not an essential limitation. Nevertheless, the system

behavior could be linearized by providing an adaptation of gain and

dominant pole of the control circuitry in correlation with Eq. 4.6.

Referring to Eq. 4.6, presupposing a particular minimum gm, both

the transfer factor {—g^JC^) and the dominant pole (according to

C^gm Lct/Ck) are determined in such a manner that the high fre¬

quency behavior does not vary with gm.

So, if the dominant pole of the control system is given by the

dominant pole of Eq. 4.6, the nonlinearity of gm does not affect system

stability, as shown in Fig. 4.9. That is, for higher gm (for higher ic,

e.g. in case of a short-circuit) the control system stability is kept.
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Figure 4.9: Open-loop small-signal AC-response of a linearized vce-

control system using parameter set 10 for phase A varying gm (solid)
and for phase B (dashed); Bode plot (top) and Nyquist plot (bottom).
Nyquist criterion indicates global stability.
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4.3.5 Modifying System Dynamics

IGBT Transfer Function - Pole Assignment

According to Eqs. 2.1, 2.2, 4.6, 4.7 the IGBT transfer functions could

be altered by increasing CV, C^, by modifying Rg or Le\ or by em¬

ploying inductive coupling from emitter to gate which could be trans¬

formed to a modified Le\-

In Section 2.1.3 it has been proposed to use an additional gate-

emitter capacitance to modify the dynamics of an IGBT module.

Having no access to the internals of a module, the path comprising

Lei and gm can not be externally copied with higher accuracy. So,
a proportional current sharing between internal and external CV is

unattainable. At high frequencies, the phase margin is increased due

to the voltage across Le\, see Fig. 4.10 (top, the region of 7MHz).
This might be an advantage: Control stability is kept up to go <

23dB considering a phase margin of 45°. By omitting Le\, absolute

stability is kept up to go < 15.5 dB (go < 8 dB to retain 45° phase

margin). Using Le\ and increasing CV on-chip keeps absolute stability

up to g0 < 20dB (go < 14dB for 45° phase margin).

Gate Driver - Pole Assignment and Linearization

A promising way is to linearize the driver stage by means of local

feedback, see Fig. 4.10 (bottom). Variation of gain with temperature

or gate current is reduced, dvge/dt-capability and differential output

resistance are enhanced. The driver speed is enhanced at the cost of

decreased gain. The modified system is stable up to go < 21.5 dB for

a phase margin of 45 °.

System State Variable Feedback Control

Pole assignment A rigorous modification of the dynamics of the

system

x = Ax + Bu

is achievable by using feedback for a subset of the state variables

xT = [vdr, ig, Vge, vce, ic] via a matrix F such that u = Fx resulting
in x = (A + BF) x

,
see the scheme in Fig. 4.11.
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0J -500d+

1 OKHz

Figure 4.10: AC response of the linearized dic/dt transfer function of a

large IGBT module. Capacitance CV increased to enable a higher gate

current ig = 7.2 A to enhance driver stage bandwidth (top). Driver

stage linearized by means of local feedback, ig = 1.7 A (bottom).
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Figure 4.11: State variable feedback control. Direct measurement of

state variables (coefficients «o ••• «2? «4) and approximation via auxil¬

iary variables (coefficients «3,^5).

Feeding back ig increases the imaginary part of the gate resonance

frequency Im(so), while the real part Re(so) remains unchanged -

and so the damping factor is decreased. This is equivalent to reduc¬

ing Cdr, so a similar result can be achieved by feeding back dvdr/dt.
By feeding back Vdr, the real part Re(so) is being increased and the

imaginary part Im(so) is being decreased. Furthermore, to keep the

IGBT's pole Sio near zero, vge must be fed back by the same factor as

Vdr, but with opposite sign. This measure compensates for the voltage

drop across Rg and Lg. Note, a too high coefficient for vge results in

Re(sio) > 0 and thus causes instability of the control system. How¬

ever, this parameter sensitivity is not critical, since the drift of vce

is slow according to \sio\ ~ 0; so dic/dt and dvce/dt are not affected

during a switching transition. (But, during quasi-static off-state this

kind of feedback may be not sufficient.)

Implementation The simulated system response for the case of

feeding back Vdr — vge is shown in Fig. 4.12, signal la. The initial sys¬

tem complies with that shown in Fig. 4.8. An approximation of vge is

required unless there is no additional terminal available for monitoring
the module internal gate potential. A suitable model simplification is

to regard only the path comprising RgjLgjC^, see signal 16.
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Figure 4.12: State variable feedback control used to assign the gate

resonance frequency. Basic parameters comply with Fig. 4.8. An

additional pole has been introduced within the feedback path at

s = —1/1.5 ns. Simulated response of linearized system (top: closed

loop transient, bottom: open loop AC). Feeding back 0.25(v^r v
geh

)

(la). Feeding back 0.25(v^r — v*e) where v*e is approximated by a

parallel model consisting of 40 * Rg, 40 * L * g, 40 * CV, (lb). Feeding
back 0.25(i>dr — vge)* approximated by measuring across additional

\Lg, ^rg multiplied by 9 within controller, (lc). Compared with pas¬

sive damping of gate resonance using Rx, Cx complying with Fig. 4.8,

(2a) ; or active damping of gate resonance by feeding back the current

through jQ-Rx,jQ-Cx multiplied by 40 within controller, (2b).
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By including a resistor Ra4 in the control emitter path, a single-
ended signal for ig can be measured. Furthermore, by including an

inductor La3, the difference Vdr —

vge can be estimated; system re¬

sponse is signal lc.

However, a fast linear transconductor is required to realize the

feedback circuitry which - for a DC-coupled scheme with single power

supply - may be difficult to realize. Since even a reduced-order ob¬

server for estimating the system state is difficult to implement, a

first step toward optimizing system dynamics is to feed back a high-

frequency part of the gate voltage to damp the resonance formed by
the gate inductance and the driver output capacitance. System re¬

sponses are shown in Fig. 4.12 for the passive scheme of Fig. 4.8 and

for an active scheme feeding back a current through a scaled-down

model comprising RX,CX; results are signals 2a and 26, respectively.

Furthermore, feeding back dvce/dt could be used to scale up the

effect of Cp to determine the dominant pole of the system, according
to Eq. 4.6. In particular, this is necessary for systems having higher

\sn\ (e.g. due to lower La) or lower /o (due to higher Lg); refer to

Fig. 4.13, which shows a good performance for feeding back Vdr,vge

and «5 dvce/dt (solid lines) for the case of Lg = 320 nH.

Integrated Gate Driver Power Supply

To provide power supply for a gate driver, it is proposed in [MHK97] to

use a small capacitance C through which a large capacitor is charged
when an IGBT is turned off. Diodes and resistors R are used for rec¬

tification and current-limiting. A side effect of the RC is the increase

of the damping factor of the parasitic series resonance of the DC link

at higher frequencies. This may be advantageous for driving series

connected IGBT modules, since in phase Ai, active damping via the

transconductance of the IGBT is difficult to implement. (Generally,
the active current must be strongly limited during off-state to avoid

cross conduction within a half-bridge).

4.3.6 Variable Structure Gate Driver

Preconception Previous studies indicate that the control circuitry
should provide fewer than three dominant time constants at a fre-
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Figure 4.13: State variable feedback control used to assign the gate

resonance frequency. Basic parameters comply with Fig. 4.8. Case of

very high Lg = 320 nH. For each case, feeding back 0.25(i>dr — vge)
and introducing an additional pole within the feedback path at

s = —1/1.5 ns. Simulated system response (top: closed loop tran¬

sient, bottom: open loop AC). System with initial dominant pole

(dotted). Dominant pole reassigned at su := sa/(l + 0.65), where C^
is 1.65 times the initial value (dashed lines) or where the effect of C^
is changed by the controller by feeding back 0.65 C^ \dvce/dt\, (solid
lines).
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continuously
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set point
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command
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s1 s4

switched
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Figure 4.14: Definition of lower (sm) and upper (%) limits of gate

current, and acquisition of events used for classification of system state

(left) to control a clustered gate driver (right). Turn-on case shown.

quency higher than |s| = 1/10 ns. For NPT IGBT modules realized in

planar-gate DMOS-technology, the transfer factor gm^r- (Eq. 4.6) at
O7J-

20% of nominal ic is higher than 20 presently (in the future approx. 5

due to reduced Le; it is higher for trench-gate-IGBTs or for feeding
back the voltage across La instead of Le as proposed in Section 4.3.3).
It is suggested to employ this initial high gain to control the IGBT

and to use moderate scale-down of the feedback signal (scaling is nec¬

essary to reduce the size of signal processing circuitry), considering
that a following scaling-up (required for driving the IGBTs) affects

the control dynamics. A further goal is to solve the above mentioned

problems with limited slew rates and changing control system dynam¬
ics with varying gate current demand during the switching transition.

Solution A demanding strategy to achieve high speed is to maxi¬

mize the current density of the control circuitry. This can be realized

by dividing the gate driver into a number of clusters which are dy¬

namically activated in a way that the available gate current is adapted
to the actual demand, see Fig. 4.14. As a result, the danger of an un-
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Figure 4.15: Simplified turn-on driver partitions, activated via termi¬

nals SC. Top: linear cluster, including nominal/actual value compar¬

ison d.j and stacked current mirror c.j acting at terminal G; state

variables are fed back to terminal FB. Bottom left: Gate resonance

active damping unit; the current through a small capacitance is am¬

plified and then subtracted from terminals DIF.j by a current mirror

(shown for dvge/dt > 0) which provides programmable resistance;
Bottom right: switched current-source cluster.

desired limit cycle of the control system is reduced.4

At turn-on, high current is delivered until the IGBT module gate

voltage reaches the threshold voltage. At the critical point of reverse-

recovery current peak, only a small high-speed low-gain optimized
cluster is activated. The available current is minimized. To achieve

a constant dvce/dt after recovery, the number of activated clusters

is successively increased. Before the drive current reaches the actual

current limit, more clusters are activated. This series of events can

4Refer to Fig. 4.17 for an illustration.
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be directly derived from the gate current signal. For stability reasons,

a feedforward control depending on vce and ic is implemented; see

Fig. 4.14, encircled criteria. At turn-off an initial gate current is

applied to obtain controllability. Then, the actual set point function

starts.4 The number of activated clusters reduces again at higher vce-

To reduce the total ASIC area, a number of linear continuously
controlled clusters (c.j, optimized for control system stability) and

nonlinear switched clusters (s.j, optimized for ASIC area) are used, see

Fig. 4.15. A minimum required turn-on peak gate current of 0.01 *zc is

assumed, so ig ~ 22 A is sufficient for the largest modules available.5

For the linear clusters, stacked current mirrors with a ratio of 10
...

25

are used to maximize speed.
To reduce the output capacitance and the dominant time constants

of the driver, the current mirrors are implemented in low-voltage
nMOS (Imin = 0.8um), the output of which is cascoded by a lateral

high voltage n-channel DMOS {Imin = 2 urn). The cascode-based area

overhead is about 15% and can be reduced by the following method:

A maximum number of clusters is defined, which activation state is

simultaneously changeable. So, auxiliary circuitry like voltage buffers

for cascode stages can be shared and can be reduced in area while

maintaining performance.
Essential control parameters are number and class of clusters as¬

signed to a particular system state, and an allocation of events to

determine a piecewise linear set-point function for the vce-control.

Parameters are programmable over a serial interface. For more infor¬

mation refer to Chapter 5.

4.3.7 Synchronization of Multiple Modules

Presupposition For parallel and series connected IGBTs the sys¬

tem has multiple control variables. Asynchronous driving of multi¬

ple modules may introduce new transition phases, and the behav¬

ior during known phases may be changed. So the analysis given in

Section 4.3.4 may not be valid for controlling multiple modules. A

decoupled system seems unattainable since this would require high

5 The typical gate current during phase B of a conventional gate driver is ap¬

prox. 0.004 * ic at turn-on; and 0.01 * ic or 0.02 * ic at turn-off for Vdr = 0 or

Vdr = — 15 V, respectively.
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complexity and high channel-capacity to transmit state variable sig¬
nals in real-time through the controller hierarchy. It has been proven

by simulations that the high frequency behavior of the output of a lo¬

cal control does not fundamentally change for the case of unmatched

control of multiple modules. But a drift of not controlled state vari¬

ables may occur, see the case of dzc/dt-control (Section 4.3.2).
For the first step it has been proposed in Section 4.3.2 to determine

additional phases and to set a particular parameter set for each phase.

However, to ensure compatibility with future applications, a flexible

control law should be adaptable to a number of still unknown phases.
The methodology of sliding-mode control might be very capable of

solving this task since it tolerates high parameter uncertainty. This

is a subject of future investigations. Moreover, operation within the

limits of SOA must be absolutely guaranteed. In respect of vce this

shall be feasible using the novel vce-control proposed in section 4.3.3.

A similar solution is desirable for controlling ic. That is to turn off

parallelized IGBTs, a predetermined Aic is controlled during phase
B. Then, approaching phase A, the main transition of ic is controlled

via Avce- Feasibility depends on the availability of a signal for ic.

A two-phase command may be sufficient to attain controllability of

all IGBTs before initiating the actual switching transition, such that

active limiting of ic and vce would be possible without delay. Note,

though this may avoid the need of controlling the set-point as a func¬

tion of extracted events, this may arise the problem of antagonizing

multiple control laws as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

Synchronization Based on a Synchronous Sampling Time

Related work In [Ger95] a global controller defines a global sam¬

pling time at which the local vce of multiple IGBT modules are mea¬

sured. The delay times for the turn-on and turn-off commands are

controlled according to the difference of the local actual voltage and

a reference voltage. This approach does not compensate for sampling
time skew. Thus, if high dvce/dt are demanded, expensive high-speed
fiber optics are required for the distribution of the sampling clock.

Furthermore, predetermination of a sufficiently presized sampling time

is required. For more details refer to Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 4.17: Synchronization of series connected IGBTs at turn-off.

An initially high gate current (switching-mode) is used to achieve

controllability (detected by first asynchronous event) before starting
the actual set point function for vce-control. Secondary asynchronous
events are used for extraction of dvce/dt. The case of an unwanted

control-system limit cycle is shown, the amplitude of which is limited

due to a reduced number of activated continuously controlled clusters.
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Locally derived synchronous signals The architecture proposed
here is satisfied with plastic fiber optics with a typical delay diver¬

gence of 50 ns. For all series connected modules, the common col¬

lector current is a synchronous signal x{t) as a matter of princi¬

ple. Thus, approaching a predetermined threshold ex of the change

Ax{t) = x(t) — x(0) in a synchronous signal which is related to ic is

defined as a synchronous event, see Fig. 4.16. If an auxiliary emitter

terminal is available, the voltage drop across the emitter inductance

can directly be used as a synchronous signal.
For the cases that the asynchronous signals a(t) of multiple mod¬

ules to be synchronized are greater than zero before switching, the

following applies. Reaching controllability of a first module, that is ap¬

proaching phase A2 for the turn-on of series connected modules or vge

approaching Vm for the turn-off of parallel connected modules, causes

a temporary change Aa(t) = a(t) — a(0) in the asynchronous signals
with particular sign and magnitude for all modules of the compound
switch. (For parallel connected modules, the synchronous signal is

vce and the asynchronous signal is ic.) During this phase, \da/dt\ in¬

creases with the delay divergence and therefore the timing resolution

is sufficient to determine synchronous events from the signals a(t).
Approaching a predetermined threshold ea of the change in the

asynchronous signal Aa(t) is defined as an asynchronous event. The

instruction delay At required for synchronous switching can be de¬

rived from the deviation of the extracted individual delays between

asynchronous and synchronous events. For the case that the timing of

the asynchronous events at a particular module does not significantly
depend on the gate signals of the other modules, an additional delay

At + to « t(Aa = ea) - t(Ax = ex)

required to synchronize the modules can be derived within a single

cycle, since to is the same for all switches and is quasi constant over

one or more cycles.
In particular, this is not the case when using auxiliary vce-limiting

which supplies additional gate current during phase A2. For this case,

the extracted delay is smaller than required. That is, a few cycles are

required for synchronization.
For the relevant part of the switching transition, this rule is in¬

herently true for the turn-on of parallelized modules and for the
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turn-off of series connected modules. This is also true for turn-on

of series-connected modules within the new vce-control proposed in

Section 4.3.3.

By choosing adequate events, to could also be set near zero to avoid

a large variation with the actual load current or the DC link voltage.

(This can most easily be achieved for the turn-on of parallel or, with

the new vce-control, of series connected modules, see Fig. 4.16.) So,
the instruction delay for the next cycle to achieve synchronization is

derived without the need for global communication.

Another synchronous event particularly for series connected de¬

vices is the transition from phase A to phase B and vice versa, which

can be detected as described in Section 4.3.3.

The presence of a delay divergence at turn-on could also be identi¬

fied by observing an irregular sign of Aa at the beginning of switching

transition, i.e. the sign of dvce/dt at the beginning of phase A2 at the

turn-on of series-connected modules (equivalent to dic/dt at the begin¬

ning of phase B at turn-off of parallel connected modules). As direct

processing of da(t)/dt results in higher noise sensitivity, it is suggested
to process a(t) by a discrete-time approach to derive the change in a(t)
or to observe the events that a(t) is exceeding a particular threshold.

Advantages of the approach extracting both asynchronous and

synchronous events are the enhanced observability of parallel con¬

nected modules at turn-on and the availability of direct extraction

of delay divergence within a minimum number of cycles and, for the

most cases, at the local level of the controller hierarchy.

However, at turn-off of parallel connected modules the delay can

not be extracted with high accuracy. This is because the initial delay
is a function of the actual collector current (which is changing with

time), and the initial delay has a nonlinear influence to the extractable

delay (see next subsection). An overcompensation can be avoided by

approaching the final delay over more than one cycle using smaller

approximation steps.

To attain sufficient accuracy, signal processing is generally based

on a small deviation of signals from an operating point taken prior
to the switching process. For example in Fig. 4.16, the thresholds

for change in vce and ic defining the asynchronous and synchronous
events are as small as necessary considering noise sensitivity. The

proposed vce-control stops gate charging in phase A2. Therefore, the
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delay divergence is equal to the duration of phase A2. That is, the

reference delay between the asynchronous event and the synchronous
event could be set to zero. Otherwise, the reference delay must be

determined by the module showing the maximum switching delay.
This is also true for the synchronization of parallel connected modules

at turn-on, see Fig. 4.18.

Secondary asynchronous events are used to extract the individual

slopes of the asynchronous signals, see Fig. 4.17. This is mandatory
to determine the transient stress of parallel connected modules during
turn-on: According to Section 4.3.3, the dic/dt of a row is controlled

via Avce, but the individual dic/dt of the modules are not yet de¬

termined. For that reason, the individual loop gain is adjusted in

accordance to the extracted dic/dt.

Turn-off of Parallel Connected IGBTs

The aforementioned methodology of local synchronizing within a sin¬

gle cycle could be applied to the turn-off of parallel connected IGBTs

if the gate charging of faster modules could be stopped until the other

modules achieve controllability. That is, for parallel connected mod¬

ules a change in ic in the first phase B of transition must be limited by

control, which has the advantage of providing an zc-limiting for slower

modules. This might be a subject of future investigations. Otherwise,
the collector current of faster modules within a parallel connection

decreases in phase B from the time at which vge < Vm to a level

which is a nonlinear function of the delay divergence. The extraction

is more difficult, in particular for the case of more than two modules.

For a large delay divergence, the above mentioned current limiting is

provided by the boundary ic = 0. Then the time between the events

of start of increasing and start of decreasing of ic complies with the

initial delay divergence. (However, this is inapplicable to more than

two parallelized modules mainly due to the SOA limits.)
For smaller delay this boundary is not achieved; the extracted de¬

lay is similar for a wide variation of actual delay. Furthermore, though
the timing uncertainty of the extracted event t(Azc = e) is sufficiently
low in phase A because of high |dzc/dt|, the timing resolution may not

be sufficient due to the limited accuracy of zc-measurement because

of the high excursion of zc(t) and long time to the event, see Fig. 4.18.
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realized via the definite integral of a signal representing dic/dt.
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Phase B The mechanism for a change in ic during phase B is as

follows. At the start of turn-off transition, the IGBTs are operating
in the linear region. So within a parallel connection of IGBTs, the

individual ic is controllable via vge according to Eq. 2.7. As vge is

a function of the gate charge, a delay divergence causes a relative

small deviation from uniform ic and a deviation in C^ according to a

particular vcg- When the fast-driven IGBT is approaching the satura¬

tion region, a common dvce/dt causes a particular current i^ through

C^, changing the current through CV, when ig is kept unchanged as

it is the case for current-mode driving. This increases \dvge/dt\ and

|dzc/dt|. According to Eq. 2.6, C^ is decreasing with increasing ic,
which provides a certain limiting of ic- The deviation of C^ reduces

during transition when further increasing vcg which results in a finite

deviation of ic- For the case of an ideal current-mode driver within

a typical application (two planar-gate NPT IGBT modules of the

1200V/1200A class driven by ig = 10 A), a delay deviation ranging
from 5 ns to 40 ns cause an overshoot in ic ranging from about 7% to

60%, respectively, of the nominal DC-current.

Moreover, in case of synchronous gate driving, for IGBTs having
higher gm (e.g. due to higher temperature), ic increases during turn-

off up to a value according to Eq. 2.3. Note, on the contrary, during
operation in the linear region in particular NPT IGBTs reduce ic at

higher temperature. Thus, utilizing increased vge to balance ic during
on-state leads to higher switching delay at turn-off which may cause

large overshoot in ic- This could be avoided by equalizing vge before

switching, see Fig. 4.19. For an ideal voltage-mode driver, the change
in Vge is limited by the finite gate resistance:

LS-Vge = Vgei
—

Vge0 = -tig0 (Vl ~~

Vo )

where Rgo is the loop resistance between internal gate and a common

gate drive potential. It can be extremely reduced when connecting a

resistor from each gate to a common node. (Capacitances could be

connected in series for decoupling DC.) For a symmetrical layout this

measure may be sufficient without additional control, see Fig. 4.20.

Phase A In phase A, |dzc/dt| is relatively high causing particular

potentials of the control-emitter terminals according as Le- Thus,
aforementioned equalization of the gate potentials may not be suffi-
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Figure 4.19: Synchronization of parallel connected modules. Adjust¬

ing lower Vge at IGBTi during on-state to compensate for higher gm at

lower temperature T=350K (T=400K at IGBT2). Additional delay

(At = 98 ns) required for IGBTi to synchronize vge during turn-off

transition. Current-mode gate driving (ig = — 10 A).

cient during phase A as it would cause particular vge and therefore

nonuniform switching losses.

For current-mode driving, uniform dic/dt is achieved in phase A

when ig is similar for each module which is independent of particular

Le and Le\- However, delay deviation is more critical during phase
B for current-mode driving. Current-mode driving is the method of

choice during phase A, considering superior step response (see Sec¬

tion 4.3.4). Its sensitivity during phase B within parallel connected

modules could be reduced when providing auxiliary feedback which

prevents vge and consequently ic from rising.
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Alternative Approaches for Parallel Connected Modules

Observation of vge For the case that there is no signal available

for ic, it could be approximated via vge, which is defined by Eqs. 2.3

and 2.7 for the saturation region and the linear region, respectively.
For slower modules, the increase in ic at turn-off causes an increase

in Vge, further increased by the voltage across Le\- Assuming a similar

gm, a sufficient synchronizing could be achieved by synchronizing vge

at a synchronous sampling time in phase B, where the sensitivity of

Vge(At) is high. A decentralized control could be realized by evalu¬

ation of an increase in vge which occurs at slow devices for which ic

increases.

Likewise, at turn-on it may be sufficient to synchronize vge at the

beginning of phase B to equalize the approximated peak current. A

decentralized control could be realized by evaluation of vge at the

beginning of phase As, where vge > vt-

Complex gate drive circuitry causes an uncertain delay between

global command and individual local vge- The above method offers

the advantage of equalizing this delay. Furthermore, it is capable of

managing the distribution of ic within the novel vce-control proposed
in Section 4.3.3. Note, synchronization of vge does not achieve exact

balancing of parallel connected modules.

The approximation of ic via vge could also be applied to the fol¬

lowing method of synchronizing signals modeling switching losses.

Synchronization of signals modeling switching losses One ob¬

jective of synchronizing modules is to equalize switching losses. How¬

ever, synchronization of delay and slew rate, as described above, or

secondary limiting of ic or vce may not fully achieve equalized switch¬

ing losses. Semiconductor parameters may have specific influence to

the phases A and B of the switching process. For example, a par¬

ticular Nb causes particular C^ which for parallelized modules causes

a noticeable deviation in ic rather during phase B than in phase A.

This is not only critical for the turn-off case (see Section 4.3.7) but

generally also results in a deviation of switching losses. One approach
to synchronize switching losses might be to apply the previously dis¬

cussed synchronization of ic and vce to a number of sampling points.
This actually synchronizes the instantaneous power dissipation.
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Figure 4.21: Asynchronous switching (a) of four parallelized IGBTs

due to variances of Kp and vt Synchronizing is achieved by criterion

(encircled) of equal dic/dt (b), equal switching losses Eon (c), equal

delay (d); by increasing ig (b-c) or by reducing delay (d).
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If a signal for dic{t)/dt or ic{t) is available with high accuracy,

the switching losses could be modeled according to the definite inte¬

gral of the product of vce and ic during a predetermined period. The

rate of change of the resulting signal is by orders of magnitude higher

during the switching transition than during the quasi-steady on state

or off state. Therefore, the accuracy of presizing the time-window

for calculating the definite integral does not substantially affect the

accuracy of calculated losses. That is, the local controller does not

need a precise time reference for windowing or for providing sampling

points. (It is sufficient to derive a sampling time from the turn-on

or turn-off instructions.) This is an advantage for the case that ex¬

tracted asynchronous and synchronous events are subject to uncertain

timing variation. A precise local timing reference could however be

utilized to enhance the accuracy of measurement of current or voltage.

(To compensate for process and temperature variations of the related

circuitry.)

Moreover, vce for parallelized modules or ic for series connected

modules could be assumed to be synchronous signals and could, there¬

fore, be substituted with a constant prior calculation. Note, the syn¬

chronization accuracy is limited primarily due to the measurement of

ic-

A comparison of synchronization criteria is shown in Fig. 4.21.

Asynchronous switching of parallelized IGBTs is due to Kp = (16.25 —

0.5) A/V2, vT = (6.2+0.5) V of first IGBT (dashed line for ic) and

Kp = 16.25 A/V2, vT = 6.2V of second to fourth IGBTs. Synchro¬

nizing is achieved by criterion (encircled) of equal dic/dt (b), equal

switching losses Eon (c), equal delay (d); by reducing the total gate

resistance from 14(7 to 12(7 (b), by increasing vge from 14.75 V to

15.4 V (similar result by decreasing total gate resistance to 5.4(7), by

reducing delay by 6 ns rather than by 10 ns as extracted before (d).

It is suggested to synchronize modules by using delay-adjustment
and setting a particular gain for phases A and B. To a certain degree

(according to the SOA during switching), extracted switching losses

could also be used to modify the control variables during quasi-steady
state to equalize the average power dissipation.
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4.3.8 Preferred Concepts for Synchronizing Com¬

bined Parallel and Series Connected IGBTs

As proposed in Section 4.3.7, modules are synchronized by means of a

locally derived globally synchronous clock. Synchronizing is basically
done by modifying delay or rate of change of vce and ic in such a way

that the signal of a local actual value complies with the signal of a

global nominal value (which could also be a sequence of events).
To synchronize the start of transition, it is straightforward to syn¬

chronize the actual local times between a globally synchronous and

a locally asynchronous event. However, to determine a globally valid

nominal value, it may be required to consider one or more actual

values locally extracted at different modules. For example, to syn¬

chronize the maximum values of ic and vce, it is straightforward to

calculate a global nominal value by the average of all local actual val¬

ues. So, when an appropriate system model is used, synchronizing can

be achieved in a number of cycles equal to the order of the system.

In particular when the rate of change of actual value signals is kept
constant by the controller, a simple (piecewise linear) first order sys¬

tem results, and synchronization is achieved in the next cycle. Note,
for a typical VSI, the maximum value of ic is changing with the load

current over time and therefore, for a nonlinear system, the particular

delay or gate current excursion to achieve synchronization may also

change over time.

However, for a large system of combined parallel and series con¬

nected modules these algorithms may require complex measurement,

communication, and analog to digital conversion. So the goal of syn¬

chronized ic(t) and vce(t) is very questionable if it would be possible to

reduce the complexity by another measure while keeping utilization of

devices as high as possible. The complexity of signal processing may
be reduced by the following basic modifications:

• using a master-slave control to simplify the calculation of nom¬

inal values

• synchronizing start time and rate of change of vce and ic to

avoid strong dependence on actual vce(max), ic{max) which are

changing with time
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• synchronizing time to events using widely constant thresholds

for vce, ic rather than processing sampled values (to avoid high¬

speed analog to digital conversion)

• synchronizing signals which model the power dissipation or the

temperature of modules

Detailed Modifications

Turn-on case As described in Section 4.3.7, the delay divergence
of series connected modules can be locally derived. When using the

Avce-control, proposed in Section 4.3.3, the delay divergence is the

time between the first change in vce and the change in ic. That is,
modules with a late ic-transition are waiting for the slower modules

within a series connection and shall be switched on with increased

delay to achieve synchronization of vce- However, when using rows of

parallel connected modules, one of the parallel modules is enough to

provide the current through a series connection of rows. So, a delayed

zc-transition may also be the result of a late module in a parallel

connection; and this module shall be switched on with decreased delay.
This is in opposition to the aforementioned local control rule, such

that the delay of a parallel module will be further increased in the

following cycles. (For simulation examples, refer to Appendix B.)

Synchronizing start of transitions At first sight it may be

necessary to determine the sum of all ic of a row to derive a syn¬

chronous event for series connected rows. As an option all timing
data of extracted events (and/or possibly, sampled values of vce and

ic) could be transferred through the hierarchy (this however requires

high channel capacity) and are then evaluated all together by global
control (which is probably too complex to be implemented within local

control circuitry).
From an economic point of view it is desired to provide an au¬

tonomous control of parallel modules in a row. The first of the events

of a relevant change in iCl ...iCM is a globally synchronous event for

series rows at turn-on, and can easily be transferred between the mod¬

ules in the row. Then the delay may be adapted in such a way that
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these events get synchronized. At the start of transition of ic the po¬

tential of the control emitter terminal increases according to Ledic/dt.
Thus, when each control emitter terminal of a row would drive a com¬

mon node (e.g. via a resistor), the start of transition of a first module

can also be observed at the other modules of a row, when compar¬

ing it to the common potential of the node wherein the emitters are

combined. Both potentials are distributed over the row by additional

electrical wires. Note, a digital interface could also be used. An

asymmetric (single wire) bus could be used when data transmission

is avoided during the switching transitions of the power electronics

circuitry.
For synchronizing parallel modules, the delay required to synchro¬

nize series rows must be considered (by subtraction of that time, i.e.

by using the first of ic-transitions as a synchronous event).
As in phase A dvce/dt is low and dic/dt is high, either of the ic

signals of parallel connected modules could be assumed to be a syn¬

chronous signal for series connected rows, which are then synchronized
in a first step. (Furthermore, the expected delay divergence between

parallelized modules is small, so any ic could be used.) In particular,
the master of a row may determine a common delay for all modules

in a row in order to synchronize the series rows. In a second step the

parallel connected modules in a row could be locally synchronized by

adjusting zero delay between synchronous (based on vce-signal) and

asynchronous events in order to synchronize the start of zc-transition.

In a similar way, at first the parallel connected modules could be

synchronized by equalizing non zero delay between synchronous and

asynchronous events.

Summarizing to synchronize the start of transition of ic

• determine the first module of a row starting the ic-transition

and transfer this synchronous event in real-time through a row

• adjust zero delay between that first synchronous event and a

first change in vce to synchronize series rows and adjust zero

delay between the first and other zc-transitions

Synchronizing peak currents Adequate synchronization of

Eon in phase A is achieved by equalizing the maximum zc(t) which is
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checked at the start of phase B. For fast convergence it is suggested
to determine a nominal value by using an estimation of the sum of

ic of parallel connected modules. This is preferably done by using
the voltage across Le; however, this requires a transmission of ic data

between the controllers of a row. Note, when using further adaptation
and combining this with measuring the DC part of ic, the resulting

accuracy may also be sufficient for high-level control of load current

(e.g. for motor control).
The calculation of a nominal value can be simplified by using the

actual ic measured at a master as global nominal value for the slave

modules in the next cycle. To allow a redistribution, the nominal

value of the master may be set equal to the actual value. So both,
nominal and actual values approach their final values over more than

one cycle by using small steps. An initially higher stepsize may be

used and then reduced when the sign of the control error has been

changed (which indicates an overestimation of the actual value).
Synchronization of ic in phase A can also be achieved by syn¬

chronizing both the average of dic/dt and the starting points of ic-

transition. The advantage is that it would be possible to define global
constants as nominal values which avoids the need of analog to digital
conversion of ic- For high accuracy, the average of dic/dt shall be

checked as late as possible; e.g. by determining a sequence of dic/dt
and only using the sample taken a certain time before start of phase
B. Besides, it may be adequate to synchronize ic(t) in any first and

second points. But for high accuracy it may be required to vary the

level of second points with the actual load current.

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, direct continuous-time control of

dic/dt shall not be applied to all series connected modules/rows.
When using Avce-control, the modules within a row shall be syn¬

chronized by modifying the local nominal value of Avce in phase A

according to the measured average dic/dt of a particular module. The

duration of phase A may be defined as a global constant to adapt

dic/dt to ihoaA over time. Optionally, to define dic/dt as globally

constant, the duration of phase A measured at a master could be

transferred to the slaves and be used as a nominal value.

To a certain degree, synchronization of start of zc-transitions and

limiting of ic may be realized via checking vge- That means to syn¬

chronize the events that vge is reaching a threshold and to limit vge
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which is preferably sampled in phase B (near phase A), where dvge/dt
is low. In particular for the Ai>ce-control, the wait state of fast IG¬

BTs within series connected rows is identified by vge > vt, whereas

for late IGBTs, vge < vt- So a basic rule for parallel modules is to

reduce the delay for modules at which vge < vt but vce(t) < vce(0).
For Vge < vt, the local control shall apply high dvge/dt to enhance

the accuracy of the extracted delay.

Summarizing to synchronize ic or vge in phase A

• synchronize first and second points of Aic/At, or ic(t) or vge(t)

• enhance accuracy by adapting the second point to the actual

load current

To reduce the complexity of data transfer and processing, the nom¬

inal maximum values for ic and vce may be set according to the SOA

rather than the actual load current and DC link voltage. However,
this is not sufficient to equalize or limit the switching losses or the

device temperatures, in particular for high switching frequencies. So,
to keep device utilization high, a secondary control should be used to

adapt the primary control parameters according to the device temper¬

ature. A convenient rule may be based on modifying delay or dic/dt
to affect Eon and E0ff by redistribution of ic and vce-

Summarizing to synchronize/limit Eon or E0ff

• calculate a power dissipation function f(t) = fi{ic{t))*fv{vCe{t))
or f(t) = f(T(t)) during the switching transition

• synchronize/limit f(t) by varying parameters of turn-on/turn-
off control (or partially of steady-state control)

Turn-off case High accuracy of synchronizing E0ff is achieved by

synchronizing vce(max) at the end of phase B or by additionally apply¬

ing a predetermined delay to reach the end of phase A where dvce/dt is

low. Note, as vce(max) is determined when dvce/dt is low, a moderate

skew of the sampling time (which is based on a synchronous event in

ic or Vge) may be tolerated. So, synchronization of vce(max) 1S achieved

without the need of accurate measurement of ic or vge- That is the

synchronization state of parallel modules inside a row does not effect

the synchronization of series connected rows.
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Synchronizing vce Synchronization of vce(t) can be achieved

by local control by defining dvce/dt and vce(max) (which to a certain

degree synchronizes the start of vce-transition).
For a low-cost system it may be adequate to use a series connection

of N equal resistors in the DC link to derive the nominal values for

the collector potentials.
The nominal values depend on the available number of series con¬

nected rows; that is, these values must be recalculated when the sys¬

tem is reconfigured e.g. in case of a fault. Recalculation of a nominal

value can be simplified by using the actual vce(max) measured at a

master as global nominal value for the slave modules in the next cycle
as it has been proposed for ic for the turn-on case.

Summarizing to synchronize vce in phase B

• control dvce/dt according to a global constant

• use the actual vce(max) measured at a master as global nominal

value for the slave modules in the next cycle

To avoid analog to digital conversion and transfer of vce data, it

may be desirable to synchronize vce(t) by synchronizing both dvce/dt
and start of vce-transition which requires a globally synchronous clock.

By doing so it is not required to determine a nominal value for

vce(max)- Finally vce(t) get synchronous and Vdc may be calculated

by M * vce at the end of vce-transition. This sampled value of vce may

be used as nominal value for vce-control during off state.

Synchronous events in ic(t) or vge(t) should be extracted in phase
A during turn-off, where dic/dt is high; so the sampling clock skew

is low. But in this case the time between an asynchronous and the

synchronous event is not zero. So the determination of a nominal time

to synchronize the start of vce-transition in a series connection may

be not possible without transferring data between series connected

modules/rows.
In particular at the turn off of parallel connected modules, the

extraction of a synchronous event used to synchronize the start of

vce-transition of series connected modules may be critical. This is

because the actual ic may have a timing error in phase A (where the

event is preferably extracted) up to about 100 ns as a result of current

balancing in phase B. Furthermore, when ic is modeled by the definite
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integral of v{Le), the accuracy further decreases due to the wide swing
in ic and due to an additional voltage drop (due to the gate current)
across the parasitic inductance of the connection between the auxiliary
emitter terminal and the gate driver. For moderate dvce/dt values,
the resulting timing error may be sufficiently low even for unmatched

switching of parallel IGBTs. The deviation of vce at the start of

phase A and so the deviation of turn-off energy are proportional to

this timing error.

For higher dvce/dt it may, therefore, be necessary to use another

synchronous event, e.g. the start of phase B at turn-on, for which

a deviation of about 10 ns is feasible. A clock synchronized to that

event with a clock period longer than the expected timing divergence
at turn-off could be kept in operation during on-state to synchronize
the turn-off transitions.

As proposed for the turn-on case, a common node to which the

control emitter terminals drive a current according to dic/dt can be

also used at turn-off to provide a local signal which is globally syn¬

chronous for series rows during the main transition of ic in phase A.

(It is assumed that the change \ic{t) — *c(0)| in phase B is obviously
lower than in phase A. Otherwise, phase A would be difficult to dis¬

tinguish from phase B.)
If ic measurement is not available, it may be modeled via vge-

In phase A, dvge/dt is in the range of 1V/30 ns (according to Kp
and di/dt for a planar-gate NPT IGBT modules of the 1200 V/300 A

class). So, the events that vge falls below a threshold may be assumed

to be synchronous with a skew of less than 100 ns. This threshold may

be set as a function of a sampled (Vm ~ vge)@(vCe > e) where e is

according to the start of rise of vce at turn-off. However, a constant

threshold below vt may be sufficient.

The time between an asynchronous and the synchronous event, in

particular the duration of main vce-transition (that is the duration of

phase B) may be controlled to match a global constant value. As a

result, dvce/dt would vary with Vdc- This is advantageous for system

start up. Another nominal value, which is according to the (probably
time varying) dvce/dt of the master, has to be transferred to the other

modules. That may be the average dvce/dt or the voltage at the start

of phase A at turn-off.

Otherwise, when dvce/dt is controlled to be constant in phase B,
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the actual duration of phase B measured at a master can be used as

global nominal value for the slave modules in the next cycle.
For snubberless switching, the duration of phase B can generally

be approximated by the time between the event of significant rise in

vce and the event of significant decrease in ic or vge-

For ZVS the start of A may be difficult to determine as ic drops
to zero before the main transition of vce- For this case, the end of B

may be extracted by the event that dvce/dt falls below a threshold.

Summarizing to synchronize vce in phase B

• control the duration of phase B according to a global constant

• use the actual dvce/dt measured at a master as global nominal

value for the slave modules in the next cycle (however, this may

require analog to digital conversion)

or

• control dvce/dt in phase B according to a global constant

• use the actual duration of B measured at a master as global
nominal value for the slave modules in the next cycle.

Synchronizing ic As described in Sections 4.3.7, local synchro¬
nization at turn-off of parallel connected modules can be easily realized

by reducing the delay for modules which show a certain increase in ic

or Vge during phase B.

Furthermore, it is suggested that one module within a parallel
connection is used as a master which is connected to the central com¬

mand interface. The command can safely be transmitted to the slave

modules within a parallel connection, particularly by using current-

mode signals and by ignoring commands during transitions. Since the

command can be transferred to the slaves with a very low skew, it can

serve as synchronous signal for managing parallel connected modules

for both turn-on and turn-off.

Abstracts of synchronization algorithms Summarizing, conver¬

sion and transfer of data is minimized by applying the following con¬

trol procedures. The first procedures primarily perform high priority
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tasks according to the SOA limits and may be combined with other

procedures to increase the device utilization.

Control according to the SOA limits

1. Define the following limits, according to the SOA and applica¬
tion needs: vce(max), ic(max) (or vge(max))- Furthermore for the

turn-off case, a particular Aircef may be defined which is the

allowed increase in ic (or accordingly define AvrgeJ).

2. During a transition, measure ic e.g. by integration of the voltage
across Le (or measure vge); measure vce, in particular at turn-off

at start of phase A.

3. In a next cycle, modify ig during transients; in particular, mod¬

ify delay and/or rate of change of ic and/or vce such that actual

values stay within predefined maximum values (for details see

next procedure).

Control according to the module temperature

1. Determine a function T(t) approximating the module temper¬

ature, e.g. via a power dissipation function depending on ic(t)
and vCe(t).

2. Modify vge during quasi-steady state such that T(t) stays below

a predefined maximum value, e.g. decrease vge(0n-state) in order

to decrease the temperature of a module within a row.

3. Modify ig during transients (relevant for high-frequency switch¬

ing) that is for example to decrease dic(0n)/dt (in a parallel con¬

nection of modules), t^off) (in a series connection of modules or

rows), or to increase td(on) (in a parallel connection of modules)
to decrease the module temperature.

Synchronization of vce and ic at turn on

1. Define an initial value for a dic/dt control variable. For the

new Avce-control, the control variable is the gate signal (ig or

Vge) which is determined according to the state variable Avce =
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vce(t) — vce(0) or according to Ta which is the duration of phase
A. Furthermore, apply an initial delay to the turn-on command.

2. To synchronize ic in phase A, synchronize both start of ic-

transition and rate of increase of ic- Therefore, measure the

time between an asynchronous event and a synchronous event

(in particular measure Ta- Note, that vce of series connected

rows are first synchronous at the start of phase A3) and mea¬

sure ic at start of phase B or measure dic/dt or Aic/At or the

like before the start of phase B. Use these two actual values of a

master as nominal values for all slave and master IGBTs. (Note,
as proposed in Section 4.4.1, Ta may be defined as a global con¬

stant to adapt dic/dt to ihoaA- Or dic/dt is defined as a global

constant, such that only Ta of a master must be transferred to

the slaves.)

3. In a next cycle, adjust delay and the dic/dt control variable such

that the actual values approach the nominal values.

In some cases it may be required to synchronize ic in phase B.

This is possible in like manner as it is done in A. One more sample
of ic must be taken in phase B, and within a row the dvce-control pa¬

rameters in phase B must be adapted to affect ig which then controls

dic/dt. Furthermore, synchronization of ic can be approximated via

Vge- Eon could be modeled and synchronized instead of ic-

Synchronization of delay of series-connected rows is not required
when applying Avce-control, because ic and Eon are about zero before

vce get synchronous in As- Otherwise, reduce the delay of modules

which have shown a certain increase of vce at turn-on.

Control of dvce/dt can be realized without interchanging data be¬

tween modules. A discrete-time control is preferably realized by using

one additional event of vce or by using an additional sample of v

before the end of phase B to determine Avce/At.
ce

Synchronization of vce and ic at turn off

1. Define a global constant Aircef which is the allowed increase in

ic; define a time between an asynchronous and a synchronous

event, in particular define Tg which is the duration of phase
B. Furthermore, apply an initial delay to the turn-off command.
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2. During a transition, measure dic/dt and ic, e.g. via the voltage
across Le (or via vge)- If ic increases beyond Airce^, then reduce

the delay of the turn-off command in a next cycle.

3. To synchronize vce in phase B, synchronize start of transition

and rate of increase of vce- Therefore, measure the time between

an asynchronous event and a synchronous event, in particular
measure Tß- (Note, that ic of parallel connected modules show

the minimum skew in phase A.) Use this actual time measured

at a master as nominal value for all slaves. Note, Tß can be

defined as a global constant (then dvce/dt will vary with Vue,
and the dvce/dt of a master must be transferred to the slaves).
Furthermore vce(max) of a master could be transferred to the

slaves to manage dvce/dt.

4. In a next cycle, adjust delay and the dvce/dt control variable

such that the actual values approach the nominal values.

It may be desired to synchronize ic in phase A. One more sample
of ic or dic/dt must be taken in phase A, and the vce(max)-control
parameters within a row must be adapted to affect ig which then

controls dic/dt. Instead of synchronizing ic, synchronizing of vge or

of a signal which is modeling EQff could be applied.

Note, transfer of i>ce(maa;)-data may achieve better results than

di>Ce/dt-data, but the latter may be derived without the need of analog
to digital conversion, in particular by transferring the time required
for a predefined change in vce-

As for turn-on, control of dvce/dt may be realized without inter¬

changing data between modules. (A discrete-time control is preferably
realized by using one additional event of vce or by using an additional

sample of vce before the start of phase A to determine Avce/At.)

4.4 Implementation Issues

Delay adjusting circuitry A global controller is probably realized

with digital standard cells. An option is to provide a VHDL descrip¬
tion to the customer to include the control required for parallel and

series connected modules into the application-specific VHDL code.
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Digital delay control based on counting system clock events requires

a clock frequency of at least 100 MHz to provide the desired timing
resolution of 10 ns. To minimize power consumption, such high clock

speed should only be applied to the respective functional blocks such

as the sampling of asynchronous data of the global command and

parameter interface.

Within a local controller, the capabilities of mixed mode design
could be utilized. For example, extraction and application of delay

divergence could be realized by using an analog integration function.

Compatibility with soft-switching For soft-switching, in partic¬
ular for the cases of turn-on of parallel connected switches and turn-off

of series connected switches the change in the asynchronous signals

may be very low at the time of extractable synchronous events. So, a

sampling of asynchronous signals should be applied at a time which

has a predetermined delay to a synchronous event.

Command and parameter interface Particularly for optical in¬

terfaces, a high continuous clock rate should be avoided to save en¬

ergy. If the digital circuitry operates within a synchronous clocking

scheme, the activity should be limited by means of clock gating. To

avoid noise due to EMI, data transfer should be invalidated during

switching transients. Jitter of a few nanoseconds can be tolerated,
since it is of stochastic nature, and therefore it will not deteriorate

the balancing of average stress. The minimum information required
to synchronize switching transients is a codeword which identifies that

a transition has been to late (or to early). Furthermore, for higher

complexity of global control, system scalability is critical, since the

number of manageable local controllers affects the structure of global
control.

The minimum information interchange required is the set of nomi¬

nal values. The sense of providing an adaptation of these data during

operation by the authority of a global controller is very questionable.
For the applications considered in this work the total collector-emitter

voltage remains constant during normal operation. While starting
and stopping the system, the load current is zero, and so, balanc¬

ing of quasi-static voltage distribution is not required. Therefore, if
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the nominal total collector-emitter voltage is a priori known, a fixed

maximum vce can be defined for each local controller. Furthermore,
it may be sufficient to define fixed maxima for dynamic and static

losses, switch current and device temperature. Thereby, no derating
is required, but average failure rate of devices could be individually
modified. For this reason, a balancing of average estimated losses or

temperature is suggested. The priority of these data is very low and,

therefore, they could be interchanged within a relative long update

period over several switching cycles. As system reconfiguration can

be managed locally, and extraction of delay divergence and slew rate

can be performed without global data interchange, the required total

channel capacity is low. A high priority coding of turn-on and turn-off

command is required. An end-of-transition state can be fed back to

the global controller to simplify the control of upper and lower arm

switching devices of a half bridge [Fuk92]. Furthermore, the error in

phase and amplitude and the actual value of load current could be fed

back to the (PWM or the like) higher-level control.

The proposed synchronization of multiple switches, based on a lo¬

cally derived synchronous event (see Section 4.3.7), allows relatively

high and time varying delay of switching command. Since the global
controller is not requested to define globally synchronous signals with

low skew, the circuitry required for data transfer between series con¬

nected modules can be simplified and distributed in the following
manner. To provide redundancy, each switch row is connected to

a 2-channel serial data bus loop, see Fig. 4.22. The data transfer of

one loop is in opposite direction to the other loop, so the loop can

be broken while maintaining data transfer. Thus, the transceiver as¬

signed to a faulty row can be shut down. This enables the row control

circuitry to operate with low power consumption during a fault within

a row. Bus access of parameter data could be managed over a token

ring. To control a large-scale power electronics system within a fixed

global controller structure, switching commands should be encoded

such that they are addressed to a logical switch (which is a combina¬

tion of series and parallel connected subswitches and acts as a single
switch in a 3-phase inverter, or the like). Row addressing could be

provided e.g. to balance stress of series connected rows by modifying

parameter data. Inside a row, parameter adaptation can be realized

in an autonomous fashion. Summarizing, it is suggested to provide
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Figure 4.22: Interface offering advanced scalability of the system.
First and last row of a cascade of N series connected rows are con¬

nected to the global controller. Topology does not change with N.

delay adjusting within the local control circuitry, as it offers higher

flexibility.

4.4.1 Adaptive control

System identification is a subject of further investigations. Neverthe¬

less, some aspects of control system adaptation are given below.

How to adjust feedback gain? It is proposed to adjust the gain
in correspondence with the measured overshoot in a control or state

variable. At turn-on, an initial low gain is sufficient to achieve a

particular dic/dt. The transition is assisted by a number of nonlin¬

ear switching-mode clusters permanently switched-on. An initial low

nominal dvce/dt is increased until the delay of the actual response

approaches a particular limit or the controllability is lost (correlating
with the number of available clusters.)

How to determine Avce for a given dic/dt? If ic flows through
a known inductance Le, which could be realized by a precise wire

bond, a parameter K could be adjusted such that

Vak -A-Uce + K * VLe + V,ah
j

K=-(La-Lce)/Le

(4.10)

(4.11)
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that is in phase Aq, a reasonable estimate for the anode-cathode

voltage vak of the FWD is modeled, for instance vakf = OV to 4V

such that the ratio of La and Le is extracted.

If ic is available (e.g. via integration of the voltage across Le) but

only with uncertain transfer factor, the actual waveform of ic could be

adapted to an expected reverse recovery behavior. In particular, the

ratio of the peak of ic and the ic sampled at the end of transition could

be kept constant by a control law. At a load current approaching the

nominal ic, this ratio is typically lower than 2 for presently available

IGBT modules. Maintaining this ratio at lower load current reduces

the risk of snappy diode behavior. Note, by applying conventional gate

driving, dic/dt increases at lower load currents, according to Eq. 2.1

due to reduced vge at the critical point where ic approaches the load

current.

If ic is not available, the duration of phase A could be adapted to

stay within predetermined limits which has similar influence to dic/dt
as the aforementioned rule.

Is it a must to use a global controller? Global control may

derive required delay and slew rate for each module to achieve syn¬

chronized switching. In particular, a single star topology may be

applied in which all modules are connected to a central controller; or

a two level star topology may be used in which the first level is asso¬

ciated to a row in which modules are connected in parallel, and the

second level is for synchronizing series connected rows. The minimum

required return data from first to second level are codewords which

indicate a failure within a row. Furthermore, the DC link voltage

may be determined by the sum of vce of all rows in off state. For the

CMOS technology used during this project, digital control requires

only a small chip area. So at least the required control to synchronize
the modules within a row should be integrated into the gate drivers.

Otherwise, one (or two for redundancy) additional digital controllers

are required for each row; however either the number of controllable

modules is limited according to the pins provided by the digital con¬

troller, or addressing is required which would cause silicon area for

coding/decoding within the gate drivers.

Probably the total cost of a system is minimized by avoiding cen-
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tral control at all. Though central control may be easier to adapt
to application requirements, a particular application may also require

changes in the local interface and control circuitry to provide addi¬

tional data not yet being considered.

As described in Section 4.3.7, globally synchronous events can be

derived locally. These events are defined as the time at which state-

variable signals approach predetermined levels. Level and time have

to be determined with high accuracy. So two globally valid refer¬

ence signals are required, which preferably are derived from a voltage
reference since it can easily be realized in an integrated circuit. To

avoid external components at the gate driver, another task of global
control may be to provide for a common time reference by means of

a dedicated data transfer through the hierarchy. This time reference

can also be used to transform a voltage reference into a current ref¬

erence, which is required when using a current-mode scheme for the

gate driver.

It is sufficient to use a master signal of one module to synchronize
all other slave modules. For example, a codeword for an actual value

of a counter (or of an analog integrator or the like), set by the master

reference signal, could be transferred through the hierarchy. Another

local reference is then varied until it complies with the master.

Handling of local system faults A great majority of local faults

is detectable prior to a total breakdown by observing a drift of the sys¬

tem state variables beyond expected limits. That is, there is enough
time to organize system reconfiguration or shut down. Furthermore,
extracted events used for the synchronization of modules may also be

verified against predefined time limits in order to indicate a malfunc¬

tion of a module.

The proposed system architecture of parallel and series connected

modules tolerates any unexpected single fault. In opposition to the

delay control technique, where an iteration dead time is present, the

i>Ce-derived control is able to limit overvoltage as a matter of principle.
The overvoltage of a faulty or slow device is limited to the sum of

individual Avce, which could be limited by an initial step prior to the

actual value. A similar solution could be worked out for overcurrent

protection of parallel connected modules, which is a subject of future
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Figure 4.23: Hierarchical controller architecture.

investigations.

4.4.2 Summary

Topology Logical switches of a power electronics system are com¬

posed as follows. To provide redundancy, modules are parallelized in

a row configuration. The modules are driven by individual local con¬

trollers. Each row is connected to a global controller. This may be

achieved by a ring topology, as the proposed synchronizing of mod¬

ules highly tolerates propagation delay within the distribution of the

global clock. Such rows are series connected to form a cascade of

rows. One local controller may be defined as a master which also acts

as global controller.

Control A hierarchical controller architecture (Fig. 4.23) enables

optimized operation and balancing of IGBTs within parallel and series

connection.

The control is subdivided into the following three layers. An ex¬

plicit correlation with before mentioned local and global layers of con¬

trol is not yet defined.
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Primary Layer

• make use of current-mode signal processing

• modify system dynamics by active or passive means

• linearize dic/dt(t) and dvce/dt(t) via low-precision closed-loop
control

Auxiliary Layer

• compensate for remaining linear error by discrete-time control

• locally derive globally synchronous events used for synchronous
data acquisition

• asynchronous overshoot detection

• structural and behavioral adaptation of local control during a

switching transition

Secondary Layer

• adapt dic/dt at turn-on of the IGBT according to the estimated

reverse recovery behavior of the FWD

• voltage, current and temperature balancing

• system monitoring and reconfiguration management



Chapter 5

Local Controller ASIC

Implementation

This Chapter describes a local controller ASIC, which satisfies the

gate current demand of IGBTs up to the 3300V/1200A class. It im¬

plements a novel methodology to control the dic/dt during turn-on.

The driver stage is partitioned into 14 clusters to optimize the dy¬
namic performance. Activation of these clusters is depending on the

actual system state. The state detection can also be used to extract

synchronous and asynchronous events to manage the operation of mul¬

tiple IGBTs in series and parallel connection.

5.1 Architecture

Supply voltage aspects The local controller has been implemented
in a 0.8-um 2-metal 2-poly CMOS technology. The process features

drain extension and additional wells to enhance the drain-source break¬

down voltages and to achieve high-voltage (HV) insulation of low-

voltage (LV) CMOS from the p-substrate or to realize lateral HV

n-channel DMOS. The minimum gate lengths lmin for the DMOS and

the HV-pMOS are 2 urn and 3 urn, respectively. Using thick gate oxide

(50 nm) for the high-side DMOS, the SOA for the drain-source voltage

Vds would approach 30 V for low gate-source voltages vgs. However, to

115
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control the IGBTs with high gate-current dynamics, the transconduc¬

tance per area has been increased by using thin gate oxide (17 nm).
Thereby, the maximum Vds is reduced to 20 V due to hot-carrier degra¬
dation.

A gate potential of 15 V... 20 V is applied for turn-on of the IGBT

and — 5V...0V for turn-off. To achieve sufficiently low vge at the

IGBT during off-state, it may be required to increase the emitter

potential by an additional buffer, which could be realized by dis¬

crete transistors. To avoid interference with ASIC-internal control

circuits (due to moving the reference potential) or with ESD pro¬

tection diodes (the driver output voltage may exceed the supply volt¬

ages), the emitter-side buffers may be turned-on before and turned-off

after the gate-side buffers. The delay may correspond to the duration

of the IGBT's turn-on or turn-off switching transition or optimized
to achieve a particular gate current over time. When initially turn¬

ing off the IGBT with reduced gate-emitter voltage (absolute value),
the turn-off gate resistance for a given IGBT gate current must be

reduced. Thereby the gate-side switching losses at turn-off can be

decreased, particularly during the Miller plateau of the gate-emitter

voltage.

To extend the swing of vge by about 5 V, it may also be sufficient

to use integrated LV-MOS for the emitter-side buffers. Though the

higher transconductance per area of LV-MOS will result in smaller

ASIC area, the additionally required pins for the emitter-side buffers

may be a disadvantage. (To extend the drive capability by external

transistors, some more pins may be required.) According to recent

research at CONCEPT1, direct series connection of DMOS and/or LV-

MOS within the ASIC is also feasible. So, for this particular CMOS

process (where series connection is only required for the turn-on path),
the ASIC area is reduced by 25% in comparison with indirect series-

connection of DMOS via gate and emitter of the IGBT. (DMOS area

only. Note, that the area is further reduced due to pads and metal

tracks of the emitter terminal.)

^T-Concept Technology Ltd. - Internet: http://www.igbt-driver.com [Mar.
31, 2004]
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Cost aspects [ME87] This CMOS process allows to integrate the

entire functionality of a gate driver with a current capability of some

Amperes. The silicon area for the DMOS output stage with minimum

gate length is comparable to the area required when using a common

bipolar process. The availability for small volume production (up to

100000 dies per year) was the main motive to choose this technol¬

ogy. Higher current density may be achieved by using an up-to-date
0.35 urn... 0.6 urn CMOS process and vertical power devices. However,
efficient cooling of smaller dies may increase packaging cost. In a sec¬

ond design, the complexness and the control overhead of the driver

stage have been reduced. As a result, the cost of a fully integrated
driver stage for Vge = ±15V and i5 = ±6A approach the cost of a

discrete low-cost power MOSFET driver. (Based on related wafer cost

of 20000 ASIC dies per year compared to two power nMOS packaged
in SOIC-8.)

Integrated functionality The floorplan of the ASIC is shown in

Fig. 5.1. The area is 6 mm * 5.35 mm = 32.1 mm2, 4.4 mm2 thereof are

not used, and 1 mm2 is for test. After transformation the extracted

objects are: 7417 nets, 6353 5V-NMOS, 5537 5V-PMOS, 411 30V-

nDMOS, 358 30V-PMOS, 59 capacitors (2 pins), 28 resistors (2 pins),
17 resistors (3 pins), 655 diodes (2 pins). (Total instances: 13418.)
The ASIC is partitioned as follows:

• Fourteen turn-on and fourteen turn-off continuous-time control¬

lable driver partitions with idr ~ 0.66 A in linear operation and

idr ~ 1 A in nonlinear operation. The gate driver partitions are

clustered in 7 groups of 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, and 4 parallel-operating

partitions. Turn-on partitions are composed of a stack of two

common-gate current mirrors with local control of the gate po¬

tential of the output transistor. In nonlinear operation, the re¬

duction in the maximum output current of the DMOS due to the

series-connected LV-NMOS is only about 10%. The area of one

partition is 0.52mm2 (10% thereof are not used). The turn-off

partitions are built in like manner, but use a common external

circuitry to control the gate potential of the output transistors.

The area is 0.38 mm2 each.

• Analog part (area is 0.9 mm2): State classification during the
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Figure 5.1: Microphotograph of the gate driver ASIC.

switching transition using a comparator for ic to indicate phase
A (by integral of dic/dt, sensed by the emitter inductance), a

comparator for dic/dt to indicate the start of phase B, and 4

comparators for vce (e.g. to find the beginning of the main

transition at turn-off). These 6 subsequent states control the

activation of driver groups and the shape of the actual-value

signal to set dic/dt and dvce/dt of the IGBTs. These signals are

closed-loop controlled via vce(t) of the IGBTs.

• Digital control (area is 1.45mm2): serial interface, parameter

setup, and state register.
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5.2 Driver Partitions

As investigated in Section 4.3, a very fast and widely changing gate

current over time is required to control the IGBT due to its nonlin¬

ear transfer function. To adjust the dynamic behavior of the IGBTs

within a feedback loop, the amplitude of the actual-value signal should

be scaled down in some degree to ease signal processing and to en¬

hance integratability of components.

Design for speed The speed of an analog signal processing stage

is limited by the maximum current available to drive a dominant ca¬

pacitance. For a simple current mirror, used to scale-up control signal

again, the dominant time constant can be approximated by Cgs/gm,
where gm is the transconductance of the input transistor, and Cgs is

the sum of the gate-source capacitance of the input transistor (which
can be neglected for the case of higher mirror ratio) and the gate-

source capacitance of the output transistor. When speed is defined as

the reverse of the sum T of time constants to ...tn of a linear system

model of the current mirror, the speed is maximized by dividing the

current mirror in a series of n similar stages each having the same

single time constant, resulting in T = nto1'71'- Note, for a higher n,

the higher order dynamics of the parasitics should also be considered.

Another issue is the phase magnitude relation. When a subsystem
is designed for high speed, i.e. there is no single dominant time con¬

stant, the phase error is low at a particular frequency, but the loop

gain magnitude shows only flat decline with increasing frequency. The

resulting (static) tracking error of such a control system is relatively

large. Nevertheless, the system has fast tracking capability and can

faster compensate for output nonlinearities and external disturbances.

This is particularly relevant for controlling series-connected IGBTs.

As a compromise, the forward path is divided in first and second

current mirror stages with factors of 10 and 20 respectively, Fig. 5.2.

The stages are directly stacked similarly to a Darlington configu¬
ration. The voltage at the input of this stack is determined by the

external gate voltage and the sum of the gate-source voltages vgs of

the current mirrors. At the input node acts the capacitance of the

nominal/actual value comparison circuitry. To keep this capacitance

low, the nominal value current is injected by means of NMOS. A series-
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Figure 5.2: Simplified main amplifier circuitry of the partitioned gate
driver.

connection of LV-NMOS and DMOS (HV) is used to reduce the effect

of the gate-drain capacitance Cgd and to reduce Cgs to minimize the

settling time of the associated regulated cascode current mirror. (For
a detailed schematics see Fig. C.5.) Furthermore, the supply voltage
of this stage is derived from the gate by adding a constant voltage
to it (preferably by applying a bootstrap approach). So, the volt¬

age change across Cgd (between nodes VDDX and DIF.j) and the

current through it is reduced.

Partitioning The feedback current could be directly injected to the

input node. To split the feedback current (in order to adjust the gain
of the gate driver or to distribute the input current among activated

gate driver partitions), the feedback current is splitted here by NMOS

switches. During normal operation, this stages only little affect per¬

formance. (A pole-zero is formed at the input path of the stacked

current mirrors.) But, for actual-value currents of opposite direction,
the behavior of the inherent body-drain diode of the NMOS switches

shall be considered. Since for normal operation it is not required to

inject current of opposite direction to the comparison circuitry, these

currents can be diverted to the substrate potential (which is the local
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ground of the system). So in case that the actual value is zero, e.g.

during off state, the gate driver can not be turned on by actual-value

signal, as it might be desired for active limiting of vce of IGBTs. How¬

ever, this feature is not required when applying the novel method of

vce-control proposed in Section 4.3.3.

Furthermore, the gate driver is divided into a number of partitions

to make it possible to maximize the current density of an active par¬

tition (to increase the speed by gm) and to control lower and upper

limits of IGBT gate current over time (to enhance the large-signal
behavior of the control system; see Section 4.3.6 for background in¬

formation.)
To adjust the bias current through the bidirectional NMOS in¬

put stages, the gate potential of the upper NMOS is adjusted within

a feedback loop. This is realized by centralized control centrfeed

(shared by all gate driver partitions) as depicted in Fig. C.l.

The upper NMOS is decomposed by a series of LV-NMOS and

DMOS (HV), whereat the impedance of the input node can be re¬

duced. As a consequence, the input current can be shared at this

node by multiple stages without interference, and the additional ca¬

pacitance contributed by the pads does not matter.

By avoiding PMOS in the signal path, the speed of the gate driver

is about three times that of a PMOS solution due to higher electron

mobility. The NMOS solution for a turn-on driver, however, requires
additional p- and n-wells to insulate the source/body from the sub¬

strate.

Current limiting Initially, the input current of the driver stage is

equal to the nominal-value current. After a deadtime, the collector-

emitter voltage of the IGBT changes, and the actual-value current

approaches the nominal-value current. To optimize the dynamic re¬

sponse, the input of the driver stage has been designed to support

only the small difference of these currents. To meet the SOA re¬

quirements, the nominal-value current is limited as a function of the

gate-source voltage of the MOSFETs used in the driver stage. This is

done by circuit Um40-750, see Fig. C.5. Since hard limiting is prone

to oscillation, and the large signal response is critical, a safety margin
of more than 25% has been introduced. This, however, reduces the
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speed of the mirror. For that reason the first mirror is realized in

fast LV-NMOS (to reduce Cgs) which is then cascoded by DMOS. A

further advantage of the high gm of the LV-NMOS is that the voltage

swing at the current mirror input is reduced (in particular for driving
low impedance IGBT gate terminals). Thereby, the pole frequency of

the input current is increased. (The pole is dominated by the output

capacitance of the nominal/actual value comparison circuitry.) Con¬

sequently, the second mirror is realized in like manner. This has the

additional benefit of reducing the driver output capacitance in some

degree. (Which is essential to enhance the speed of a current mode

driver.)

Controlling the cascode potentials For a detailed schematics of

a turn-on driver partition refer to Appendix C, Fig. C.3. The con¬

troller buf40-750A for setting the gate potential of the output tran¬

sistors of current mirrors is shown in detail in figs. C.4. (Likewise,
a control buf40-750B is used for second current mirrors.) For low

and medium frequencies the controller acts by adjusting the current

through the current sink path. The controller is built of a transcon¬

ductance amplifier with single-ended current-mirror output stage and

uses a voltage reference, which tracks with variations in process and

temperature. So, the drain-gate voltage of the associated DMOS of

the external current mirror stage is kept constant. High frequency
currents are provided by MOS capacitances connected in parallel to

the controller output (5 pF and 22 pF for first and second mirror re¬

spectively). Furthermore, the voltage drop in the pull-up path at

high currents is limited by an additional voltage buffer realized by
stacked NMOS in common drain topology. The performance of this

architecture is superior over a simple transconductance amplifier with

capacitive load (particularly considering the recovery speed of the out¬

put voltage). The limited dynamic current sink capability causes a

dynamic rise in the output voltage which must meet the SOA con¬

ditions. This voltage rise depends on the voltage slew rate at the

output of the gate driver and on the gate-drain capacitance of the

DMOS driven by the cascode potential controller. Therefore, regard¬

ing a voltage drop across the IGBT gate inductance, the product of

the maximum size of that DMOS and the rate of decrease of gate
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current is limited. Consequently, the number of gate driver partitions
driveable by one controller can be increased by limiting the number of

partitions which are simultaneously reducing the output current (or
being deactivated). That is, during the phases of reduced controllabil¬

ity (before reaching vt or vm at turn-on and turn-off respectively) a

subset of partitions must switched off under open-loop control, based

on modeling the gate charge profile. Otherwise, the number of initially
activated partitions must be reduced in the most cases, such that the

switching delay of the IGBT will be increased. Therefore, according
to typical profiles of the gate current, a reasonable ratio of simulta¬

neously deactivatable gate driver partitions to the total number of

partitions is 0.25
...

0.5.

Silicon area The silicon area of a cascoded second output mirror

is 0.18 mm2, and that of a simple DMOS mirror would be 0.12 mm2.

Furthermore, 0.026 mm2 and 0.08 mm2 are required for voltage buffers

for first and second cascoded current mirror, respectively. The asso¬

ciated blocking capacitors require 0.006 mm2 and 0.026 mm2, respec¬

tively. The area for activation and bias circuitry is 0.02 mm2. The

silicon area of a driver partition is approx. twice the minimum area

of a simple switching-mode driver partition.

Performance of alternative topologies The following topologies
have been investigated:

a both first and second cascode (LV-NMOS, DMOS) current mir¬

rors

b first cascode (LV-NMOS, DMOS) current mirrors and second

simple DMOS current mirror

c simple DMOS current mirrors

A comparison is given in Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.1. Four turn-on par¬

titions operate in parallel. A simplified model of four not activated

turn-off partitions is included. The turn-off stages for all topologies

comply with topology a, which is the best case. A short characteristics

of the preferred topology a is given in Table 5.2.
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topology (n)
~öCTj äT7^

a(4) 48 °

6(4) 68 °

c(4) 80 °

Table 5.1: Phase shift of different gate driver topologies, where n is

the number of activated partitions.

topology (n) 0 t10%(on) t63%(on) tio%(off) ^63%(o//)
~~ô(î) 3T75 2ns ÏOns 2ns 10 ns

Table 5.2: Performance of preferred driver topology, where n is the

number of activated partitions.

Simulations have been done for a worst-case-speed process includ¬

ing parasitics, a temperature of 350 K, a load of Rg = 1.2(7, CV =

21 nF (which is typical for a planar-gate NPT IGBT module of the

1200V/300A class), and an initial condition of V (C^) = 7 V, which

results in an IGBT collector current of 10% of the nominal (which is

the critical point for which high slew rate of gate current is required).
Phase angles and timing (time to exceeding the subscripted percent¬

age of the output current amplitude) are given for a total nominal

value current of 9.5 mA which is 25% of the nominal, a total actual

value current of approx. 7.5 mA resulting in approx. 2 mA (which is

50% of the nominal) driving the input of the current-mirror amplifiers;
the output current is idr = 420 mA. The active vgs-limiting circuitry
is designed for topology a. For zero actual value current at the input
of one activated current mirror amplifier, this results in vgs = 3.6 V,

idr = 977 mA under the given conditions and in vgs = 5 V, z^r = 1 A

for 100% of nominal value current.

5.3 Control Circuitry

A general state classification has been implemented. This is mainly
used to identify and control the start of phases A and B of the switch¬

ing transitions of the IGBTs. The states are available over the digital
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Figure 5.3: Simulation environment for a turn-on driver partition

(topology a: cascode current mirrors, topology c: simple current mir¬

rors; topology b: the first cascode mirror is the same as for a, the

second simple mirror is the same as for c).
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interface. Thus, it can also be used to synchronize multiple IGBTs.

The required secondary control is being implemented within a redesign
of the local controller.

5.3.1 Digital Interface

A serial interface is used to load 170 bits of parameters (7 thereof are

not yet used) into the ASIC. These are the step sizes Avce(t) and rates

of change dvce(t)/dt for the nominal-value signal, the thresholds for

state classification applied to vce(t), thresholds and operation mode

for classifying ic(t) and dic(t)/dt, and the allocation of partitions to

the particular states. A bidirectional parallel interface is used to iden¬

tify or externally set the activation of partitions or the start of phases
A and B.

5.3.2 State Detection and Structure Control

The dic(t)/dt is measured via the voltage drop across the IGBT emit¬

ter inductance Le. This signal is converted into current-mode. The av¬

erage value of this signal in phase A is multiplied with a programmable
factor to define a relative (adaptive) threshold to identify the start of

phase B. This mode achieves minimum delay. Another mode allows

to set an absolute threshold. The start of phase A is identified by
a programmable threshold for ic(t). A signal v(ic(t)) is derived by

jj f i(dic/dt)dt via a linear capacitance. A voltage-mode compara¬

tor with programmable threshold is then used to identify the start of

phase A during turn-on. For detailed schematics, see Appendix C,

Fig. C.12.

Furthermore, vce(t) is converted into current (by an external high-

voltage resistor and a DC blocking high-voltage capacitor). Four pro¬

grammable current-mode comparators are applied to i(vce(t)) to clas¬

sify further states. These are mainly used to control the activation of

driver partitions and to identify the start of phase B during turn-off.

For detailed schematics, see Appendix C, Fig. C.13.
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5.3.3 Nominal-Value Signal Generation

The reference signal is derived by i(vrc^J (t)) = gm^ J i(S)dt via a

linear capacitance C and a linear transconductance gm as a function

of the actual state S. The deviation (3a) of -^i(v^ (t)) over process

and temperature variation is about ±20%. The deviation (3a) of

the step size (stop) values of i(vrc^J (t)) over process and temperature

variation is about ±10%.

For turn-on, the following steps are applied: an initial small step

before ic starts to increase (to ease control of series-connected IGBTs),
then a step defining dic/dt, and finally a step defining the dvce/dt in

phase B. For turn-off, an initial step is applied to desaturate the

IGBT, followed by a step defining dvce/dt and the maximum value of

vce- For detailed schematics, see Appendix C, Fig. CIO and C.ll.

5.3.4 Current Reference

Since the gate driver uses current-mode signal processing, a current

reference is required which shows low process, temperature, and sup¬

ply voltage sensitivity. The following approaches have been consid¬

ered:

• Measuring the current through a resistor connected in parallel
to a voltage source (e.g. a monolithic bandgap reference). The

resistor might be placed outside the ASIC (error below 1%), or

be modeled by switched capacitor technique (error approx. 10%,

depends on particular method), or provided by a MOSFET op¬

erating in linear region (error approx. 20%). Applying sheet

resistances (poly, metal) result in a typical tolerance of approx.

20%. These specified tolerances only consider process variation.

For example, aluminum interconnect resistance is proportional
to absolute temperature (PTAT). This could be compensated

by using a voltage reference which is also PTAT. For a reason¬

able circuit area (note the high conductivity of interconnect)
the reference currents are in the range of some mA, as shown in

[HPS96], p. 331.

• Synchronizing multiple ASICs (for controlling series and parallel
connected IGBTs). A globally synchronous time reference could
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be used to equalize either the locally generated static reference

currents or the timing and level of the reference signals used for

dynamic control of the IGBTs.

In the implemented ASIC, the temperature coefficient of a MOS-

resistance (due to the temperature dependency of the carrier mobility)
is partially compensated by a PTAT voltage reference. The PTAT

reference is realized by a current mirror and two MOS transistors

operating in the subthreshold region. For details, see Appendix C,

Fig. C.14.

According to simulations, the current deviation is about ±2.5%

over a temperature range of — 220 K... 355 K, but up to ±30% for

the maximum operating temperature of T = 400 K. Note, for syn¬

chronous operation of multiple IGBTs, the ASICs will have similar

temperatures.

The reference current is still sensitive to process variations (ac¬
cording to simulations, about ±8% for the used process, mainly due

to the oxide capacitance Cox).

5.3.5 Conclusions

Because of process and temperature variations, auxiliary control may

be required for synchronizing multiple ASICs (when controlling series-

and parallel-connected IGBTs). This is preferably done by using a

central time reference which is distributed to the local controllers to

avoid the need of expensive high-precision local oscillators. Note, the

period of this time reference should be a multiple of the expected skew

of the central to local interconnect. Furthermore, one could use Cox to

build a delay element in combination with the aforementioned current

reference, which tracks with Cox, as discussed in [HPS96], pp. 353-368.

5.4 Power Management

Commonly, the power supply of a gate driver is based on electro¬

magnetic transformers. For high-voltage IGBTs, the required voltage
insulation often leads to a design with reduced magnetic coupling,
such that the secondary voltage widely changes with the load current.
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Moreover, in a traditional design the gate current is controlled in lin¬

ear mode, and the gate charge required to switch the IGBT on or off

is not recovered. So, the dissipated power per cycle is the product of

switching frequency fsw, gate charge Qg(Avge), and the gate-voltage

swing Avge- Typical applications require a gate power of 1 W... 5 W.

The required gate switching energy could be reduced by tracking
the supply voltage according to the actual demand, e.g. by using

a regulated switching-mode power supply. But note that the gate-

emitter voltage (and therefore the supply voltage) must change very

fast.

For linear current-mode gate driving, switching losses should not

be dissipated in external resistors. So it may be advantageous to use

adiabatic switching approaches with switched capacitors or inductors

to control the gate current over time. According to simulations, pure

switching-mode gate driving was not feasible within used CMOS tech¬

nology. Auxiliary linear current sources could assist switching-mode

gate driving to enhance the dynamic response.

Another way is to apply dynamic and static energy recovery from

the load-side of the IGBT application. Therefore, the static cur¬

rent consumption of the driver should be reduced to about 500 uA,
which cause 2.25 W static losses across 4500 V. Recently, this has been

achieved (e.g. by dynamic biasing) for a similar driver by CONCEPT.

In the implemented ASIC, a bootstrap supply (driven by the gate

terminal) is used for the turn-on NMOS driver partitions. Only the

dynamic control of IGBTs has been implemented. The current con¬

sumption of the driver partitions is controlled in three steps: shut-off,

standby (20% of nominal current consumption), and active.

After a switching transition of the IGBT, the driver should be

shut off. In a recent design, this is done automatically. Furthermore,
a smaller PMOS driver transistor is used to provide some current

during on-state (e.g. to supply an external gate-emitter resistor).
This avoids the need of an additional charge pump which otherwise

would keep the supply voltage for the NMOS driver high. During

off-state, the supply current is kept as low as possible. That is, the

input transistors of the current mirrors are shut off; the gate-source

voltages of the output transistors are kept constantly high.

Note, that a bootstrap supply requires a minimum off-state time to

recharge the bootstrap capacitor. A minimum time of about 1/is does
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not matter since commonly the IGBTs are subject to an interlock

deadtime and an inherent turn-off delay. However, the gate driver

must provide both the gate current and the bootstrap current. So, it

is recommended to extend the minimum off-time to the needs of the

particular application.

5.5 Measurements

5.5.1 Nominal-Value Signal Generation

State classification Fig. 5.4 shows the generation of the nominal-

value signal for controlling vce(t) as a function of actual phase of

turn-on transition. After applying the turn-on command (signal 1),
phases Ai and A2 are introduced by a first initial step in the gate

current. This is used to achieve controllability particularly within a

series connection of IGBTs. High slew rate is set in phase A\ to reduce

the time required to exceed vt of the IGBTs. The voltage across vie

(signal 2) is modeled by a signal generator. Phase As and phase B

are starting approximately with the falling and rising edges of vie(t),
respectively. The nominal-value signal (3) is measured via the voltage
across a resistor (r^/f, = 5(7) which is connected between the main

vce(t)-feedback terminal iß and local ground.

Linearity The relative step size of As and that of B minus As are

120 of 511 and 120 of 1016, respectively. 7 of 14 clusters are activated,

driving a resistive load of rg = 5(7.

Note, a nonlinear part of the nominal-value current is still driving
the output stage, and furthermore, the current sink capability at ter¬

minal iß is reducing with increasing the voltage at this terminal. This

affects the accuracy of this measurements (see Table 5.3) in particular
for large currents through iß.

The final stop values of the nominal value signal (3) and the driver

output current signal (4) correspond to ift, ~ 80.6 mA and idr ~

207 mA, respectively. Note, the step size in A3 is defined as an abso¬

lute value, whereas the step size in B is defined as the difference of

the final values in phases B and As. The measured quotient of the

step sizes in phases A and B is about 1, as it should be.
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nominal stop values (phase) [mA] (A2) 17.9 (A3) 67.2 (B) 134.4

simulated

measured

28.5 52.9 98.0

25.2 43.1 86.8

Table 5.3: Nominal-value signal. Measured average stop values (the
standard deviation is approx. 7%), and simulation results (environ¬
ment is according to measurement setup).

rise time [ns] 1 4 8 16

simulated (rel.)
measured (rel.)

1452 (8.07) 363 (2.02) 180 (1) 95 (0.53)
876 (7.18) 230 (1.89) 122 (1) 60 (0.49)

Table 5.4: Nominal-value signal. Measured average rise time in

phase B (the standard deviation is approx. 7%) for different dvce/dt-
parameters [1, 2, ..., 127], and simulation results for T = 358 K, typical
mean process, with exact parameter currents injected. The relative

error of the LSB is approx. —25%. The linear error is approx. —35%.

Supply voltage sensitivity The digital and high-voltage analog

supply voltages have been set to v(vdd\) = 5 V and v(vdd20\) = 15 V,

respectively. Varying v(vdd20\) within 12V... 18V does not influence

the measured rise times and stop values. A reduction of v(vdd\) to

4 V causes an increase of stop values by 3% and 4% in phase As and

phase B, respectively.

Summary According to the Tables 5.3... 5.5, the measured nominal-

value signal is basically in accordance with simulations. Considering
worst case process variations, the rise times may vary by approx.

phase delay [ns]
A,

A3

B

< 10

< 50

< 50

Table 5.5: Nominal-value signal, measured delays (do not vary as

much with the parameters).
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2TCh"ll,""\' 5.00 V Ch277.00 V

Ch3 156. OmV Ch4 140mV

Figure 5.4: Nominal-value signal (3) for vce(t) managed by the phases
of IGBT turn-on transition; command (1); stimulus voltage across vie

(2, by a signal generator), phase As and B are starting approximately
with the falling and rising edges of vie(t), respectively. Signal (4) is

the output current of the gate driver. The dvce/dt parameters in A3
and B are set to 1 of 127 (top) and 4 of 127 (bottom).
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± 20% when using nominal values for the parameter currents. But

actually, an on-chip current reference is used, which introduces its

own error (± 10% according to simulations. Note, all circuitry is pri¬

marily designed for speed, such that matching can not be optimal.)
Furthermore, linearity and matching of the central actual-value cur¬

rent mirror are critical. For the above measurement environment, the

simulated current ratio of that mirror is 1.25 times the nominal ratio

at the final step value (or 1.14 times the simulated ratio at nomi¬

nal full scale). Furthermore, due to aforementioned limiting of larger
currents at iß, the measured rise time may be reduced.

5.5.2 Driver Partitions

Maximum Output Current

Turn-on transition The measured maximum output current of one

partition is 0.64 A and 0.7A for v(vdd20\) = 15 V and v(vdd20\) =

18 V respectively for a resistive load of rg = 5(7. This is about 30%

below the nominal peak current values. For rg = 1 (7, the output

current of one partition achieves its nominal amplitude of about 1 A.

Note, for higher driver output voltages, the DMOS output transis¬

tors enter the linear operation region which reduces the maximum

output current. Furthermore, the ASIC has been designed under the

assumption that a third metal interconnect would be available. Which

however has not been realized. So, the average series resistance of one

partition is about 6 (7. Consequently, the linear-mode current capabil¬

ity of one partition during the Miller phase of IGBT operation drops
down to about 0.5 A, which is 25% below specification.

Turn-off transition The measured maximum output current of one

partition is 0.44A and 0.56A for v(vdd\) = 5V and v(vdd\) = 6V

respectively. This is about 30% below the nominal current. The

simulated output current is 0.6 A and 0.8 A respectively. The current

is sinked from v(vdd20\) = 15 V by a resistive load of rg = 5(7.

Gate voltage signal for capacitive load Fig. 5.5 shows the driver

output voltage signal for capacitive load (C = 100 nF) for applying
the initial output current of one driver partition (that is without any
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Figure 5.5: Gate voltage signal for capacitive load (C = 100 nF) for

applying the initial gate current, that is without any feedback signal.
The number of activated partitions is 1 for plot (a) and 4 for plot (b).

feedback signal). The supply voltages are v(vdd\) = 5 V, v(vdd20\) =

15 V. The number of activated partitions is 1 for plot (a), where the

shown increase and decrease of the output voltage correspond to an

initial output current of 0.94 A and 0.45 A for turn-on and turn-off,

respectively, which is the same as measured for resistive load before.

The output current pinches off at about v(vdd20\) — 3 V and 2 V, re¬

spectively. For plot (b), the number of activated partitions is 4 but

the nominal signals are not changed. Note that for both cases, the

initial current for turn-on is much higher than for turn-off. Thus,
for turn-on for plot (a), the input current is reduced by additional

circuitry within the ASIC to limit the gate-to-source voltage of the

output transistors. As a result, the output current and rate of change
of gate voltage are at the upper limits.
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Response to the Actual-Value Signal

The response of output current (at maximum amplitude) to the feed¬

back current is very fast (end of transition after about 20 ns, which

is in accordance with simulations). However, due to the gate loop
inductance (about 60 nH for these measurements) and the driver out¬

put capacitance, the output current may oscillate without adequate

damping. Furthermore, due to capacitive coupling within the ASIC,
the nominal value current may increase with the driver output volt¬

age, which also may affect the stability of the control system. Note, as

the parasitic capacitances are strongly nonlinear, a limit cycle of the

control system response may occur even though the linearized system
will be stable. Fig. 5.6 shows the original response for a lower output

current (about 10% of the linear region limit, which is about the lower

limit of a typical application).
Fig. 5.7 shows the response to the feedback signal for about nom¬

inal driver output current amplitude for linear operation. The gate

resonance is damped by means of an additional RC (R = 0.5 (7, C =

4.7 nF) in parallel to the load. Furthermore, a capacitor C = 160 pF
is connected in parallel to the main feedback path (which only little

affects the speed.) Two clusters are active. The feedback current step

size is 2 V/400 (7 = 5 mA which is about 6% of the maximum current

for linear operation.

Measurements are in accordance with simulations. (Simulation
environment is set according to the measurement setup.)

5.5.3 Conclusions and Outlook

An ASIC to control the dynamics of IGBT operation with a peak

gate current capability of about 14 A has been integrated. Measure¬

ments are in accordance with simulations, particular regarding dy¬
namic performance. It might be concluded that the architecture of

the ASIC is qualified to control IGBTs in a large power conversion

system. However, excessive experimental verifications and further re¬

search are required and still under way to validate the new dynamic
control methodologies introduced in this ASIC. This functionality will

be covered within the third generation of CONCEPT'S SCALE driver

technology. The second generation of SCALE gate driver ASIC chip
sets are currently being developed and include the basic functionality
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Figure 5.6: Gate drive output current (3) in response to a step in the

main feedback current (2). Four clusters are activated and operate

in linear region at low current. (The total output current steps down

from 0.225 A to 0.13 A.) The feedback current is sinked at terminal

iß, by means of a resistor (r = 2k (7) and a voltage step function

(V = -l0V).
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Figure 5.7: Driver output current (3) in response to the main feedback

current (2), which is sinked at terminal iß by means of a resistor (r =

2k£7) and a voltage step function; for resistive load (Rg = 0.833(7),
with an additional RC connected in parallel. Top: One cluster acti¬

vated, operating both in nonlinear (before the first step) and linear

region at nominal maximum current. Bottom: Seven clusters acti¬

vated, operating in linear region below maximum current. (Signal 36

for Rg = 5 (7, scaled down by factor 5).
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required for controlling parallel-connected IGBTs, and for clamping
the collector-emitter voltage during turn-off.

The deviation of the nominal-value signal of about —40% does not

indicate a serious problem, as it has been proposed to use secondary
control to adjust the actual-value signal.

The measured maximum output current is about 30% below the

nominal current. Only for the turn-on case at low load resistance, the

measured current approaches the nominal current. This is due to the

following circumstances. To reduce the complexity of the turn-off par¬

titions, v(vdd\) has been used as gate potential of the turn-off output

transistors (common-gate circuit). In opposition to the solution for

the turn-on case, this voltage does not track with process and temper¬

ature variation, and the voltage is lower than the allowed maximum

value. The turn-on partitions have been developed for vdd20\ = 20 V

and to work together with additional nonlinear partitions which have

higher drive capability at high output voltages. So, the measured

characteristics are satisfying the demand.

According to the process data sheet, the measured current of the

DMOS transistors (used in the output current mirrors) at particular
conditions of this ASIC should be about 90% of the simulated current.

A severe error may be introduced by the HV-PMOS (used in the

local nominal value current mirrors) which measured current may only

approach 75% of the simulated current under particular conditions.

But, this should not have an influence to the maximum output current

in nonlinear operation, as the available current is higher than the

boundary used in the current limiting circuitry. According to the

process data sheets, the matching of currents used for control circuitry
such as current limiting should be within ±10% under the particular
conditions.

In nonlinear operation, the LV-NMOS transistors of the second

current mirror of the driver partition operate in linear region, where

the output current strongly reacts on the output voltage. The nom¬

inal current in nonlinear operation is set such that the current gain

approaches about half the nominal value of linear operation, Vds is

only about 0.5 V. So, the maximum output current strongly depends
on the particular transconductances of that mirror and on the gate po¬

tential used for the cascode stage. It may be advantageous to increase

that potential for higher output currents. But note, when designing
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a dominant-pole control system for a basic regulated cascode current

mirror, the slew rate of the control signal is strongly limited and the

dynamic performance will be deteriorated. Otherwise, the phase er¬

ror will strongly increase. For the turn-off case, the gate potential of

the cascode stage is determined by external circuitry. As the maxi¬

mum output current is 30% below the nominal value for both turn-on

and turn-off, it can be concluded, that the error is mainly due to the

transconductances of the output stages. These are within worst-case-

speed process specifications. (The simulated output current for this

case is approx. 22% below the nominal value, or 30% when considering
the typical modeling error.)

An extraction of distributed parasitics has shown, that the efficient

gate-to-source voltage of the output transistor is reduced in some de¬

gree by the voltage drop in the source current path. Since the maxi¬

mum output current in nonlinear operation is strongly depending on

matching of the large current mirrors, more attention should be paid
to optimizing the layout. An advantage of a large number of small

partitions of a gate driver (as realized in this ASIC) is that two-metal

routing is adequate to achieve good symmetry and low parasitic resis¬

tances. Note, in this ASIC, the series output resistance due to routing
is about 6 (7 per gate driver partition, to avoid oscillations in the cur¬

rent distribution between partitions. This has not been considered in

most simulations. For the given area and the same architecture, this

value could be reduced below 2(7.

According to simulations, the driver output current is approx. pro¬

portional to the central reference current. According to simulations,
the mismatch of the driver output current due to process variations

should be within ±15%. The simulation of the reference current relies

on good modeled behavior in the subthreshold region. Consequently,
for a redesign it is suggested provide means for tuning this reference

to avoid derating. In the current design, the maximum output cur¬

rent is fixed. The limit has been set according to the maximum vgs

defined by the SOA for a worst-case-speed process. That is, for a

typical-mean process a higher output current could be achieved. For

best utilization, one could provide means for adjusting that current

limit.





Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

A hierarchical controller architecture for systems utilizing combined

parallel- and series-connected IGBT/diode modules has been pre¬

sented. The major benefits of this system are:

• The proposed topology allows to optimize the switching behav¬

ior of IGBT/diode modules.

• A unified approach to synchronize switching of parallel- and

series-connected modules or combination thereof is provided.

• Taking into account overall system loss, device and maintenance

cost, the proposed system architecture describes an efficient al¬

ternative to commonly used GTO systems.

Local medium-gain closed-loop control is used to linearize the

IGBT transfer functions. Additional control enables structural and

behavioral adaption of the feedback loop depending on the switching
state. Central digital control compensates for thermal drift and static

parameter variances in order to balance parallel- and series-connected

power switches.

Due to an integration of dic/dt-control into a vce-control scheme

applied to the IGBT turn-on, this approach exceeds performance and

141
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robustness of solutions realized in previous works. The main object is

to control the voltage drop across the system stray inductance while

the freewheeling diode is forward biased. The state of diode reverse

biasing is derived from the systems state variables and determines

the starting point of the main transition of the collector-emitter volt¬

age. An advanced system state classification is applied to allow real¬

time reconfiguration of the controller structure, and thereby obtaining
maximum switching speed. Synchronization of multiple modules is

based on an evaluation of the time difference between a globally syn¬

chronous and an asynchronous event, which both are derived locally.
This avoids the need of high timing-resolution in the optical links to

define a global sampling time. To attain sufficient accuracy, signal

processing is generally based on a small deviation of signals from an

operating point in advance of a switching process.

To ensure a redundant and reconfigurable system, a number M of

IPMs are directly paralleled to a row. These rows are series-connected

to form a column of rows. The IPMs are driven by individual gate
controllers. The rows (or at least two rows, respectively) are con¬

nected to a central controller via at least two bidirectional (or one,

respectively) plastic fiber optic channels per direction, respectively.

(Communication between adjacent columns could be realized at the

local layer, which simplifies scalability). The communication between

the parallelized local drives may be based on low-cost optocouplers.
The reconfiguration algorithm is very simple: any detected single

fault in a row leads to switching-on the entire row. Thus, the faulty
switch is dominated by M — 1 switches, and a possibly time variant

behavior of the faulty switch does not affect system safety. Secondary

reconfiguration processing might adapt software parameters, e.g. the

PWM-pattern to reduce load current and switching losses.

6.2 Perspective

Road map to driver technology development The second gen¬

eration of CONCEPT'S SCALE gate driver ASIC chip sets are currently

being developed and include the basic functionality required for con¬

trolling parallel-connected IGBTs. However, excessive experimental
verifications and further research are required and still under way to
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validate the new control methodologies introduced in this thesis or

the respective patent applications. This functionality will be covered

within the third generation of SCALE driver technology.

Controller design Future work could be aimed at diode voltage

synchronization (e.g. according to [Tha02]) and integration of more

sophisticated set point functions, in particular for the turn-on transi¬

tion. The behavior of the diode could be controlled by the tempera¬

ture as function of the average current of the IGBTs attached to the

same module (e.g. according to [TR01] and [Tha02]). Note, there is

an upper limit of parallelability depending on the symmetry of layout
and matching of diode parameters.

The system controller determines the particular delay and other

parameters required for parallel- and series-connected IGBTs. The

algorithms covered in this thesis can be easily implemented within

programmable logic devices or embedded microcontrollers. An imple¬
mentation within the local controller ASICs is also feasible.

Power module design Rigorous paralleling of power semiconduc¬

tor chips could be simplified by applying or adapting the proposed

methodology to future intelligent power modules. Further, to en¬

hance system speed and reliability, a matrix of combined parallel-
and series-connected chips/subsystems could be packaged.

To achieve sufficient control speed, the gate loop inductance and

internal delay should be reduced, and integrated gate resistors should

be omitted. But, for a manufacturer of standard modules, this could

be a contrary design goal, since these control parameters could be

optimized to ensure safe operation under conventional driving and

topology conditions. Nevertheless, a few manufacturers of application-

specific power modules are open to the customer.

System design The classification of system states, derived for VSI

and inductive load, should be reviewed with regard to novel system
architectures like matrix converters or secondary inverters used for

active filtering. Acquisition of device parameters and events, fed

back to a higher level of control, could assist linearization of sys¬

tem transfer functions as by compensation for on-state voltage and
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delay [PJJ97, ML98] and slew rate of control variables, control of

parallelized inverters and the like.



Appendix A

Power Semiconductor

Compact Models Used

for Circuit Simulation

Motivation

Fundamental changes in methodology of control or topology asks for

a high degree of modeling accuracy to achieve scaling and forecasting

ability. Frequently, physically based modeling is the only chance to

gain insight into hidden dynamics of a compact system, or to observe

system state variables which could not be measured at all or not be

measured without considerably modifying the system dynamics.

Most power semiconductor models available were either derived

from the field of microelectronics or issued from finite-element de¬

scriptions of current transport theory [Let97, SWFOO]. Furthermore,
due to high density packaging and high frequency operation, para¬

sitic effects of layout become increasingly important. An overview of

inductance extraction methods is given in [LeoOl].
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Implementation

The models used in this project are based on a compact and modular

concept [MVS94, Vog96] which handle typical regions of power devices

(e.g. wide drift region, MOSFET control units or diffusion zones) as

basic units, which allows high flexibility to model future devices. In¬

ductances have been extracted by analyzing geometry data using a

multipole-accelerated inductance analysis program [KSSW96] or by
measurement. Accurate modeling strongly depends on the descrip¬
tion of the low-doped drift zone, because the behavior of the diffusion

charge in this region governs the static and dynamic device charac¬

teristics. In modern devices, the charge profile has a ID form over

about 90% of its volume [PJE+99]. Therefore, a one-dimensional

modeling core module is used, which employs a universal and pow¬

erful numerical technique to solve the ambipolar diffusion equation.
This technique is the only possibility for circuit models to consider

physically semiconductor technology measures for improving device

characteristics, such as particle irradiation for lifetime reduction, step

doping of substrate or epitaxial layers as well as double diffused lay¬
ers. This module accounts for all important effects under high injec¬
tion conditions: nonquasistatic ambipolar diffusion, temperature- and

injection-level dependent scattering and recombination effects as well

as impact ionization. Combined with quasi-static equations derived

from device physics describing the rest of the respective structure,

very accurate and CPU time efficient modeling is achieved. Today,
IGBTs are manufactured in high-density processes realizing a drawn

MOSFET channel length smaller than 2.5 urn. Quasi-static models of

similar integrated MOSFETs give acceptable accuracy for a signal rise

time down to 1 ns, which is proportional to the square of the channel

length [Aro93]. These models are implemented in an analog hard¬

ware description language (AHDL, SABER MAST has been used) for

a solver which allows integration of subcode implemented in a com¬

mon computer programming language. To investigate the behavior of

large systems, simulations have been done by using simplified mod¬

els for the gate drives, or by combining the complex description of

the gate drives with simplified lumped charge models [MLS97] for the

power devices, implemented by AHDL modeling for a common VLSI

simulator (Cadence Spectre).
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VLSI Simulation Model

The original code of power device models [Uwee, Hef95] (given in

MAST behavioral language) is being adapted to the VLSI-simulators

Spectre and ADVanceMS. The models provide various levels of approx¬

imation regarding hole current and Miller capacitance. A simplified
code for an IGBT (used for simulation Fig. A.2) is as follows:

/* IGBT (4 parallel dies of BSM75GAL120DN2)

modeled: MOSfet transconductance,

gate to drain capacitance as function of gate to drain voltage
not modeled: hole current, leakage current, avalanche current,

temperature dependency, gate resistance, inductances

e

I

/

b —|

I \

g -II I

I c

*/

module igbtsimpleplus (c,e,g) (T,mosscale,Kp,jleak,typeCgd,VCEwarn,
init_ic, init_vgc)

// external nodesnode [V,I] c,g,e;

parameter real

mosscale

Kp

jleak

init_ic

init_vgc

= 300

= 4

= 22

= 0

= inf

= inf

from [0:inf),

from [0:inf),

from [0:inf),

from [0:inf),

from [0:inf],

from [0:inf];

//silicon temperature [K]

//paralleling factor

//mos transconductance

//leakage current

//initial collector current

//set init_ic = inf to skip ic

//initial gate collector voltage

//set init_vgc = inf to skip ic

{

//vdmos

parameter real Kf=2.2,

theta=0.08,

kappa=-0.5,

A=1.21,

Agd=0.7,

Vth=6.2,

Coxd=14n,

Cgc=8.5n;

//velocity saturation param

//influence of high transversal fields

//temperature coefficient of theta [1]

//eff. area of the whole device [cm"2]

//eff. area of the Miller capacitance [cm"2]

//threshold voltage of the n-channel [V]

//oxide part of the Miller capacitance [F]

//mos gate to source capacitance

//driftzone, emitter

parameter real
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II in0=20p, //emitter saturation current

// w=0.0180, //max. base width

// Ne=lel5, //doping concentration of the anode [cm"-3]

Nb=lel4; //doping concentration of the base [cm"-3]

// tauh0=200n; //electron lifetime

node [V,I] b; //internal nodes

real vge, vbc, veb, vbg; //voltages
real jmos, jhole, je, //current densities

jcbg, iege;
real nmobO, nmob_limit, nmobl, Nb_eff, //for modeling effective doping

Cgd, Cgdj; //modeling gate to drain capacitance
real vmi, //intermediate variable

wgd; //gate drain depletion width

const real ni = 1.45el0; /*intrinsic carrier density of silicon*/

const real epsi = 1.0536e-12; /*dielectric constant of silicon*/

const real qel = 1.602e-19; /*electron charge*/
const real vnsat = 0.9e7; /*saturation velocity of electrons*/

resistor rbg (b, g) (r=10e6); //convergence aid

resistor rgc (g, c) (r=le6); //use devices predefined in Spectre

capacitor cgdmin (b, g) (c=20p);

capacitor cbc (e, c) (c=50p);
//hole current is not modeled

resistor reb (e, b) (r=60m/mosscale);

capacitor ceb (e, b) (c=10n/mosscale);

//sdiode deb (e, b) (Ad = A, scale = mosscale);

analog {

vbc = V(b,c);

vge
= V(g,c);

vbg = V(b,g);
veb = V(e,b);

//vdmos current (check dependency from vbc if hole current is modeled)

if ($analysis("ic") && (init_ic != inf)) {

jmos = 1/A*init_ic;

}

else {

if(( vbc > ( vge
- Vth)/Kf) & (vbc>=0) & (vgOVth)) {

jmos = l/A*0.5*Kp*pow((vgc - Vth),2)/

(1+(vgc-Vth)*theta*pow((T/300),kappa));
}

else if(( vbc <= ( vge
- Vth)/Kf) & ( vge > Vth) & (vbc>0)

& (vge >Vth ) ){

jmos = l/A*Kp*Kf*(vbc*(vgc-Vth)-Kf*0.5*pow(vbc,2))

/(1+(vgc-Vth)*theta*pow((T/300),kappa));
}

else {

jmos = 0;
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}

}

/*effective doping (not implemented)

jhole = 0.18*jmos;
nmobO = -0.8*jmos/(Agd*qel*vnsat);
nmob_limit = -Nb +ni; //nmob !> ni

if (nmobO < 0.9 * nmob_limit) {

nmobl = 0.9*nmob_limit

+(0.l*nmob_limit*tanh((nmobO/nmob_limit-0.9)/0.1));

}

else {

nmobl = nmobO;

}

Nb_eff = Nb + nmobl;

*/

else {

//approximat ion

Nb_eff=Nb;

}

if(vbg > 1) {

vmi = vbg;

}

else {

vmi = l/$limexp(l)*$limexp(vbg)+lu; //lu is convergence aid

}

wgd = sqrt(2*epsi/qel*vmi/Nb_eff);

Cgdj = epsi * Agd / wgd;

Cgd = Coxd * Cgdj / (Coxd + Cgdj);

jcbg = dot(Cgd*(vbg));

icgc = dot(Cgc*(vgc));

je = (jmos+jhole+jleak);
flow(b, c) <- mosscale*A*(je);
flow(b, g) <- mosscale*(jcbg);

flow(g, c) <- mosscale*(icgc);
if ($analysis("ic") && (init_vgc != inf)){

vge
= init_vgc;

}

} //analog
} //module
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Validity

The validity of the modeling concept (numerical technique to solve

the ambipolar diffusion equation) has been verified by an excellent

agreement with measurement, see Fig. A.l. An example of a VLSI

system simulation is shown in Fig. A.2. It is comprising BSIM models

for the MOS transistors in the gate drivers and a lumped-charge com¬

pact model for the power devices used in a voltage source inverter.

In this example, the extraction of the conduction state of the power

diode by the gate driver circuitry is verified.

Note, that the focus of verification is on hard-switching voltage
source inverters with inductive load, employing parallel- and series-

connected power semiconductor switching devices.
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Figure A.l: Circuit simulation with a compact model which employs
a numerical technique to solve the ambipolar diffusion equation. The

module consists of a 1200 V/75 A planar-gate NPT IGBT with a par¬

allel diode rated at 75 A, and a chopper diode rated at 100 A. Top:
Turn-on of the IGBT under inductive load conditions. Bottom: Turn-

off case. Simulation (solid lines) in comparison with measurement

(noisy lines).
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Appendix B

Effects of Unmatched

Switching of Multiple
IGBTs

This appendix shows the basic effects of asynchronous switching of

series or parallel connected (or combination thereof) IGBT modules

to show the necessity of synchronizing the switching transients. Sim¬

ulations have been done with the environment of Fig. B.l.

It will be shown that delay divergences cause a mismatch in the

switching losses (Eon or E0ff). Although active limiting of vce or

ic may be useful to protect the IGBTs against exceeding the SOA

limits, it is not sufficient for equalizing Eon and EQff. So, when high

frequency switching is desired (where dynamic losses are essential),
Eon and EQff should be equalized by way of adjusting the gate charge

profile, e.g. to synchronize the switching delay.

Furthermore, it will be shown that asynchronous switching is only
observable in a finite time interval, in particular when applying ac¬

tive clamping. That makes it difficult to predetermine a sufficiently

presized globally synchronous sampling time, at which asynchronous

switching may be discovered.
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Figure B.l: Simulation environment to explore the behavior of asyn¬

chronously driven IGBTs in combined series and parallel connection.

Each IGBT (planar-gate NPT 1200V/600 A) is locally driven in cur¬

rent mode (i9 = 2 A) and subject to active clamping the collector-

emitter voltage.

B.l Series Connection

B.l.l Turn-on of the IGBTs

Is it sufficient to clamp the collector-emitter voltage? Al¬

though active clamping may protect the IGBTs against overvoltage,
the redistribution of vce (t) in phase A when the freewheeling diode is

conducting will cause a mismatch in Eon-x See Fig. B.2 where the

delay divergence At is 100 ns. Nevertheless, active clamping also lim¬

its the mismatch in Eon- So the results for At = 100 ns are similar to

xIt is assumed that ic / 0 in this phase, as it is the usual case. The mismatch

in Eon is particularly relevant when the expected decrease in vce during phase A

is large according to Ladic/dt.
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Figure B.2: Asynchronous current-mode turn-on control of two

series-connected IGBTs (planar-gate NPT 1200V/600A). With ac¬

tive clamping (vce(max) = 610 V, g = 0.25 S). Actual delay divergence
is 100 ns. Index 1 is for the fast IGBT.

that of At = 28ns (refer to Fig. B.3, top).

Is it possible to extract the delay divergence? In many cases

the delay extracted from the vce-waveforms is only a raw approxima¬

tion of the actual delay divergence. In Fig. B.3 the extracted delay

divergences are 19ns (top) and 67ns (bottom), but actually they are

28 ns and 100 ns, respectively. The low accuracy of extraction is due

to current-mode gate driving in this case, which enables charging the

gate by another way then by the gate driver. In particular, an addi¬

tional gate current can be supplied by the Miller capacitance of the

IGBT due to dvce/dt (in the case shown) or by an active clamping

scheme, a dvce/dt-control or the like. The additional gate charge re¬

duces the required (extracted) delay to synchronize the IGBTs.

Furthermore, series connected modules itself may consist of par¬

allel connected IGBTs. When using a common driving circuit for
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respectively (top) or 100ns and 67ns, respectively (bottom). Index 1

is for the fast IGBT.
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parallel IGBTs, asymmetric layout may result in a redistribution of

ig. A mismatch in ig or in semiconductor parameters may result in a

quite nonlinear equivalent gm of the module such that vce (t) may de¬

viate from the ideal case of series connection. During phase A2 (before
all IGBTs have reached the gate threshold voltage), vce(t) and Eon

may be strongly unmatched. The redistribution of vce is calculated

by the particular divergence in ig.

How to determine a sufficiently presized sampling time? Dur¬

ing the main transition of vce (phase B), the particular vce(t) may only
show small divergence so that sampling time skew becomes critical.

Skew is not critical during the main transition of ic (phase As).
The linearized transfer factor Avce(T)/At strongly varies with the

sampling time T and in particular with the actual ic, such that the

determination of a sufficiently presized sampling time is very critical.

Furthermore, it should be redefined when Vbg and ihoaA have been

changed.

Therefore, it is difficult to design the controller according to a

finite settling time approach. Synchronization will need more than

one cycle by using smaller approximation steps. This slow tracking

speed should be sufficient for the turn-on case, since the actual delay
to achieve synchronization does not change over time as much.

B.1.2 Turn-off of the IGBTs

For the turn-off case, faster IGBTs approach a higher J vce(t)dt.
When applying active clamping, for the fast IGBTs both vce and

ic remain at a high level until the sum of all vce within the series

connection approaches Vue- So EQff for fast IGBTs is increased, see

Fig. B.4. When \dvce/dt\ and vce(max) are limited by a control system,
turn-off losses during phase B can be approximated by

E0ff = iLoadVce(max) ( ^'^TJ 737]"
+ At )

. (B.l)

where vce(max) ~ Vdc/N. In contrast to the turn-on case, the initial

vce(t) at fast IGBTs is not distinguishable from slow IGBTs. Thus,
the delay divergence can not be both identified and modified within

the same cycle.
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Figure B.4: Asynchronous current-mode turn-off of two series-

connected IGBTs (planar-gate NPT 1200V/600A). With active

clamping (vce(max) = 660 V, g = 0.25 S). Solid lines are for an actual

delay divergence of 100 ns, dashed lines for synchronous switching;
index 1 is for the fast IGBT.

Hard active clamping of vce (as it would be desired for series con¬

nected IGBTs) may decrease \dic/dt\ such that EQff may be increased

compared to simple gate driving:

dic/dt = (VdC —

Vce(max))& (B.2)

When using active clamping, the limit vce(max) 1S usually set as

high as that for the nominal case (synchronous switching of IGBTs,
nominal collector current) this limit is not reached during phase A.

But if the IGBT is turned off very fast, a reasonable limit vce(max)
will lead the active clamping scheme to synchronize vce during phase
A. Asynchronous switching may only be detectable within phase B.

Therefore, the predetermination of a sufficiently presized sampling
time is also critical for the turn-off case.
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B.2 Parallel Connection

B.2.1 Turn-on of the IGBTs

The waveforms are similar to the turn-off of series connected IGBTs

whereas ic and vce are interchanged. See Fig. B.5, top. As there is

no additional source of gate charge (or no divergence of which), the

actual delay divergence is equivalent to the delay extracted from the

waveforms.

Faster IGBTs approach a higher J ic(t)dt which causes Eon to

be increased. Although active limiting of ic may protect the IGBTs

against overcurrent, both vce and ic at fast IGBTs remain at a high
level for a longer time than the average, so increasing Eon.

B.2.2 Turn-off of the IGBTs

The waveforms are similar to the turn-on of series connected IGBTs

whereas ic and vce are interchanged. The redistribution of ic(t) in

phase B (when the freewheeling diode is not conducting) will cause a

mismatch in E0ff, see Fig. B.5, bottom. The redistribution of ic in

phase B and the time shift of ic in phase A (when the freewheeling
diode is conducting) are nonlinear functions of the particular diver¬

gence in ig and C^ and of iLoad-

This implies that sampling of vce in phase A would be critical in

terms of sampling time skew. Skew is not critical in phase B during
the main transition of vce- Nevertheless, the nonlinear and quite un¬

certain response of ic(t) to the actual delay divergence cause similar

control problems as discussed for series connected IGBTs.

Synchronization will need more than one cycle by using smaller

steps. This might be critical for the turn-off of parallel IGBTs, since

the final delay to achieve synchronization may change over time as

much as iLoad will change. This is because vge = Vm at the Miller

plateau is according to iLoad- (So the gate charge required to bring

Vge from the on-state value to the Miller plateau value is a function

Of iLoad-)
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Appendix C

Schematics of the Local

Controller ASIC

This appendix includes detailed schematics of the analog part of the

integrated and fabricated local controller ASIC.
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Figure C.4: Local control buf40-750A to set the gate potential of first cascode current mirrors of

driver stage partitions. Likewise, a control buf40-750B is used for the second current mirrors.
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